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Only Mentor Graphics has 
brought a billion gates to light. 

In just 5 years, over a billion gates have flowed through 
our IDEA Series- design automation systems. And that's a 
very conservative estimate. 

Which makes it seem all the more incredible that, 
before we came along, almost all electronic circuits were 
drafted and breadboarded by hand. 

Since then, our schematic capture and simulation tools 
have produced more circuits for more products than any 
other electronic design automation vendor. A claim only 
Mentor Graphics can make. 

Along the way, we've pioneered schematic capture and 
simulation tools that are now industry standard. Like 
hierarchical design entry, which allows efficient manage-
ment of even the largest designs. And MSPICE,- which brings 
real interactivity and a graphics-oriented interface to analog 
simulation. 

At the same time, we've provided the depth and power 
required to work with very large designs. A macro language 
allows you to build a highly customized interface, one suited 
specifically to your particular productivity needs. And "case 

Gra 

frames" allow very complex circuit patterns to be expressed 
in just a few keystrokes. 

For simulation, our QUICKSIM- family brings you logic, 
timing, and fault simulation in a single, integrated package. 
Plus the ability to use a mixture of modeling techniques, 
including chip-based modeling with our Hardware Model-
ing Library- And you can call upon our Compute Engine-
general-purpose accelerator to enhance standard work-
station performance. 

Once your design is complete and verified, our IDEA 
Series lets you express it in any standard physical form: PCB, 
full-custom or semicustom. We have a full set of layout tools 
for each. All fully compatible with our front-end tools. 

As we head toward our next billion gates, we'd like to 
make some of them yours. It's all part of a vision unique to 
Mentor Graphics, the leader in electronic design automa-
tion. Let us show you where this vision can take you. 

Call us toll free for an overview brochure and the 
number of your nearest sales office. 

Phone 1-800-547-7390 (in Oregon call 284-7357). 

Sydney, Australia; Phone 02-959-5488 Mississauga, Ontario; Phone 416-279-9060 Nepean, Ontario; Phone 613-828-7527 Paris, France; Phone 0145-60-5151 Munich, West Germany; Phone 089-57096-0 Wiesbaden, West 
Germany; Phone 06121-371021 Hong Kong; Phone 0566-5113 Givatayim 53583, Israel; Phone 03-777-719 Milan, Italy; Phone 02-824-4161 Asia-Pacific Headquarters, Tokyo, Japan; Phone 03-505-4800 Tokyo, Japan; Phone 
03-589-2820 Osaka, Japan; Phone 06 308-3731 Seoul, Korea; Phone 02-548-6333 Spanga, Sweden; Phone 08-750-5540 Zurich, Switzerland; Phone 01-302-64-00 Taipei, Taiwan; Phone 02-7762032 or 02-7762033 Halhveg, 
Netherlands; Phone 32907-7115 Singapore; Phone 077'9-1111 Bracknell, England; Phone 0344-482828 Livingston, Scotland; Phone 0506 -222 Middle Fast, Far East, Asia, South America; Phone 503-626-7000 
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Only Men6Riraphics has 
brought a billion gates to light. 

In just 5 years, over a billion gates have flowed through 
our IDEA Series- design automation systems. And that's a 
very conservative estimate. 

Which makes it seem all the more incredible that, 
before we came along, almost all electronic circuits were 
drafted and breadboarded by hand. 

Since then, our schematic capture and simulation tools 
have produced more circuits for more products than any 
other electronic design automation vendor. A claim only 
Mentor Graphics can make. 

Along the way, we've pioneered schematic capture and 
simulation tools that are now industry standard. Like 
hierarchical design entry, which allows efficient manage-
ment of even the largest designs. And MSPICE,- which brings 
real interactivity and a graphics-oriented interface to analog 
simulation. 

At the same time, we've provided the depth and power 
required to work with very large designs. A macro language 
allows you to build a highly customized interface, one suited 
specifically to your particular productivity needs. And "case 
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frames" allow very complex circuit patterns to be expressed 
in just a few keystrokes. 

For simulation, our QUICKSIM- family brings you logic, 
timing, and fault simulation in a single, integrated package. 
Plus the ability to use a mixture of modeling techniques, 
including chip-based modeling with our Hardware Model-
ing Library.'" And you can call upon our Compute Engine-
general-purpose accelerator to enhance standard work-
station performance. 

Once your design is complete and verified, our IDEA 
Series lets you express it in any standard physical form: PCB, 
full-custom or semicustom. We have a full set of layout tools 
for each. All fully compatible with our front-end tools. 

As we head toward our next billion gates, we'd like to 
make some of them yours. It's all part of a vision unique to 
Mentor Graphics, the leader in electronic design automa-
tion. Let us show you where this vision can take you. 

Call us toll free for an overview brochure and the 
number of your nearest sales office. 

Phone 1-800-547-7390 (in Oregon call 284-7357). 
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Youre looking into the heart 
of the brightest new idea 
in AlGaAs technology 

Increase the brightness of the 
LED's you design into your equipment 
by as much as 300% with HP's new 
red AlGaAs products. The price? Only 
25% more than our standard high-
efficiency red devices. 

These brighter products are 
made possible by Hewlett-Packard's 
new opaque substrate, double hetero-
junction (DH) AlGaAs technology 
This technology enables us to offer you 
entirely new families of lamps and 
displays that are significantly more 
efficient than single heterojunction 
(SH) AlGaAs devices. 

What does this mean for you? More 
ways to meet your price/performance 

targets. More ways to beat 
the competition. More ways to get the 
benefits of HP quality control. When 
you need LED brightness levels in the 
50 to 1000 millicandela range...when 
you have an application that can 
benefit from displays that draw only 
1 mA per segment...or need lamps that 
perform well at 1 mA, HP has a 
solution for you. 

I—Brighten your day with free 
samples. 

Evaluate this significant 
next step in solid state technology 
for yourself. To get your free 
samples, mail this coupon and your 
business card to: Hewlett-Packard, 
Components Group, 1820 
Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA 
94 , 303. CG08707 

9/17/87 1 

To order, contact your nearest HP distributor. In the U.S.: Almac Electronics, Hall-Mark, Hamilton/ 
Avnet, or Schweber. In Canada: Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics Ltd. 
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Circle 1 on reader service card 



EMP/ESD 
protection 
without 
redesign. 

Transient-
suppressing 
connectors 
from AMP 

Circle 2 on reader service card 

High-voltage transients— whether 
an electrostatic charge from the 
office rug or an electromagnetic 
pulse from a high altitude nuclear 
detonation—are certain destruction 
for small-geometry circuitry. 

The vulnerable spot: I/O lines. 
Conventional protection places 
clamping diodes on a separate pc 
board near the connector. This adds 
to design/redesign requirements, 
eats up space, and sacrifices 
response time. In short, you're 
facing a lot of trade-off. 

Unless you look into AMP 
voltage-suppression connectors. 
They let you solve ESD problems 
or meet MIL-Std-461C requirements 
in the time it takes to install a 

receptacle. No redesign. No lost 
space. And superior technical 
performance. 

They come with clamping 
voltages from 6.8 to 100'VDC, in a 
wide range of styles including 
MIL-C-38999s and MIL-C-24308s. 
Unipolar or back-to-back zeners are 
substrate mounted and react in 
under 5 nanoseconds. Epitaxial 
silicon design features low 
capacitance, stable frequency 
characteristics, and power ratings 
to beat EMP or ESD energy levels. 

Call (717) 780-4400 and ask for 
the Voltage Suppressing Connector 
Desk. AMP Incorporated, 
Harrisburg, 1'A 17105-3608. 

AMA FD Interconnecting ideas 

Substrate mounted zener 
diodes are offered with 
typical capacitances of 500 
pF at 6.8VDC, 100 pF at 
30VDC. Peak current 
capacity exceeds 10A 
requirements of MIL-
Std-461C, peak pulse 
power is rated at 500W. 
Available in circular and 
subminiature D 
configurations. 
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'Inhere is no substitute 
I for experience, and 

that applies to the people 
who design magazine arti-
cles as much as to those 
who design electronic de-
vices and systems. That is 
why Electronics, with its 
veteran staff of journal-
ists stationed around the 
world, can add so much 
more perspective in less 
time than our competitors. 

Typical of our approach 
is the story in this issue 
on the sale of Fairchild 
Semiconductor to National 
Semiconductor (see p. 43). The coverage 
was directed from New York headquar-
ters by Features Editor Jeremy Young, 
who maintains that his job is relatively 
simple: "We just call on our experienced 
editors to scope out the meaning of ma-
jor industry events. Then we lay out the 
possible approaches to handling the sto-
ry and pick the one that we think will be 
of the greatest value to our readers." 
But it only appears easy, because we 

do it so regularly that we have honed 
our response to the point where every-
one knows his battle station and goes 
right to work. Not only that, but, as 
Jeremy puts it, "With our eyes and ears 
always focused around the world, we 
often can tell when something big is 
about to break. On top of that, over the 
years most of us have developed a kind 
of sixth sense about when one of these 
things is about to happen. It's almost 
cyclical." 

After the editors have decided how 
best to approach the story, the journal-
ist's most valuable tool comes into play: 
sources. "This is where they separate 
the men from the boys," notes Jeremy, 
"where the old pro leaves the young 
hotshot in his dust." It takes time to 

YOUNG: Using experience to 

scope out the meaning. 

develop high-level sources 
and to build up their trust 
in you. "The only real way 
to do that," says Jeremy, 
"is to be fair and honest. 
There are no shortcuts." 
Our field editors go to 

their sources to develop 
the inside material on the 
significance, both short-
term and long-term, of the 
event. "One of the best at 
this is Rob Lineback, who 
wrote the Fairchild-Na-
tional piece," says Jer-
emy. Lineback, who has a 
well-deserved reputation 

as a consummate craftsman, excels at 
writing on short deadlines—at least 
partly because his sources can trust his 
fairness and accuracy. 

Staying focused not only helps us 
handle the story of the big event, 

but enables us to know when it is time 
to report on a significant change in the 
industry. That's the case with this is-
sue's Probing the News, about the pro-
gress being made by gallium arsenide 
technology in its struggle to get into the 
mainstream (see p. 48). 
"The companies leading the way are 

not making much noise about their pro-
gress, because so much has been said 
before without anything really happen-
ing," says Los Angeles editor Larry 
Waller. "But I have been hearing talk 
from my industry sources that GaAs 
has been coming on. Everyone has 
heard that before, so I was a bit skepti-
cal. But I checked things out and decid-
ed that this time the picture looked 
more solid." 

That's another example of how our 
unsurpassed experience keeps us on top 
of the latest trends and developments in 
the electronics industry. 
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Electronics 
NEWS INSIDE TECHNOLOGY 

Newsletters 

Electronics, 21 
• TI will use its new biumoS 
process to build advanced linear 
chips 
• Cray's decision to drop the MP 
could haunt it in the future... 
• ... while Chen should find 
financial backing with ease 
• Now Hypres's time-domain 
reflectometer has a 120-GHz 
bandwidth 

International, 54 
• Japan will put two-way 
data communications on cable-Tv 
networks 
• Frequency-divider chip R&D 
promises record speeds 
• Personal-computer compatibility 
plans percolate in Japan 

Computers, 31 
DEC strikes back at IBM "VAX 
killers" with a MicrovAx product 
blitz 

Optoelectronics, 32 
A laser milestone: GaAs on silicon 

Standards, 32 
Is simpler qualification coming 
for mil-spec chips? 

Memories, 33 
Now, NEC stores file 
on a chip 

Data conversion, 34 
A DSP interface goes 
economy class 

Parallel processing, 34 
Concurrent to market 
Navier-Stokes computer 

IEEE election, 39 
Should the IEEE be required 
to offer a ballot choice? 

COVER: PLDs: faster, denser, and lots more of them, 61 
There's a host of new programmable logic choices: EPLDs and EEPLDs 
with speeds that rival bipolar PLDs and densities that rival gate arrays 

• Intel's PLD packs both speed and complexity, 65 
Intel's uv-erasable Cmos array incorporates 12 macrocells and can 
replace the glue logic surrounding fast 16- and 32-bit microsystems 

• EPLD line from Cypress is application-specific, 67 
The family's architecture can solve numerous problems without the 
inefficiency of unused gates and without performance penalties 

• Xilinx design to lead to 9,000-gate PLDs, 69 
It has extended the density of its SRAM-based PLD technology to 
where it can compete for designs now targeted for gate arrays 

• Lattice adds flexibility to EEPROM-based PLD, 71 
The new part for the first time puts electrically erasable AND and OR 
arrays on the same chip with macrocells and buried registers 

SPECIAL REPORT: Integration is crucial to CASE's future, 77 
Computer-aided software engineering is finally beginning to deliver 
on some of its promises, but users need a truly integrated tool set 

• At last: a toolkit for real-time software, 81 
CARDtools from Ready Systems is a set of four software programs 
that meet the special requirements of real-time system designers 

• Atherton finds a way to integrate CASE tools, 83 
The Software BackPlane links tools from many vendors in a system 
with a common user interface and a master data base 

Calma brings automation to custom-IC design, 92 
The new set of tools lets custom-chip designers place and route 
automatically, while yielding the silicon efficiency of handcrafting 

How Calma plans to fight back in CAD, 95 
The company is waging a long-term campaign against new 
competition from makers of ASIC layout tools 

Technology update, 100 
vivis emulation is a winner at Elxsi ... GaAs LS! from Vitesse is on track 

PROBING THE NEWS 

Swallowing Fairchild makes a giant of National, 43 
The acquisition vaults National Semiconductor to No. 1 in military and 
analog chips, and from No. 11 to No. 6 in worldwide chip sales 

Commercial quantities of LSI GaAs are finally here, 48 
Vitesse and TriQuint gate arrays are setting the pace; the industry could 
at last dispel the notion that GaAs is more talk than action 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

Newsletter, 25 

• Texas Instruments expects to 
produce sample 4-mbit DRAMS by 
early next year 
• Zoran's 32-bit floating-point 
processor is loaded 
with new features 
• A pair of TRW's image 
processing chips can replace 
100 ICS 
• TransImage's plug-in board 
enables IBM PC to read 
any text optically 

Communications, 111 

• Mitel's Express Card simulator 
board cuts months off ISDN 
product development with 
preconfigured interfaces 
and software 

Computers & Peripherals, 114 

• Iomega hikes the capacity of its 
Bernoulli Box cartridge and puts 
two together in a 40-mbyte 
double-drive configuration 
• Solid-state memory unit from 
Zitel boasts 140-mbyte/s 
data-transfer rate 

COVER. SEAN DALY 

DEPARTMENTS 

Military/Aerospace 
Newsletter, 105 
• By fall, the low bidder may not 
always win the contract 
at the Defense Electronics 
Supply Center 
• DEC fights the Air Force over 
"illegal specs" in a computer-
interface request for proposals 
• NASA seems likely to win 
funding for the space station... 
• ... but Proxmire pushes for a 
privately funded alternative 
• Winners outnumber the losers 
after Israel cancels the Lavi 
• GAO slams Air Force plan for 
interim AMRAAM missile 

Publisher's Letter, 3 

There is no substitute for 
experience, and that applies to 
editors as much as to those who 
design electronic products 

FYI, 8 
Melding two different corporate 
cultures is always tough; we wish 
National's Charlie Sporck and 
Fairchild's Don Brooks the 
best of luck 

People, 12 
How Richard Meise plans ta steer 
Banyan Systems to $100 million 

Electronics Week, 122 
• Europe agrees on a mobile-
phone network 
• AT&T pumps up its computer 
line... 
• ... as Unisys adds to its 
minicomputer line 
• U. S. electronics industry is up 
4.5% in the first half 
• Prime Computer enters the PC 
CAD market 
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"7 his could be the most 
logical merger in history! 
When you combine our 
two companies, everything 
fits. Engineers get more 
great products. Buyers get 
great deals. Our share-
holders get greater value. 
Our employees get 
a greater opportunity. 
And our industry gets a 
great new competitor 
In fact, any way 
you look at it, this is 
one great 
company!" 

%atulers 
chairman mid 
chicl Evet Wilk, Office); 
;Iduanced Micro Devices. Inc 

Advanced 
Micro Devices 471 

Weft-st, 
rr!f,4- 



el always knew the 
man was a natural-
born peddler" 
¡ruin &dermal, 
Vice Chairnuni, Advanced Micro Devices 
President, Monolithic Memories, Inc. 

larmetiEl 

On August 13th,Advanced Micro Devices and 
Monolithic Memories merged to become the world's 

largest exclusive producer of integrated circuits. 
And in the months ahead, you'll learn that Jerry's right. 

This is a great deal for everyone. 

Advanced Micro Devices CI 
One great company. 

Circle 7 on reader service card 



Look for it in 
this issue... 

Product 
Showcase 
An exciting 
marketplace of 
products and 
services in 
full color. 

Our Product Showcase 
section is a fast and 

easy way for you to: 

IN Obtain information 
on new products 

• Find out about new 

capabilities 

Ill Get a quick look at 

new applications 

III Send for new 

catalogs 

• Request product 

literature 

• Get free samples 

Check out the Product 

Showcase section in 
this issue. You'll see 

what we mean. Product 

Showcase is the most 

efficient way of obtain-

ing new product 

information. 

And if you'd like to 

advertise your com-

pany's products or 

services, contact 

Rosemarie Caruso at 
(212) 512-2787. 

Electronics 

SEPTEMBER 17, 1987 

Melding two very different 
corporate cultures is always tough; 
we wish National's Charlie Sporck and 
Fairchild's Don Brooks the best of luck 

'have two significant "secrets" to 
I reveal. To begin with, I have an alter-
nate lifestyle; despite the many joys of 
living on the East Side, I get away 
from Manhattan as often as I can. Des-
tination: Down East Maine, so far down 
east that my home looks out over the 
Bay of Fundy and the Canadian coast. 
My neighbors are fishermen, and there 
are no condos crowding the beaches 
(yet). Without going to the moon, I've 
always thought this was as far away 
from everything, including the electron-
ics industry, that I could get. 

So imagine my surprise when I picked up a copy of the 
Portland Press-Herald at my nearby Irving gas station only 
to spot a front-page story sporting a big headline that de-
clared Fairchild Semiconductor was to be acquired by Nation-
al Semiconductor! It was important news, of course, because 
Fairchild has 2,000 employees in South Portland. But the 
story quickly pulled me away from my rocky Maine coast and 
back to the "real" world (we sort it all out on p. 43). 
We had heard the rumors about National's interest, but 

frankly—and this is my second big secret—I was rooting for 
a management buyout by president Don Brooks and his band 
of Texas Instruments expatriates. I have much empathy for 
Don; he got his operation back on track with the right prod-
uct only to be blasted by a major depression. But Don stuck 
to his guns and kept investing in people and product. When 
we put him on our Feb. 24, 1986 cover, the headline borrowed 
from our own promotion: "Fairchild is back!" 

After Fujitsu bailed out under pressure, it seemed like a 
good idea when Brooks put together a package to buy the 
company and keep it headed in the same direction under the 
guidance of the same management team. Now it's not to be. I 
am delighted, of course, that at a time when chip makers 
need to be bigger and stronger to compete against foreign 
companies, the U. S. will gain a bigger, stronger producer. 
And I certainly don't have anything against National; I've 
covered and admired Charlie Sporck and his company for 
almost as long as I have reported on Fairchild. But I'm 
surprised, as well as sorry, that Schlumberger didn't sell the 
chip maker to its management. Despite continuing losses, 
Brooks was getting his act together and had put together an 
exciting company with a talented, dedicated work force. Meld-
ing two very different corporate cultures is always tough--
we wish Charlie and Don all the luck. ROBERT W. HENKEL 

8 Electronics/ September 17, 1987 



BRI 
LECROY. 

NGING YOUR WAVEFORMS 
TO LIGHT. 

T= 31.164 ns 679.672 nE 

No matter how fast, how long or how 
detailed your waveform is, LeCroy 
modular waveform digitizers let you 
display it. LeCroy waveform digitizers 
let you see s'ignal details that have 
never been seen before. Important 
details on fast transient events. 

Even for SINGLE-SHOT waveforms 
LeCroy digitizers provide: 
• DC to 400 MHz waveform capture 
• DC to 1348 MSamples/sec 

digitizing rate 
• up to 16 MSamples record length 
• up to 12 bits resolution. 

One hundred of the Fortune 500 
companies trust LeCroy digitizers to 

capture, display and store their wave-
forms. Their waveforms came out of the 
darkness and into the light. And now 
yours can too! 

For a FREE demonstration, using your 
waveforms, and an accompanying 
digitizing handbook, write or call: 
LeCroy Corporation 
700 Chestnut Ridge Road 
Chestnut Ridge, N.Y. 10977-6499 
1914; 578-6038 

LeCroy 
Innovators in Instrumentation 
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INTRODUCING 
THE WORLD'S 

SIXTH 
2400 BPS 
MODEM. 



No question 
about it; after the 
Sierra 1200 bps 
modem set the stan-
dard for what a 
modem should be, 
the whole world has 
been trying to top it. 

And the way 
people have been 
introducing 2400 
bps modems lately, 
they must think 
doubling the baud 
rate is all it takes. 

But at Sierra, 
we think anything 
worth doing is worth 
doing right. So we 
took the extra time 
to give this modem 
the same kind of 
features that made 
our 1200 bps modem 
the world's best. And 
now that it's good 
and ready, just look at 
the difference: 

Instead of 
taking three or more 
ICs to do the job, 
we've done it with 
only two: Our 

SC11006 modem, 
and one of two con-
trollers. Our SC11009 
for parallel bus 
applications, like the 
IBM PC, XT, and AT 
computers or com-
patibles. Or our 
SC11010, for direct 
RS-232 serial inter-
face applications. 

We also give 
you our exclusive 
Triple Technology," 
which provides maxi-
mum integration 
through optimum 
partitioning of 
analog and digital 
functions on the 
same chip. In the 
modem, you'll find 
integrated features 
like DTMF and guard 
tone generators, a 
call progress monitor, 
hybrid analog, digi-
tal, and remote 
loopback diagnostics, 
and a programmable 
audio output port. 
And in both con-
trollers, you get the 

fun industry stan-
dard AT command 
set, imbedded in 
ROM. With the 
ability to address 
off-chip memory 
to accommodate 
special features. 

To give you an 
idea of how much 
further we've gone, 
this two-chip set has 
been designed and 
fine-tuned to deliver 
superior perfor-
mance, as specified 
by the European 
PTTs. As a result, it 
offers the best 
service on the 
widest variety of 
telephone channels 
in the world. 

If you'd like to 
know more, just call 
or write. We'll send 
you full information 
about the world's 
sixth 2400 bps 
modem. And show 
you how we started 
out sixth and 
wound up in first. 

Sierra Semiconductor 
Triple Technology In CMOS. 

2075 North Capitol Avenue, San Jose, California 95132. Telephone (408) 263-9300 
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TWO 
GREAT 
WAYS TO 
GET INTO 
PROGRAM-
MABLE 
LOGIC. 

ONE 
LOW PRICE. 

For just $2495, Data I/O® now 
offers two easy ways to put the 
power of logic in your designs. 
The LogicPakni, with the generic 
adapter, transforms your 19, 29A, 
or 296 Universal Programming 
System into a sophisticated logic 
programming tool that supports 
virtually all programmable logic 
devices (PLDs). Or, if you don't 
already own one of our universal 
systems and want to program the 
popular PLDs, choose the 60A 
Logic Programmer. 

Data I/O has set device pro-
gramming standards for more 
than 15 years. So whichever pro-
grammer you choose, you can 
feel confident that you'll have the 
most reliable, up-to-date device 
support available today. 

Call us today for a complete 
information packet on our logic 
programmers. 

1-800-247-5700 
Dept. 533 

DATA I/O 

PEOPLE 

HOW MEISE PLANS TO 
BANYAN TO $100 MILLION 

STEER 

WESTBORO, MASS. 

yoll don't often take a $10.5 mil-
lion company to $100 million 

overnight. So when David Ma-
honey, chairman and chief execu-
tive officer at Banyan Systems Inc., 
went looking for a president and 
chief operating officer for his com-
pany—a growing developer of per-
sonal-computer networking sys-
tems, file servers, and the Unix-
based Vines network operating sys-
tem—he looked "for a long time" 
for someone with this kind of 
growth experience. Despite the 
tough specs, he has found his man: 
Richard Meise, the 50-year-old for-
mer senior vice president and chief 
marketing officer at Convergent 
Technologies Inc. 
Meise was with Convergent, the 

San Jose, Calif., manufacturer of dis-
play-based computer systems, through 
its meteoric rise from about $12 million 
in revenue to almost $400 million. "You 
learn a lot when you go through a 
growth curve like that" Meise says, roll-
ing his eyes. And though Banyan proba-
bly won't make that steep a climb, Ma-
honey sees an excellent opportunity for 
the Westboro firm to become a $100 mil-
lion company. 
Mahoney, a former Data General 

Corp. networking manager, founded 
Banyan in 1983. The company has gone 
from revenues of $3.5 million in 1985 to 
$10.5 million last year. He projects this 
year's revenues will top $22 million; the 
company has been profitable over the 
past several quarters. Mahoney and his 
senior managers realized in mid-1986 
that they "could build almost anything 
we wanted to, within reason, but we 
didn't have the marketing skills that we 
needed." 
Enter Meise. Not only did he win his 

marketing and sales spurs at Conver-
gent, dealing with original-equipment 
manufacturers, but he also put in 18 
years at Honeywell Inc., many of them 
devoted to end-user marketing and sales 
management. "Dick's experience in 
building early-stage companies into ma-
jor corporate enterprises" completes a 
team that will lead Banyan through its 
next growth phase, Mahoney says. 
For his part, Meise hasn't made any 

"startling changes or redirection. We're 
just doing some tuning and trying to 
minimize sales-channel conflicts," he 
says. He points out that Banyan has al-
ways used end-user, OEM, and value-
added-reseller channels, "but now we've 

MEISE: You learn a lot when you go through a 
growth curve" like the one at Convergent. 

identified what some of the concerns are 
in each of these." For example, not all of 
the value-added resellers were doing the 
job, he says, "so we fired 10 of the 23 we 
had, and we have replaced them with 
stronger organizations." 
His end-user emphasis will be on For-

tune 1,300 companies "that are centrally 
located and controlled, because our 
products are mainly central network 
servers." For example, he's looking for 
more opportunities like the one at Mer-
rill Lynch in New York, where he says 
Banyan won the nod to network five 
floors of personal computers in competi-
tion with 3Com Corp. and Novell Inc. 
A CONVERGENT LINE. It's no coincidence 
that Convergent Technologies is now 
one of Banyan's five major OEMs, offer-
ing a modified version of Banyan's 
Vines network operating system as PC 
Exchange/Vines. That relationship came 
about while Meise was at Convergent, 
just after a merger between Convergent 
and 3Com was aborted at the eleventh 
hour. "It was all but completed," Meise 
says. "People actually had been trans-
ferred between the two companies. 
When it was called off, it was clear that 
Convergent had a need for networking." 
Meise chartered a three-month study 

to find a networking company and prod-
uct that would make a good fit for an 
OEM transaction. "That study showed 
Vines to be the superior product among 
the seven we evaluated," he says. And 
Banyan's strategy under Meise will be 
to leverage the considerable software 
skill he says Vines represents "and pro-
liferate it across a broad range of plat-
forms while still evolving our own pro-
prietary hardware." -Larry Curran 
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Cherry VoiceScribéIOOO 
Speech Recognition System 
Input data, control machines, enter orders, record quality data, monitor pro- efe' 
duction line flows, take inventory and enter commands hands free! 1000 4 
word vocabulary with 99.3% accuracy. List price only $1195*. 

Speak up: Send for complete information. 

*Price includes complete manual of operating instructions, 
tutorials, application tools, floppy disk package, microphone/ 
headset, software overlays for most popular programs, cir-
cuit card fits PC adapter 

TM Registered trademark of Dragon Systems, Inc. 

CHE 
e 

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS 3600 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60087 • (312) 360-3500 
Switches • Automotive Devices • Electronic Components • Displays • Printed Circuit Boards • ICs • Keyboards 
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THE POINT 
OF HO RETURN. 

When you put a Fujitsu ASIC to 
work, you can rest assured it will 
work the way it should. And keep on 
doing its job for a very long time 
to come. In fact, when you look at 
our performance record over the 
years,you'll be hard pressed to find 
any field failures at all. 

This is no empty promise. 
Product reliability has been a way 
of life for us for more than 15 
years. 



That's why we always take a 
conservative approach to the 
design process. Giving you realistic 
worst case specs that no produc-
tion device will exceed. 

Guaranteeing a minimum 90% 
utilization of all gates. And giving 
you a simulation-to-production 
correlation of 99%. 

It's also why we control every 
step of the production process. Rom 
design to wafer fab to assembly 

and final test, including 100% AC 
testing at frequency So nothing 
is left to chance. 

lb us, reliability in the field is 
everything. And when you remem-
ber we've taken over 8,000 ASIC 
devices from design through mass 
production, you can see that well 
give you a level of confidence no one 
else can offer. 

So count on parts that have 
longer life expectancies. 

Call our Hot Line today at 
(800) 556-1234, Ext.82; in California 
(800) 441-2345. Look into ASICs 
you can send out the door. Never to 
return again. 
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FUJITSU FUJITSU 
MICROELECTRONICS. INC. 

Technology That Works. 
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He Just Spent $175,000 NEEDLESSLY 
On A Competitive PCB CAD Software System 

You Can't 
Make Those 
Kinds of 
Mistakes 
and Survive 
in Today's 
Competitive 
World... 

If you've been designing printed circuit boards or doing hand tape-ups during the 
last 22 years, then you know Bishop Graphics 
as the world leader in printed circuit design 
and engineering products. An interesting 
thing happens when you are effectively the 
only company selling PCB design products in 
over 72 countries in the world. You see, there 
is absolutely no company anywhere in the 
world that has the existing customer base that 
Bishop has. As a result, just about every CAD 
company or author has approached Bishop to 
either privately label their CAD package or 
distribute it for them. 
Now why is that important to you, the engi-

neer, designer or drafter? Simple! We've 
waited a long time to decide which CAD pack-
age we wanted to put our name on. We've 
looked at the advantages and disadvantages of 
the packages that have been brought to us 
and we've looked very hard at where the 
industry is going. The more we looked and 
compared, the more we realized that 
PATHFINDER was the way to go. 

WHAT MAKES PATHFINDER DIFFERENT? 
We know that the majority of the serious 
designers would like a fully integrated CAD 
system with an autorouter that can lay down 
as many as three traces between a DIP if they 
want. The problem is not a heck of a lot of 
people can afford to spend $80,000 to $200,000 
for a CAD package. It didn't take us long to 
realize that PATHFINDER's AutoRouter had 
the power and performance of the most 
expense mainframe-based PCB CAD systems. 
Nothing that we had evaluated, or that was 
brought to us (including most of the brand 
names that you know), could compare with 
the overall ability of PATHFINDER. 
We've sold PCB design products to you for 

over 20 years and there's one thing that we 
know for certain...you're not interested in sales 
hype or fluff. The problem that we're faced 
with, is how to convince you that it is foolish 
to spend $1,000 on a "make do" CAD system 
and just as foolish to spend $15,000, $20,000, 
or even $80,000 on a medium to high-end 
CAD system when you can get the perfor-
mance of a $90,000 plus CAD system at 
PATHFINDER's prices. 
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LET'S TALK FACTS AND SPECIFICATIONS 

PATHFINDER works in conjunction with, and 
uses the industry standard for 2D drafting... 
AutoCADIN You get a complete PCB and 
electro-mechanical 2D CAE workstation. You 
have full schematic drawing and capture, 
layout plus 32-bit autorouting. Not only can 
you create your own netlists, partslists, etc. but 
you can take an ASCII formatted list or docu-
ment from another CAD system and format it 
so that PATHFINDER will read it. You've also 
got full IGES and Gerber I/O capability. 
PATHFINDER even allows you to "preview" 
your photoplot before sending it out to be 
plotted. You have generation of silkscreen 
and solder mask layers, drill drawings, 
assembly drawings, fabrication drawings, fast 
"on-the-fly" parts creation, 3D views, color or 
monochrome at any resolution, hardware pan 
and zoom, the use of a TTL, discrete and 
connector part library, stretching the layout, 
the latest concept of "what you see is what you 
get" (WYSIWYG), ratsnesting, drag and 
rubber-banding, semi-automatic heat sinks, 
keepout areas, top and bottom views for SMT 
with 3D views, and on and on. 

MAINFRAME PERFORMANCE 
AUTOROUTING 
The power and speed of a true 32-bit auto-
router is what PATHFINDER's AutoRouter is 
all about. We supply you, along with the 
AutoRouting software, a parallel processor 
card that allows you to autoroute using 32-bit 
integer manipulations. We don't play any 
games when we talk about true 49' routing. 
You get it with PATHFINDER. None of this 
90° routing and then go back and chamfer the 
corners to make it look like a 45° route was 
actually done. We know, and you know, that 
buys you absolutely no additional "real estate" 
on the board. 
PATHFINDER also provides you with real 

time Display While Routing. What good does it 
do to come back after the autorouting has 
taken place only to discover that you wish you 
would have stopped it 5 minutes into the 
routing design to make a manual edit? Also, 
you'll be able to autoroute down to 614 mil 
trace widths...3 traces between a DIP pad. 

...especially when he 
could have owned 

Bishop's PATHFINDER 
PCB CAD system from 
anywhere from $1,995 

to $7,990. And he would 
have had, on an IBM 
PC-based computer, 
the same schematic 
capture, layout and 

autorouting capabilities 
as the "mainframe-

based" software 
system he bought. 

Another thing we discovered is that even 
mediocre autorouters can achieve 100% com-
pletion rates if the parameters are sloppy 
enough. The real test of autorouting is not just 
speed, not just percent completion, but most 
importantly the quality of design. You'll achieve 
the same kind of performance and completion 
rates that you would achieve on mainframe-
based autorouters with PATHFINDER. You 
can autoroute up to 16 layers. You have total 
access to the strategy parameters given you in 
the AutoRouter including rip-up and re-route 
when needed. 

FREE TECHNICAL HOT-LINE SUPPORT 
Whether you're doing analog, digital or SMT 
work, PATHFINDER allows you the ability to 
get the job done. It's easy to use and comes 
with a thorough, complete technical manual 
and tutorial. It is a fully integrated, intuitive 
CAD system expressed in terms that the PCB 
engineer, designer or drafter can appreciate. 
Bishop will provide free technical hot-line 
support during your first year of use. 

NO-RISK GUARANTEE 

We are so thoroughly convinced that 
PATHFINDER will become the de facto stan-
dard in the industry that we'll let you use it for 
30 days and if it doesn't meet our published 
specifications, we'll refund your money with 
no questions asked. We suggest that you take a 
minute now to call our toll-free number, 
800-222-5808; to get any of your questions 
answered that haven't, and can't, be answered 
in an ad. If you'd like to drop us a line, 
certainly do so, and mark your envelope 
"PATHFINDER." 
*111 Alaska, California, and Hawaii call (818)991-2600. 
AVAILABLE NOW! 

PATHFINDER PATHFINDER 
Schematic Capture & Layout "Standard" AutoRouter 

$1,995.00 (order #40000) $2,995.00 (order #40020) 

Bishop Graphics 
CAD Systems Corporation 
5388 Sterling Center Drive 
Westlake Village, CA 91359 
Phone (818) 991-2600 
Telex 66-2400 (BISHOP WKVG) 
Facsimile (FAX) 1(818) 889-3744 

PATHFINDER is a trademark of GM. Young. AutoCAD 
Is • trademark of Autodesk, Inc. IBM PC XT/AT are 
trademarks of International Business Machines Corpora. 
lion. 



The new Zehntel 1800 
makes board test 

history. 
The 1800 is the first 

tester to deliver full in-cir-
cuit capability at the same 
price as a simple benchtop 
tester or manufacturing 
defects analyzer. 

Now. Full in-circuit test at MDA price. 
You get true analog and 

digital in-circuit testing. A 
simple, spreadsheet pro-
gramming interface. 
Diagnostics that trace 
faults right to the device. 

And, you can operate 
the Zehntel 1800 using 
your own PC. 
The cost? 
Under $50,000 for 384 

I analog and digital test 
points, expandable to 640 
points with pop-in driver/ 
receiver cards. 
Need more test points? 

The Zehntel 1820 expands 
to 2,048. 

For complete informa-
tion, write or call today. 
The celebration starts 

here. 

The new Zehntel 1800 in- circuit tester. 

FREE E 9/17/87 
BOOK 
For a free 
copy of The 
Low-Cost 
Board Test 
Handbook, 

call (800) 457-8326 or 
attach your business card 
here and send to: 
ZEHNTEL 
2625 Shadelands Drive 
Walnut Creek, CA 94598 

Offer expires December 31. 1987. 
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Experience quick delivery, 
easy operation, fast develop-
ment schedules. EZ-PRO® 
users reap the benefits of the 
C language fully integrated 
with advanced emulation 
tools, including precedence 
triggering, Deep Trace," and 
on-line code revisions. 

In addition to IBM® PC-XT/ 
AT, hosts include IBM Personal 

System/27 Macintosh II7 
VAX7 MicroVAX7 and Sun 
Workstation, 
EZ-PRO users also have the 

advantage of the best post-
sales support in the industry. 
They know that their 

emulators are covered by 

American Automation's 
5-year limited warranty. 
And the cost? EZ-PRO 

development support, both 
hardware and software, for 
64180 projects—less than 
$2,800. Same for 8051. 
The 68HC11—$4,495.* 
Experience EZ-PRO for 

your next project. 

Intel: 8031 Motorola: 6800 
8032 68B00 

8086 8035 68HC11A2 6801 
8088 8039 68HC11A8 6802 

80186 8344 68B02 
80188 8048 68000 146805E2 
80286 8049 68008 6803 

8050 68010 6808 
8051 68B08 
8085A 6809 
8085A2 6809E 
8096/97 68B09 

68B09E 

Hitachi: 6301R 
6301V1 
6301X 
6301Y 
63(/3R 
6305V 
63705 
6309 
6309E 
6418OR 

Rockwell: 6502 
6503 
6504 
6505 
6506 
6507 
6512 
6513 
6514 
6515 

RCA: 1802 
1805 
1806 

CDP6805C4 
CDP6805C8 
CDP6805D2 
CDP6805E3 

Zilog: z80A 
Z8OB 
Z8OH 

Z180 
Z8001 
28002 

Harris: 80086 
80088 

NEC: V20 
V30 

National: 
NSC800 

Signetics: 8X300 
8X305 
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amerkan automation 
2651 Dow Avenue, Tustin, California 92680 (714) 731-1661 

Telex II: 910-595-2670 AMAUTO TSTN • FAX: 714/731-6344 

IBM is a registered trademark 
International Business Machini 

VAX and MicroVAX are registered trademarl 
of Digital Equipment Corporati( 

Macintosh is a registered trademark 
Apple Computer, Inc., Sun Workstati( 

is a registered trademark of St 
Microsystems, Ii 
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TI TO USE NEW BICMOS PROCESS TO BUILD ADVANCED LINEAR CHIPS 

Texas Instruments Inc. isn't going to let the pending merger of arch-rivals 
National Semiconductor Corp. and Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. get in 

the way of its year-old drive to take the lead in the advanced linear integrated-
circuits business. A major push for the Dallas company will come from 
custom and semicustom circuits based on a new bipolar-CMOS process that 
can mix up to 30 analog functions with a selection from TI's library of 300 3-
µ,rn CMOS digital standard cells. A new analog-digital IC-design system is 
being created to shorten the time it takes to complete full-custom linear ICs 
from months to weeks, TI managers claim. They plan to allow customers to 
design their own LinASIC chips by mid-1988. The challenge is stiff: TI is trying 
to grab linear market share from the National-Fairchild combine, which should 
become the analog-IC market leader once the deal is completed (see p. 43).D 

CRAY'S DECISION TO DROP THE MP COULD HAUNT IT IN THE FUTURE ... 

Cray Research Inc.'s abrupt decision early this month to ax development 
efforts on its most advanced supercomputer, the MP (see p. 49), is likely 

to produce a new competitor at the high end of the supercomputer market, 
industry watchers say. It could also make things tougher for Japanese firms 
intent on cracking the U. S. supercomputer market. MP designer Steve Chen 
has vowed to form his own company and go head-to-head with Cray's 
founder, Seymour Cray. "There could now be two superstar American super-
computer designers targeting the high end of that market," says Gary Smaby, 
a technology analyst at Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood Inc. in Minneapolis. Cray 
Research was faced with choosing between Chen's MP and Seymour Cray's 
Cray 4, Smaby says; "they probably couldn't have afforded both." Cray 
Research canceled the MP because development costs were projected to 
reach $100 million, double the original estimate. CI 

... WHILE CHEN SHOULD FIND FINANCIAL BACKING WITH EASE 

I t shouldn't take Steve Chen long to establish a company to compete with 
Cray Research Inc. Observers say the supercomputer wizard, who left Cray 

earlier this month, probably will find it easy to round up the backing he needs 
to develop his MP supercomputer, which would tie up to 64 processors 
together with a high-speed optical-interconnect scheme. "There are a lot of 
people out there who would be willing to write a $100 million check today if 
you can convince them you've got a machine fast enough to solve their 
problems," says J. Richard Sherman, cofounder and director of the Consor-
tium for Supercomputer Research, an Edina, Minn., market researcher. The 
consortium projects that 15 to 25 high-end machines carrying price tags of 
$25 million to $100 million will be installed between 1990 and 1992. El 

NOW HYPRES'S TIME-DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER HAS A 1 20-GHz BANDWIDTH 

Tiny Hypres Inc., the Elmsford, N. Y., company that produced the first 
commercial Josephson-junction-based instrument, a 70-GHz sampling os-

cilloscope and time-domain reflectometer [Electronics, Feb. 19, 1987, p. 49], 
has halved the rise time of its chips to 3 ps in a working prototype. That 
corresponds to an effective bandwidth of 120 GHz. The company also has 
produced versions of the superconducting chips that could potentially have 
0.5-ps rise times using niobium nitride technology, marking the first time that 
useful circuits have been fabricated in niobium nitride outside Japan, says 
Hypres's president and founder, Sadeg Faris. Niobium nitride becomes super-
conductive at 10 K; the niobium alloys Hypres previously used became 
superconductive at 4.2 K. n 
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AMP AND DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR TO DEVELOP A NEW KIND OF CONNECTOR 

DMallas Semiconductor and Amp Inc., the Harrisburg, Pa., connector manu-facturer, have teamed up in a research-and-development partnership to 
develop devices in the field of "micromechanics aimed at innovative chip-to-
chip interconnects and alternative printed-circuit-board techniques," according 
to the prospectus for an upcoming Dallas Semiconductor stock offering. Amp 
has an equity interest in the Texas company but would not disclose its value. 
Michael Bolan, Dallas Semiconductor's marketing vice president, says the 
agreement will "marry [his] company's expertise in putting intelligence into 
sockets and the mechanical engineering know-how of Amp, with the aim of 
embedding large functional blocks in connectors." Such reconfigurable con-
nectors, says New York analyst James Magid, could allow users to configure 
systems for a variety of specific applications. D 

EUROPE'S CHIP MAKERS TELL U.S. AND JAPAN: 'NO MORE MR. NICE GUY' 

US. and Japanese semiconductor suppliers will face harder times in Eu-
rope if the European Electronic Component Manufacturers' Association 

has its way. In a just-released report, the association demands greater protec-
tion against unfair trading practices and dumping, pushes for rapid technical 
standardization across the 12-nation European Community, and calls for a 
shift in government support from pure research to product development and 
manufacturing. The group says its members can compete "anywhere in the 
world" when it comes to circuit research and innovation, but fears that 
America's marketing muscle and Japan's heavy government support of indus-
try will undermine Europe in world markets. Brutal competition seems inevita-
ble: the group estimates that world integrated-circuit production capacity will 
reach $70 billion by 1990—but demand will trail at only $55 billion. D 

SONY'S BIG WORK-STATION PUSH WILL STAY IN JAPAN FOR NOW 

Sony is ramping up its presence in the Japanese work-station market by 
expanding its line of Unix-based, 68020-microprocessor work stations. 

Sony would like to break into the U. S. market, but it blames high U. S. tariffs 
for holding it back. The company can't predict when the work stations will 
reach the U. S., but that's good news for U. S. competitors. With the latest 
introductions, Sony's line now spans the range from low-end diskless smart 
terminals to high-speed expandable systems with over 1 gigabyte of disk 
capacity. Sony is also one of just two Japanese firms—the other is Sanyo—to 
offer Berkeley Unix with its work stations. It also supports the proposed 
standard user interface, X Windows. Sony's newest models are the NWS-711, 
which has a single processor, no hard disk, and a $4,000 price; and the top-
of-the line NWS-921, which has a 20-MHz 68882 floating-point coprocessor, 
greatly increased expandability, and a $55,000 price tag. [1] 

NORTH, LATE OF TRW, SIGNS ON WITH NEURAL-NETWORKS STARTUP 

Robert North, who was fired by TRW Inc. from his group vice president's 
post last December, has been named president and chief executive of 

Hecht-Nielsen Neurocomputer Corp., a San Diego, Calif., startup. North, who 
ran TRW's $700 million Electronic Systems Group, was dismissed after TRW 
acknowledged that its San Diego Military Electronics and Avionics Division 
had been overcharging on defense contracts (see p. 122). He has since 
described himself as a scapegoat, claiming he knew nothing of the overcharg-
ing, and has filed a lawsuit for wrongful termination. Hecht-Nielsen was 
founded last year by two former TRW military-electronics veterans to develop 
computers and software tools based on neural-network technology. El 
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THE A100 DSP FAMILY You've seen the advantages offered by the A100 
Digital Signal Processor. The single-chip DSP solution 
that features 32 multiply-accumulators, executes up to 
320 MOPs, and easily attaches to microprocessors. 

Now INMOS speeds A100 system development 
with the new D704, the complete DSP Development 
System. The D704 overcomes the clutter normally 
encountered in developing DSP systems such 
as hand-crafted assemblers, interleaved busses 
and power-hungry glue. And since it is tailored for 
the A100, your end product is first to market and 
second-to-none in performance. 

The D704 combines a comprehensive set of 
software tools, PC plug-in card and extensive 
documentation, providing a powerful yet easy-to-use 
DSP environment. You can experiment with the 
technology, simulate DSP algorithms in software 
and run them in real time on the Al 00's provided 
on the board. 

The A100 is quickly becoming the number one 
choice in everything from avionics to ultrasonics. And 
with MIL-STD 883C devices available soon, it 
w'r be a natural for military DSP programs of all 
tyoes. With the D704 Development System, creating 
DSP solutions has never been easier. 

So if you'd like to cut through the clutter, start by 
cl.pping the coupon. 

IMS A100 
Single-Chip 32-Stage Castmdab e Transversal 
Filter— 16-Bit Data, 16-Bit Coeffic ients, 
320 MOPs 

IMS B009 PC Plug-In Card Including Fcur AT00% 

IMS D704 IMS B009 + Interactive Software Simulator/ 
DSP Development Suite 

unos 
Ir, d like to cut through the clutter. Please tend me full 
details of the IMS D704 DS? development system. 

Name Title  

Company  

Address  

Telephone  

INMOS Corporation, PO Box 16000, Colorado Spr nris,Colorado 80935. 
Tel (3031 630-4000. 

INMOS Limited, PO Box 424, Brisiol B?..99 7DD. Tel 10454) 616616 
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This 1595 frame grabber 
price won't surprise you, once 

you know our history. 

1626: Chief Fred 
Sold Manhattan for $24 

worth of beads. 

1803: Fred "Napoleon" Bonaparte 
Sold the Louisiana territory for 

less than 3 cents an acre. 

1987: Fred Molinari, President 
Sells the DT2853 frame grabber 

for $1595. 

Nobody gets something for nothing. But through-
out history, anyone dealing with our family has come 
awfully close. 

Take, for instance, our new DT2853 512x512x8-bit 
frame grabber that performs real-time image process-
ing on the IBM PC AT. It has advanced features like 
built-in real-time math and logic operations; square 

5^% 
pixel display (for perfect display without geometric 
distortions); and external trigger inputs (for machine 
vision inspection applications). And it's supported by 
a wealth of software. 

You get all that, and it's sold for the next-to-nothing 

price of 81595—well below the nearest competing board! 
Give us a call today. We don't offer prices like this 

very often, but when we do, they make history. 

Call (617) 481-3700 
To learn more, see us in 
Gold Book 1987, or call to 
receive our first-ever 1987 

. 3-Book Set, including 1987 
Catalog, Product Summary 

Price List, and Applications 
andbook. 

Image 
Pus cooing 

Board 
Computer Resolution Gray 

Levels 

RS-170, RISC, 
RS-330, COR, 

PAL 
Compatible 

VCR 
Compatible 

External 
Trig 
' Inputs 

Square 
Pixels 

Number 
of Video 
Inputs 

i 
Real-Time ' Input and 
Frame 1 Output 
Grab :JJT's 

Memory-Mapped 
Frame-Store 
Memory 

Real-Time 
Processing 

Software 
Support 

Price 

912853 
Frame 
Grabber 

IBM PC AT 512x5I2 256 Yes Yes Yes Yes 8 * Yes 1 Yes 
2 buffers 

512x5I2x8 each 
(512Kbytes) 

Yes 
OT-IRIS 

DT/Image-Pro 
PC SEMPER 

$1.595 

`With D12859 1/2 size multiplexer board (6395). 

DATA TRANSLATION® 
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Drue, Marlboro. MA 01752-1192, (617) 481-3700 Tlx 951646 
European Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 2(11, U.K. (0734) 793838, Tlx 851849862 
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 662-4255; Beléum (2) 735-2135; Canada (416) 625'1907; Chie (2) 25-3689; China (408) 727-8222, (8) 721-4017; Denmark (2) 274511; 
Finland (90) 372-144; France (1) 69280173, (1) 69077802; Greece 951-4944, (03)152-7039, (1) 361-4300; Hong Kong (3) 7718585; India (22) 23-1040; Israel (3) 32-4298; Italy (2) 81-821; 
Japan (3) 502-5550, (3) 375-1551, (3) 355-1111; Korea 778-0721/5; Morocco (9) 30-4181; Netherlands (70) 99-6360: New Zealand (9) 504-759; Nonvay (02) 55 90 50; Peru (14) 31-8060; 
Portuga/ (1) 545313; Singapore 7797621; South Africa (12) 46-9221; Philippines 818-0103; Spain (1) 455-8112; Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 723-1410; Taiwan (2) 709-1394; 
United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany (89) 80-9020. 

IBM PC AT is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. Data Translation is a registered trademark of Data Translatizn, Inc. Image-Pro is a trademark of Media Cybernetics, Inc. 
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„ pRoDucTs1 timerrER 
TI PLANS TO HAVE 4-MBIT DRAM SAMPLES EARLY NEXT YEAR 

Look for samples of 4-Mbit dynamic random-access memories from Texas 
Instruments Inc. in the first quarter of 1988. Fabricated at Ti's Miho, 

Japan, plant, the 4-M-by-1-bit TMS4C4096 will have a 200-by-625-mil die size 
and targets a power dissipation of 50 mA active. It will follow an introduction 
schedule similar to the Dallas-based company's 1-Mbit DRAMs, which are in 
volume shipment now to key customers but not yet available through distribu-
tors. The 1-Mbit DRAMs cost $14 to $25 each, and the company will be 
producing them at a rate of a million units per month by December. TI plans 
to make the 1-Mbit DRAM generally available next year in both 1 M-by-1-bit 
and 250-K-by-4-bit configurations. El 

ZORAN'S 32-BIT FLOATING-POINT PROCESSOR IS LOADED WITH NEW FEATURES 

Zoran Corp.'s 32-bit VSP-325 floating-point processor boasts faster execu-
dition of a 1,024-point fast-Fourier transform than the company's 16-bit 
VSP-161-1.7 ms, compared with 2.4 ms. But that's just the beginning. The 
new vector signal processor also offers loopback and control features analo-
gous to those of microprocessors, including 52 digital-signal-processing in-
structions, general control functions, and the ability to address 16 million 
floating-point words in external memory. Fabricated in the Santa Clara, Calif., 
company's 2-pm double-metal CMOS process, the VSP-325 operates as a 
stand-alone processor in applications such as laboratory instrumentation, im-
age processing, sonar, and radar. Whereas the VSP-161 is optimized for 
operations such as finite-impulse-response filtering [Electronics, July 24, 1986, 
p. 59], the VSP-325 targets infinite-impulse-response filtering. Execution time 
for a typical infinite-impulse-response filter is 0.4 µs. Samples will be avail-
able in the second quarter of 1988 for $490 each in 100-lot quantities. D 

A PAIR OF TRW'S IMAGE-PROCESSING CHIPS CAN REPLACE 100 ICs 

Designing image-processing boards can be a lot simpler—and cheaper— 
thanks to a new chip from TRW Inc.'s LSI Products division. Two 

TMC2301 Image Resampling Sequencers replace as many as 100 devices 
now needed for tasks such as image rotation, rescaling, and filtering, claims 
the La Jolla, Calif., division. Used in pairs for horizontal and vertical control, 
two microprogrammed TMC2301s can manipulate images up to 4,096 by 
4,096 pixels while dissipating less than 0.5 W. The 18-MHz device processes 
a complete 512-by-512-pixel field in 15 ms. Now in production, the TMC2301 
comes in two commercial versions and one military version—all packaged in 
68-pin grid arrays. In quantities of 1,000, the standard 0°-70°C commercial 
chip costs $69, and a burned-in version costs $77. The military-qualified 
device, which is fully screened to MIL-STD-883C specifications, costs $145 in 
1,000-unit quantities. D 

PLUG-IN BOARD ENABLES IBM PC TO READ ANY TEXT OPTICALLY 

System integrators can build nearly limitless document-scanning flexibility 
into desktop publishing products with Translmage Corp.'s OCR Co-Pro-

cessor board. Unlike competing products that can read a limited number of 
programmed fonts, the OCR Co-Processor handles fixed-pitch, proportionate-
ly-spaced typeset documents as well as text from typewriters and near-letter-
quality printers. It turns the trick with proprietary algorithms in system memory 
that filter out stray marks, isolate each character, and classify it through a 
shape-recognition system. The Sunnyvale, Calif., company's board plugs into 
IBM Corp. Personal Computers and compatibles and sends ASCII text to the 
computer. Available now, prices start at $1,200 each in volume purchases. D 
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PRMUCTS NEwa TER 
TAPE DRIVES CHANGE INTERFACES IN A SNAP 

System integrators can now meet customer demands for interchangeable 
interfaces in backup tape drives by integrating California Peripherals Inc.'s 

E-series 1/4 -in, drives into their products. The 125-Mbyte CP-125E and the 
150-Mbyte CP-150E can be configured with the Small Computer Systems 
Interface, the basic QIC-36 interface set down by the industry's Quarter-Inch 
Compatibility committee, or the QIC-02 interface simply by replacing format-
ting boards inside the units. Both subsystems fit into a half-height, 51/4 -in, form 
factor commonly used for floppy disks. Evaluation units of the Torrance, Calif., 
company's E-series drives are scheduled for delivery in November, with 
volume production set for March 1988. Pricing is $475 to $525 in volume 
purchases, depending on the interface selected. D 

TOSHIBA'S GaAs CHIP SET MULTIPLEXES UP TO FIVE TIMES FASTER 

Hgh-capacity fiber-optic communications networks and other high-speed 
a:pplications can run their multiplexing/demultiplexing operations up to 

five times faster with Toshiba Corp.'s gallium-arsenide chip set, compared 
with present silicon implementations. The 4:1 TG3000G multiplexer and the 
1:4 TG3001G demultiplexer achieve 3-GHz operation by using tungsten nitride 
for their gate electrodes—a manufacturing breakthrough, claims the Tokyo 
company. The chips' operating voltages mean they can be used as direct 
replacements for emitter-coupled logic circuits that now dominate high-speed 
multiplexing applications, including high-speed measuring instruments and 
ultra-high-speed LSI testers. The chips have source-coupled FET logic circuits 
with a lightly doped drain structure and 0.8-µ,m gate lengths. The 2-by-2-mm 
chips are available now in Japan in a 28-pin ceramic package at a sample 
price of 60,000 yen each. So far, export prices have not been set. 0 

ROBOT CONTROLLER DELIVERS FASTER CYCLES, BETTER ACCURACY 

By using closed-loop digital control of robot servomotors instead of conven-
tional analog servo-control techniques, GMFanuc Robotics Corp.'s RH 

Karel Robot Controller offers significant improvements in robot cycle times and 
arm-path accuracy. Characterization is not complete, says the Rochester Hills, 
Mich., company, but performance improvements could range up to 40%. The 
controller also adapts easily to change. Robots controlled by analog techniques 
require tuning of precision potentiometers when robot parameters are changed, 
for example, but digital technology allows an arm to be programmed for 
optimum performance under a variety of load, extension, velocity, and over-
shoot parameters. The RH controller has a 34% smaller footprint and an 
optional 27% reduction in cabinet height compared with the RF. It is not sold 
separately but is available in about 80% of GMF's robot line. Pricing varies 
according to configuration. A GMF A-200 robot suitable for electronic assembly 
applications, for example, is priced from about $35,000 to $45,000, including 
the RH controller. 0 

HARRIS'S CMOS 80286 DELIVERS UP TO 60% POWER SAVING 

Harris Corp.'s CMOS version of Intel Corp.'s 80286 microprocessor con-
sumes only 100 mW per MHz—that's 60% less than the standard n-MOS 

part and 40% less than the low-power version. The 80C286 comes in 10- and 
12.5-MHz speeds and is part of a second-source agreement between Intel 
and the Melbourne, Fla., company's semiconductor division. Samples are 
available now. The 10-MHz device costs $125 each in 100-lot quantities and 
the 12.5-MHz version is $170. A 16-MHz version is due in sample quantities 
during the fourth quarter. LI 
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For High Speed with Low Power. 
AMCC has the chips worth cheering about. When you need 

the versatility of high speed with low power in a bipolar array, 
our Q5000 Series Logic Arrays are the answer. They're designed 
for logic applications requiring speed/power efficiency. 
And they deliver. 

Today's hi-rel commercial and military semicustom applica-
tions need high performance and proven reliability. And, our 
Q5000 Series gives you both—without paying the power penalty. 

Our newest bipolar series is comprised of five arrays. All 
feature 4 levels of speed/power programmable macros and 
over 600 MHz I/O capability. One comes with 1280 bits of 
configurable RAM. 

Q5000 Series Key Features  

Equivalent Gate Delay: 210-545ps 
Flip/Flop Frequency: >600 MHz 
Power Per Gate: 
Speed/Power Product: 0.5pj 
Equivalent Gates: 1300-5000 
110 Pads: 76-160 
Operating —55°C to 

Uniperature Range: +125°C 

Circle 27 on reader service card 

AMCC Bipolar Logic Arrays 
have been designed with other 
flexible performance features in 
mind, too. Mixed ECLITTL I/O 
compatibility. Your choice of 
packaging. Full military screen-
ing. AMCC's MacroMatrix® 
design tools. And, unrivaled 
customer support. 

lb talk with an applications engineer about 
your specific needs, in the U.S., call toll free 
(800) 262-8830. In Europe, call AMCC . 
(U.K.) 44-256 468186. Or write, Applied 
MicroCircuits Corporation, 6195 
Lusk Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121. , figb 
(619) 450-9333. . 

Eab 

A Better Bipolar Array is Here. 
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into the FAST* lane. 

Advanced CMOS Logic: the new industry 
standard that's fast as FAST 

Now, Advanced CMOS Logic (ACL) gives 
you speed and drive to match FAST You get 
all the advantages of CMOS, with less than 
3ns propagation delay (AC 00 NAND Gate) 
and 24mA output drive current. 

Outperforms FACT.* 
Our ACL is faster than FACT RCA ACL 

uses a 1.5 micron channel length N-well 
CMOS process resulting in an on-chip gate 
delay of only 0.7ns. 

FAST speed, CMOS low power. 
ACL power dissipation is typically less 

than 25% of a FAST bipolar device. ACL dissi-
pates less than a quarter of one Watt while 
switching, compared to one full Watt for a 
FAST IC (transceiver operating at 5 MHz). 
Quiescent power savings are even more dra-
matic. ACL idles at 1/1000 the power of 
a FAST IC (.5mWvs..5W). 

And with lower heat dissipation than 
bipolar, you can expect ACL to perform more 
reliably than FAST and AS. 

Latch-up and ESD Protection. 
Latch-up concern is virtually eliminated. 

ACL uses a thin epitaxial layer which effec-
tively shorts the parasitic PNP transistor 

*FAST and FACT are trademarks of Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. 

responsible for SCR latch-up. 
And new dual diode input/output circuit 

provides ESD protection in excess of 2KV. 

High Rel and macrocells, too. 
Most of our ACL designs will be available 

in our macrocell library for standard cells. 
And we'll have High Rel versions screened to 
MIL-STD-883 Class B coming soon. 

Expanding product line. 
Our line already includes 52 of the most 

popular types. By year-end, we'll have 124 
types (10 SSI, 100 MSI, and 14 LSI) in both AC 
and ACT (TTL-compatible) versions. 

Prices comparable to FAST. 
Our ACL line is priced comparably to 

FAS I, so your savings with CMOS low power 
pay for the cost of switching. 

Start your sampling today. 
Put yourself ahead in the technology race 

with free samples. Samples must be requested 
on company letterhead. Write: GE Solid State, 
Box 2900, Somerville, NJ 08876. 

For more information, call toll-free: 800-
443-7364, extension 11. Or contact your local 
GE Solid State sales office or distributor. 

In Europe, call: Brussels, (2) 246-21-11 . Paris, (1) 39-46-57-99; London, 0276-685911 . Milano, (2) 82-291; Munich, (89) 63813-0. 

GE/RCA/Intersil Semiconductors 
These three leading brands are now one leading-edge company. 
Together, we have the resources—and the commitment— 
to help you conquer new worlds. 



`REAL-TIME' SOLUTION 
TO ASIC VERIFICATION 

Tests Full Speed 
At Up to 50 MHz 

Across Entire Cycle. 

For the first time, you can test 
your VLSI prototype design at 
real world operating speeds. 

Thoroughly and easily. Across the 
entire cycle. Without compromise. 
Topaz is a totally-integrated ASIC 

verification system that reduces 
prototype characterization and fault 
analysis time, while offering these 
exclusive advantages: 

• Full Data Formatting to 50 MHz 
—for quick measurement of set-
up times and propagation delays. 
• 256 I/0 Channels at Speed, 
Without Multiplexing—for max-
imum performance and flexibility. 

• Programmable Pattern Gener-
ation to 50 MHz -for initiation 
of loops, branching and data 
control. 
ASIC design requires painstaking 

accuracy. Verifying that design has 
been neither fast nor easy. The time 
available to get today's increasingly-
complex ASICs to market continues 
to contract, and the price of an 
undetected error can be incredibly 
costly. 

With Topaz, you'll know your 
design is right, and you'll know it 
faster. CAE-LINKTM software permits 
easy translation of simulator vectors 
into ready-to-use test vectors. And, 
our exclusive Meta-ShmooTM soft-
ware allows you to quickly sweep 
voltages and times at 500ps incre-
ments across an entire cycle, with-
out programming. 

It acquires data with a minimum 
of effort; and its ability to do graphic 
error-bit mapping and multi-level 
triggering gives it unequalled per-
formance in failure analysis. 

Topaz is a cost-effective solution 
to today's high speed ASIC verifica-
tion needs, and the even higher 
speeds you'll require tomorrow. Call 
for complete details or your per-
sonal demonstration. 

HI-
TECHNOLOGY, INC. 

18902 Bardeen, Irvine, CA 92715 
Phone: (714) 752-5215 
DIAL TOLL FREE 1-800-HILEVEL 
(In California 1-800-752-5215) 
Circle 30 For "TOPAZ DEMO" 
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DIGITAL EQUIPMENT STRIKES BACK 
AT IBM'S 'VAX KILLERS' 

BUT SOME OBSERVERS CALL THE PRICING DISAPPOINTING 
BOSTON 

Di"' Equipment Corp. has acceler-
ated its assault on IBM Corp. with an 

unprecedented MicroVAX product blitz. 
The impressive display of technology actu-
ally managed to outshine the splash and 
flash of a dazzling 11-day DECworld show 
that is believed to have cost the company 
more than $20 million and included the use 
of two ocean liners as hotels and meeting 
sites for customers. 
The extravaganza at Boston's water-

front World Trade Center featured 11 new 
MicroVAX products, including two sys-
tems, two work stations, three server 
products, and several disk drives. But the 
technology star was a new MicroVAX cus-
tom CMOS chip set The set elevates per-
formance of the systems to levels 2.6 to 
4.2 times those of comparable members of 
the two-year-old MicroVAX II. 

Developed over three years at DEC's 
huge Hudson, Mass., semiconductor fa-
cility and at its engineering design cen-
ter in Tokyo, the set underlies the per-
formance of the new systems. Impor-
tantly, the chips allow the new Micro-
VAX 3500/3600 family to run more than 
3,500 existing VAX application programs 
without modification. 
The company is shooting squarely at 

IBM's 9370 family—the so-called VAX 
killers. Jesse Lipcon, senior consulting 
engineer and MicroVAX program man-
ager in Maynard, Mass., says the 3500's 
performance "exceeds that of the IBM 
9370 Model 60 at less than the price of 
the 9370 Model 20. We'd like to bench-
mark it against the Model 90, but we 
can't get one." 
MIXED REACTION. Industry observers 
generally applauded the products. but 
some found the pricing disappointing. 
"The MicroVAXes look like terrific prod-
ucts, but we were expecting lower 
prices," says John Freeman, senior ana-
lyst at The Yankee Group in Boston. 
John W. Adams, chairman of Adams, 
Harkness & Hill Inc., Boston, agrees: 
"These are not aggressively priced. It 
may be that they're getting plenty of 
business without aggressive pricing, or 
wanted to wait and see how it goes in 
manufacturing before dropping prices." 
Mark D. Stahlman, a research analyst 

NEW PARTS. The chips in DEC's new 3500/3600 chip set are made in a two-metal-layer CMOS 

process and consume 1.2 W per chip, about half the power of the set in the MicroVAX I l. 

who follows the computer-system and 
work-station markets for Sanford C. 
Bernstein & Co. in New York, says the 
3500/3600 fills a gap in the DEC product 
line between earlier members of the Mi-
croVAX II family and the midrange VAX 
8000 line. "They've placed these new Mi-
croVAXes just right and will be very 
successful with them," he says. "The sto-
ry is much less important on the work-
station side, however. There's still a big 
gap between these VAX stations and 
Sun and Apollo," with DEC lagging. 
The chip set is made up of five VLSI 

and two LSI chips; all of them are used 
in the central processor of the Micro-
VAX 3500 and 3600 and in the new VAX-
station work stations. The chips are 
made with two-metal-layer CMOS. Bob 
Supnik, corporate consultant in DEC's 
semiconductor engineering group in 
Hudson, says CMOS was chosen be-
cause it consumes less power than the 
n-MOS used in the two-chip MicroVAX 
II chip set-1.2 W per chip vs. 2.5 W. 
That power differential shows up in 

the effective clock speed of the new cen-
tral-processing-unit chip, which is desig-
nated the 78034: 22 MHz vs. 10 MHz in 
the earlier design. The device is a 32-bit 
pipelined microprocessor built with 
180,000 transistors. 

It has on-board cache implemented in 
single-transistor dynamic cells, which 
Supnik believes makes it the first com-
plex microprocessor to use single-tran-
sistor dynamic random-access-memory 
design. The result is three times as 
much cache on the die as would be pos-
sible using static-RAM technology. Lip-
con points out that the on-chip cache 
feature contributes to system perfor-
mance in DEC's two-tier cache scheme 
for the MicroVAX 3500/3600 by speed-
ing instruction execution time by at 
least 2-to-1. Besides the CPU chip, there 
are a VLSI floating-point unit, memory 
controller, Q-bus interface device, and 
system-support chip. A smaller clock 
generator and memory transceiver com-
plete the set 
With 16 Mbytes, the MicroVAX 3500 
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has twice the main memory of the Mi-
croVAX H, and it houses a new 280-
Mbyte 5.25-in. Winchester disk drive in 
its 27-in.-high pedestal. The MicroVAX 
3600 has 32 Mbytes of main memory, 
offers a new 622-Mbyte 14-in. Winches-
ter in a single 41-in.-high cabinet, or two 
such drives in an expanded-cabinet ver-

sion. Prices for the systems range from 
$74,8e0 to $180,000. 

Lipcon says the MicroVAX 3500 has a 
90-ns microcycle, compared with 200 ns 
in the MicroVAX II, or 400 ns for each 
microcycle involving a memory refer-
ence. "In effect," he says, "we're get-
ting a 4: 1 speedup if we hit in the chip-

level cache." And the CPU chip also in-
corporates six more instructions in mi-
crocode than does the MicroVAX H CPU 
chip, "which makes for more robust pro-
cessing than leaving them to software 
emulation, which is the case in the Mi-
croVAX II," Supnik maintains. 

-Lawrence Curran 

OPTOELECTRONICS 

LASER MILESTONE: GaAs ON SILICON 
CHAMPAIGN, ILL. 

Gallium arsenide-on-silicon is taking on 
a new glow at the University of Illi-

nois, where researchers have managed for 
the first time to fabricate semiconductor 
lasers on the material that can operate 
continuously at room temperature. 

Researchers have been striving hard 
at about a dozen U. S. and Japanese uni-
versity and industrial labs to build such 
a device, since it could one day lead to 
monolithic integrated optoelectronic de-
vices that combine dense silicon circuit-
ry on chip with high-speed III-V lasers 
for lightwave communications. 

GaAs-on-silicon has already been 
proven for electronic circuitry [Elec-
tronics, Sept. 18, 1986, p. 31]. But by 
demonstrating continuous-wave room-
temperature operation of lasers built in 
GaAs-on-silicon, Illinois researchers 
have accomplished what many in the 
field consider to be the acid test for the 
material. 

"It's a milestone that everyone has 
been looking for as sort of an indication 
that there is some practical reality to 
this idea," notes Russell D. Dupuis, a 
technical staff member at AT&T Co.'s 
Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, N.J. 
"This has been sort of like the Holy 
Grail," adds Andrew J. Purdes, manag-
er of III-V materials at Texas Instru-
ments Inc.'s Central Research Laborato-
ry in Dallas. 
gignuercii. The main obstacle stems 
from a lattice mismatch between the sili-
con substrate and the atoms-thick layers 
of GaAs grown on it. This causes dislo-
cations that thread their way from the 
silicon through the GaAs film. Majority-
carrier devices, such as FETs, are less 
susceptible to these defects than are mi-
nority-carrier devices, such as lasers. 
The defects raise laser operating thresh-
olds and erode device performance be-
cause of carrier recombination. 
"With a laser diode, you're generating 

photons and heat, and both of them con-
tribute to the multiplication of the dislo-
cations," explains Nick Holonyak Jr., Il-
linois researcher and professor of elec-
trical and computer engineering. "This 
creates dark line defects that just grow 
and grow until the device becomes 
opaque. It just stops working." 

HOLONYAK: "More things are going to hap-
pen over the next year or two." 

Labs including Lincoln Laboratory in 
Lexington, Mass., and the Nagoya Insti-
tute of Technology in Japan have re-
ported on lasers built in GaAs-on-silicon 
that can operate in a pulsed mode at 
room temperature [Electronics, Feb. 10, 
1986, p. 16]. But before Illinois, no team 
had succeeded in making any cw ver-
sions that could operate at 3001C. 

Illinois researchers teamed with coun-
terparts at TI and Xerox Corp. to pull 
off the feat. The starting GaAs-on-sili-
con was provided by TI and grown by 
molecular-beam epitaxy. After initial ex-

periments at Illinois, this material was 
shipped to the Xerox Palo Alto (Calif.) 
Research Center, where workers used 
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition 
to grow an AlGaAs/GaAs heterostruc-
ture atop the GaAs-on-silicon. 

This process formed a quantum-well 
active region for the laser. Single quan-
tum-well laser diodes 10 to 20 etIll wide 
and 250 FM long were then fabricated in 
the AlGaAs/GaAs layer back at Illinois. 
The researchers do not claim to have 

licked the defect problem entirely. Most 
of the dislocation lines are "absorbed" at 
the silicon/GaAs interface in the epitaxi-
al material, and are further strained out 
in the first deposition layers, Holonyak 
says. But dislocation lines still exist in 
the deposited epitaxial layers all the way 
up to the quantum-well active region, he 
notes, though in the upper layers they 
are about 1 p.m apart This means that 
while the material is good enough to sup-
port cw lasers that work "for hours," 
Holonyak says, the devices are still un-
stable and can degrade. Threshold cur-
rents on one device started at 110 mA 
and rose to 178 mA after 90 minutes. 
Some researchers believe commercial-

ization is a decade away, but others are 
more optimistic. "More things are going 
to happen over the next year or two," 
Holonyak predicts. "It wouldn't sur-
prise me if in two years somebody has 
some circuitry on silicon that's driving a 
laser that's sitting on top of that sili-
con." -Wesley R. Iversen 

STANDARDS 

IS SIMPLER QUALIFICATION 
COMING FOR MIL-SPEC les? 
ROME, N.Y. 

Alandmark military specification for 
gate arrays is shaking things up in 

the market for military application-specif-
ic integrated circuits, and it may end up 
having far wider impact The new spec is 
the first in what is likely to be a series of 
generic specifications that will allow man-
ufacturers to qualify entire product lines 
simply by meeting requirements with 
their most complex part 

The specification—Mil-M-38510/600, 
for bipolar gate arrays, and /605, for 
CMOS parts—sets the first definitive 
quality and performance standards for 
military gate arrays and puts them on 
the Qualified Parts List Previously, 
they were individually qualified by the 
chip and systems makers. 
Gate arrays are just a starting point, 

though. "What we see is more and more 
custom circuits in low-volume produc-
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tions," says Charles Windish, a project 
engineer who helped write the spec at 
the Rome Air Development Center, Grif-
fiss Air Force Base, Rome, N. Y. Quali-
fying a product line from design meth-
odology and tools through wafer fabri-
cation, testing, packaging, and final as-
sembly should save time and money, 
Windish says. If that holds true, stan-
dard-cell ASICs and very high-speed ICs 
(VHSIC parts), both usually low-volume 
production parts, will also get generic 
specification. 
BIC IMPACT. Such fallout from the new 
generic spec to other kinds of chips, par-
ticularly commodity parts, "could have 
explosive impact," says Scott Hudson, 
who tracks the military chip business 
for Integrated Circuit Engineering Co., 
a Scottsdale, Ariz., consultant. But the 
new spec's biggest impact could be in 
shaking up the gate-array market. 
Hudson says it could force a realign-

ment of vendors, since players such as 
General Electric Co. and United Tech-
nologies Corp. have taken the lead in 
getting certified. Although neither one 
is considered a gate-array force, both 
now have an edge on such competitors 
as bipolar leaders Motorola, Fairchild, 
and Applied MicroCircuits. Motorola 
and Fairchild won't comment, and Ap-

plied Microcircuits says it is evaluating 
the new standard. Joseph Gemperline, 
Microelectronics Branch chief at the De-
fense Electronics Supply Center in Day-
ton, Ohio, which is handling the certifi-
cation process, counts GE, UTC, Honey-
well, and LSI Logic as furthest along in 
the race to be qualified. 
The qualification procedure is com-

plex. Manufacturers must provide DESC 
with specifications for the product fam-
ily, a list of quality-control procedures, a 
list of design and manufacturing equip-
ment, and other data. Nothing is taken 
for granted. Joseph Fero, technical-pro-
grams manager at LSI Logic Corp., Mil-
pitas, Calif., says that not only is it the 
first spec to consider a company's quali-
ty-assurance work for commercial cus-
tomers, but "it's the first that considers 
design procedures, along with wafer 
fab, assembly, and testing." 
Design methodology is also vital. 

Gemperline says that when DESC sched-
ules a site inspection and audit, it will 
investigate the computer-aided-design 
equipment as well as the wafer fab and 
test stations. The thinking is that by 
controlling these design phases, it is not 
necessary to qualify separately the dif-
ferent gate arrays produced by chang-
ing final mask levels. In effect, the mili-

ONE FOR ALL. The DOD's generic spec af-
fects gate arrays, like this one from LSI Logic. 

tary has accepted the way that semicon-
ductor makers have dealt with large 
customers for years in ship-to-stock pro-
grams where the basic device is quali-
fied only once. 
The final step is the manufacture of a 

standard evaluation circuit on the mak-
er's largest gate-count device. Windish 
says, "We're looking for at least 75% 
utilization" of the chip. And once that is 
done, says DESC's Gemperline, a chip 
line can be qualified within a matter of 
days. -Tobias Naegele, Larry Waller 

MEMORIES 

NOW, NEC STORES FILES ON A CHIP 
TOKYO 

aking aim at a chunk of the memory 
market now served by disk drives, 

NEC Corp. engineers have developed a 
128-Kbyte "silicon file memory" whose 
capacity and ruggedness would suit it 
for computers from portables to 
mainframes. 

File memories—battery-backed non-
volatile random-access-memories or bub-
ble memories that run upwards of 20 
Mbytes—bridge the speed and size gap 
between slow magnetic-disk mass stor-
age and rapid main memory. Unlike 
RAM disks, however, the file memories 
do not cut down the available space in 
the main memory. The new NEC memo-
ry chips are dense and rugged, so they 
should find a home in minicomputers 
and high-performance work stations as 
well as in personal computers and porta-
bles. And with the cost-per-megabyte of 
chip memory edging down toward that 
of disk memory, a 5% share of the fast-
growing $7.5 billion file-memory market 
is a realistic target, says Shigeki Ma-
tsue, general manager of NEC's Memo-
ry Products Division. 
One disadvantage of chip memory is 

volatility, but NEC has minimized this 
problem. By trading off lower power for 
somewhat less speed, they have made 

battery backup practical: standby power 
consumption is reduced 30 times and the 
operating power about fivefold, com-
pared with standard dynamic random-
access memories. That makes it feasible 
to cram 20 Mbytes of silicon file devices 
and a battery good for several months' 
backup into the same size package as a 
51/4 -in, half-height hard-disk drive. 

Its target: 5% of 
the $7.5 billion 

file-memory market 

The new memory would be a boon for 
personal computers, where a portion of 
main memory is often preempted for 
use as a RAM disk—and with no battery 
backup, it is practical only as a tempo-
rary file. Moreover, the main-memory 
size is reduced, maximum storage size is 
limited, and cost and power are exces-
sive. Silicon file chips are also superior 
to standard RAM chips for use as elec-
tronic disks in mainframe computers. In 
present mainframes, the cabinet for the 
backup battery is usually larger than 
the case for the disk itself, even though 
the backup is only two days at most. 
The new devices resemble page-mode 

CMOS DRAM memories, but there are 
important differences because of the 
speed-power tradeoff. For each page of 
512 successive bits, the devices have a 
maximum access time of 1 us for the 
first bit and 200 ns for successive bits, 
providing a 5-Mbitis transfer rate. 

Cells are similar to those in standard 
DRAMs, including a trench capacitor, 
but are redesigned for the power advan-
tage. CMOS peripheral circuits are de-
signed so that both n-MOS and p-MOS 
transistors of each pair are never on at 
the same time. 
The new device, designated the 

!JPD42601, is fabricated on a 4.5-by-10-
p.m chip in a 1-p.m CMOS process with 
one layer of polysilicon and one layer of 
aluminum. It will be available in three 
types of packages—an 18-pin dual in-line 
package, a 20-pin zig-zag in-line pack-
age, and a 26-pin small-outline J-lead 
chip carrier. Pinouts are the same as in 
standard DRAMs, with the addition of a 
refresh connection to one of the no-con-
nection pins. 
The sample price will be about $35 

when shipments begin in November. 
Full production at a rate of about 
200,000 units a month will begin in Janu-
ary. The production price is not yet 
available. -Charles L. Cohen 
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DATA CONVERSION 

A DSP INTERFACE GOES ECONOMY CLASS 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 

One fairly new niche busi-
ness is jumping off the 

charts these days. As might be 
expected, new products propel-
ling this market for digital-sig-
nal-processing interface chips 
have emphasized improved accu-
racy even when it means an in-
crease in price. Now Motorola 
Inc. is entering this market but 
it is taking a different tack. 
The big chip maker is target-

ing the market segment for me-
dium-performance DSP applica-
tions with a low-cost, less accu-
rate data-conversion circuit that 
marries the analog signals of 
the real world to the processing 
precision of digital computing. 
For the entire DSP interface 
market, sales are expected to 
grow from just over $218 million 
in 1986 to $1 billion in 1991, ac-
cording to analyst Will I. 
Strauss of Forward Concepts Inc., Tem-
pe, Ariz. "There are a whole bunch of 
startups gearing up, and the major com-
petitors are pouring into this field," he 
adds. "Application-targeted ICs are com-
ing into play very early." 
FLOATING RESOLUTION. Motorola is 
holding down the cost of its new 13-bit 
linear codec, the MC145402, by using a 
digital-to-analog converter architecture 
that adjusts 9 bits of resolution as am-
plitude changes. The floating-resolution 
approach enables Motorola to boost the 
accuracy of a chip made with a six-year-
old CMOS technology. At the same time, 
it avoids costly self-calibration logic that 
some other manufacturers have inte-
grated onto early DSP analog-interface 
chips for still higher accuracy. 

Motorola's codec delivers enough ac-
curacy over 13 bits of dynamic range to 
satisfy a large number of cost-sensitive 
DSP applications, such as high-speed 
modems, echo cancelers, sonar, or voice 
and music synthesizers. The chip's archi-
tecture also yields a smaller die com-
pared with DSP interfaces that have on-
board calibration logic, says Al Mouton, 
marketing manager for the product in 
Austin. Self-calibration logic can take up 
more than twice the real estate of the 
converter circuitry that it is controlling. 

Motorola is not going to leave the 
high end of the interface market to its 
competitors. It plans to add high-perfor-
mance 16-bit analog-to-digital and digi-
tal-to-analog conversion using a totally 
different architecture and a new 1.5-µm 
CMOS technology. And rival Texas In-
struments Inc. isn't idle either. TI is also 
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ECONOMY MODEL Motorola is holding down the price of its DSP interface chip by adopting a floating-res-
olution architecture that adjusts 9 bits as amplitude changes to increase accuracy. 

focusing its CMOS attention on a broad 
line of analog interface circuits as a 
companion-product strategy for its 
TMS320 DSP family. This month TI in-
troduced its first DSP interface chip, the 
32040, and high-end self-calibrating in-
terfaces are also due. 

And Crystal Semiconductor Corp. is 
already marketing 16-bit ADCs with 
self-calibrating logic on-chip. The parts 
use new testing software that specifies 
performance in a DSP-oriented frequen-
cy domain, rather than the traditional 
linear method. Robert Lineback 

PARALLEL PROCESSING 

CONCURRENT TO MARKET 
NAVIER-STOKES COMPUTER 

111111111111 

NEW YORK 

parallel computing is quick, but 
application-specific parallel 

computing is spectacularly fast. 
That's the approach researchers at 
Princeton University in New Jersey 
followed to build a super-fast su-
percomputer—a system that's now 
going commercial. 
The Princeton machine designs 

and models fluid-dynamics systems. 
It should outperform even the future 
Cray 3 supercomputer, reaching 
speeds beyond 50 to 60 billion float-
ing-point operations per second. Now 
Concurrent Computer Corp., a Tin-
ton Falls, N. J., parallel-computer 
maker, will license the Princeton 
technology to build a commercial 
version of the computer. 
The machine, a dynamically re-

configurable parallel architecture, 

NOSENCHUCK: "I didn't have the tools 
to solve my problem, so I invented one." 
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Networking in the Era of MegaChip Technologies: 

When connecting to the 
you need to connect with 

Only the TMS380 Chip Set from Texas 
Instruments is tested and verified with 
IBM. That frees you to concentrate on the 
important business of making your 
products market winners. 

ndustry observers agree: The 
IBM® Token-Ring Network is capturing 
a lion's share of the LAN (local-area 
network) market. As stated by IBM in 
their October 15, 1985, product an-
nouncement, the IBM Token-Ring 
Network is "an ̀ open' network architec-
ture for accommodation of non-IBM 
and IBM attaching devices... with 
semiconductor components available 



IBM Token-Ring, 
Texas Instruments first. 

from Texas Instruments." All you need to 
capitalize on the growing demand for 
products that will operate on the ring is 
to design with TI's TMS380 Chip Set. 

"We use TI's TMS380 Chip 
Set and TI's implementation of 
IEEE 802.2 LLC protocols to 
ensure IBM compatibility at 
media-access and software levels." 
That is Howard S. Chamey, senior vice 
president of 3Com Corporation, stating 

the chief reason for turning to TI first 
when designing-in token ring con-
nectivity. You know your TMS380-
based product will be 100% compatible 
with IBM and industry standards. 
As a result, you avoid any problems 

of validation, verification, or long de-
velopment time. You gain time to add 
product enhancements that can mean a 
competitive edge in the marketplace. 

Martin Sinnott, director, Dayton 
Development Center of the NCR Cor-
poration, sums up the advantage this 
way: "We offer the very highest level of 
interoperability with the IBM Token-
Ring Network via TI's TMS380 Chip 
Set and our own software." 

An integrated solution for 
"open" systems 
TI's TMS380 Chip Set begins with a 
40-million-bits-per-second DMA inter-
face. This provides efficient connection 
to high-speed microprocessors such as 
Intel's 80X86 and Motorola's 680X0 fam-
ilies and open-system buses like IBM's 
Micro ChannelTM and Apple's NuBusTM 

Having built-in software jointly 
copyrighted by IBM and TI, the 
TMS380 provides all IEEE 802.5 
media-access control processing, in-
cluding on-board network-management 
services (see box). In addition, the 
TMS380 provides capability for mes-
sage-buffer expansion and higher layer 
protocols, such as IBM-compatible IEEE 
802.2 Logical Link Control (LLC), 
available from TI. 
The TMS380 completes your con-

nection to the IBM Token-Ring with 
physical-layer interface circuits that 
provide clocking, data reception and 
transmission, and ring-insertion control. 
Opening the way to intemetworking 

the TMS380 facilitates the design of 
token ring bridge and gateway products. 

Good news about cost 
Another reason to choose the TMS380 
is that the cost of connectivity is com-

Reliable network management 
"We have designed our ProNET0-4 
product using the industry-standard TI 
TMS380 Chip Set. In addition to normal 
data-communications functions, the chip 
set provides power-up self-test as well as 
network-management frames for automatic 
error detection, parameter services, and 
reconfigurations. The net effect is reliable, 
manageable network operation." 

Howard Saiwen, 
Chairman and Founder, Proceon, Inc. 

ing down. The chip set is available now 
at a suggested resale price under $100.00 
(quantity 100). 
The TMS380 reflects the influence 

of TI's MegaChipTM Technologies. 
These are the skills and disciplines 
acquired through ongoing development 
of high-density circuits which generate 
advances in semiconductor design, pro-
cessing, manufacturing, and service. 

These technologies are having an 
effect on other LAN standards. For 
example, TI has developed the 
SN75061/62 single-channel drivers/ 
receivers that can easily be configured 
for use with StarLAN IEEE 802.3 
1BASE5 networks. These new devices 
perform data transmission/reception and 
minimize transmission-line noise. The 
SN75061 is ideally suited to 1BASE5 
stations; the lower-power, lower-cost 
SN75062, to hubs. 

For more information on the broad 
TMS380 support, turn the page. 



Comprehensive support from TI 
speeds TMS380 design-in. 

To help you with everything from token 
ring adapter-card prototyping through 
communications-protocol development 
and systems integration, TI makes 
available the comprehensive TMS380 
Development Products Family. 

Design-in Accelerator Kit includes 
hardware and debug software for com-
pleting a prototype token ring adapter: 
Three sample TMS380 chip sets, engi-

neering debug software with User's 
Guide, and an interconnect schematic. 
PC Adapter Card helps you develop 

software and analyze traffic on the IBM 
Token-Ring Network. It works in both 
the PC Family and PC AT compatibles 
and incorporates TI's new IEEE 802.2 
LLC. The card comes with demonstra-
tion software as well as protocol-analysis 
software to help develop your communi-
cations protocol. 

Test Wiring Concentrator (TWC) 
provides the mechanism for any station 
to be inserted on the ring and adds 
LEDs that indicate ring insertion. 
TMS380 LW EvaluationKit 

provides the hardware, software, and 
documentation required to evaluate the 
IBM-compatible IEEE 802.2 LLC soft-
ware on your designs. 
ASIC-LAN Tool Kit enables the 

fast development of highly integrated, 
differentiated, and compact adapters. 
The kit contains ASIC software macro 
building blocks and completed design 
examples. These support Adapter Mem-
ory Expansion and PC Bus Interface. 
The kit not only helps save board space, 
but also several months of system and 
hardware design. 

"MegaChip and NuBus are trademarks (*Texas 
Instruments Incorporated. Micro Channel is a trademark 
of International Business Machines Corporation. 

®IBM is a registered trademark of International Business 
Machines Corporation. ProNET is a registered trademark 
of Proteon, Inc. 
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TMS380 Bridge Design Kit con-
tains one TMS38021 Bridging Protocol 
Handler, one set of Bridge Options 
Adapter Software, and a TMS38021 
Bridge Application Report to help you 
develop bridge or gateway products. 
Token Ring Seminars are conducted 

on request at TI Regional Technology 
Centers or at your site. A two-day 

workshop includes an introduction to 
the TMS380 Chip Set and hands-on 
experience in the lab. A one-day 
TMS380 Advanced Topics Workshop 
provides an understanding of the ex-
tended LLC interface on the TMS380 
and provides insight into bridge 
applications. 

For more information on TI's 
TMS380 Chip Set, call TI's hot-line 
number, (713) 274-2380. Or complete 
and return the coupon today to Texas 
Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 
809066, Dallas, Texas 75380-9066. 

Texas Instruments Incorporated 
P.O. Box 809066 
Dallas, Texas 75380-9066 

YES, please send me information on TI's networking products 
and services. 
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has been under development at Prince-
ton for the past three years [Electron-
ics, Nov. 25, 1985, p. 19]. It is called a 
Navier-Stokes computer, because its job 
is to solve the partial differential equa-
tions representing turbulence in fluid 
flow, which were developed by the 19th-
century mathematicians Claude-Louis 
Navier and Sir George Stokes. The 
Princeton project is directed by Daniel 
M. Nosenchuck, assistant professor of 
mechanical and aerospace engineering. 
Primary funding has been by research 
grants from the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, which wants 
the machine to help it design the ultra-
fast National Aerospace Plane. 

Concurrent Computer will attempt to 
turn the design into a commercial prod-
uct because "the computational fluid-dy-
namics market is not a small one," says 
James K. Sims, president. The company 
expects the market to reach $1 billion by 
1990, with the Navier-Stokes computer 
competing for 25% of that. The design 
can also be adapted for other applica-
tions, such as computational chemistry 
and the design of automobiles, ships, 
and submarines. 

Concurrent is eyeing 
25% of a $1 billion 
fluid-dynamics market 

The designers of the Navier-Stokes 
computer set out to develop a system to 
model the effects of air flow over air-
planes and spacecraft at the transition 
to turbulence. "I didn't have the tools to 
solve my problems, so I invented one," 
says Nosenchuck, who is an engineer, 
not a computer scientist. 

In studying fluid-flow control over all 
kinds of vehicles, it is desirable to mix 
and control these flows in real time over 
the entire vehicle. No computers exist 
today that can do the complete job, and 
wind and water tunnels also fall short. 
"Parallel computers with small nodes 
couldn't do the job either, so we decided 
to build a parallel machine made up of 
the highest-performance nodes we could 
build," says Nosenchuck. 

First came the micronode, a protoype 
built in 1985, which ran at 6 megaflops. 
The second prototype, built last year, is 
called the mininode, capable of 200 me-
gaflops. NASA will get a system made 
up of four mininodes; Concurrent Com-
puter's commercial version will have yet 
a higher-performance node with perfor-
mance equivalent to a high-end super-
computer, says Sims. A big system may 
have up to 128 of these nodes, with per-
formance peaking at 50 to 60 gigaflops. 
Although the machine looks like a 

very specialized computer, its dynamic 
reconfigurability makes it adaptable to 

many different tasks. The topology of 
the interconnections among the nodes 
and memory modules can be quickly 
changed. "The machine can be reconfi-
gured into a custom computer in less 
than 50 billionths of a second, to cus-
tomize the machine on the fly for specif-
ic problems," says Nosenchuck. 
Concurrent and Princeton both fore-

see that this technology will deliver a 
new level of computational capability in 
a modular and affordable system for de-
signing advanced aircraft, spacecraft, 
ships, and submarines. That means it 
could help maintain U. S. competitive-
ness in the military and commercial ve-
hicle industries. "We are targeting a 

price-performance level of $2,000 per 
megaflop" for the commercial system, 
says Sims. 
Other unorthodox computers designed 

with government funds have gone com-
mercial. A recent example is the fast 
Warp systolic-array-based processor 
now being offered by General Electric 
Co. of Fairfield, Conn. The Warp ma-
chine is based on research sponsored by 
the Defense Advanced Research Pro-
jects Agency at Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity [Electronics, June 25, 1987, 
p. 21]. Project director H. T. Kung says 
Intel Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., in-
tends to reduce the Warp processor 
boards to single chips. -Tom Manuel 

IEEE ELECTION 

SHOULD THE IEEE HAVE TO 
OFFER A BALLOT CHOICE? 
NEW YORK 

Labor Day means the end of summer, 
the start of school—and election 

time for the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers. And where there 
is an IEEE election these days, there is 
also Irwin Feerst and a controversy. 
The IEEE's board has selected Emer-

son W. Pugh to run for president-elect. 
He will become president in 1988 be-
cause he is running unopposed. That's 
where the controversy comes in. 

Feerst, the gadfly who came within 
242 votes of becoming president-elect 
last year, asks, "What kind of election 
can it be with one person on the ballot?" 
He has mounted a successful petition 
campaign to place before the voters a 
proposed constitutional amendment that 
would force the board to pick at least 
two candidates for both president-elect 
and executive vice president. 

PUGH. His unopposed run for IEEE presi-

dent-elect is causing a controversy. 

The board is opposed, maintaining 
that current procedures for circulating 
petitions to put candidates on the ballot 
are adequate. It points out that "a peti-
tion candidate has been elected presi-
dent over a single board nominee; anoth-
er individual has run as a petition candi-
date five times, losing twice in three-
person contests and three times against 
single board nominees." 
NOT EASY. That individual, of course, is 
the acerbic Feerst, who with his Com-
mittee of Concerned EEs is determined 
to remake the institute. He says it's 
dominated by executives and academics, 
and that it needs to change to an organi-
zation that protects the interests of 
working EEs. He rejects the ease-of-en-
try argument, saying that to run by pe-
tition requires signatures of 1% of 
IEEE's voting members—"more than 
2,000"—and that means time, money, 
and organization. To pass, his proposed 
amendment must get two thirds of the 
votes cast on the issue, provided at least 
20% of the voters indicate yes or no. 

Meanwhile, the voting goes on. On the 
directors' selected ticket with Pugh—a 
physicist and a member of the IBM Corp. 
research staff—is the unopposed candi-
date for executive vice president, Dennis 
Bodson, a government engineer who is 
assistant manager of the National Com-
munications System in Washington, D. C. 
Not surprisingly, both agree with the 
board that enough opportunity for oppo-
sition is provided by the petition proce-
dure, though Pugh adds, "I personally 
prefer a two-candidate election." 
There is also a full slate of candidates 

for regional and division directorships, 
some of which are contested. Ballots, 
mailed by Aug. 31 to voting members, 
are due by Nov. 2. The results will be 
announced soon after. -Howard Wolff 
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Sanyo's No Excuses 
Guarantee means 
just that-on time 
on performance and 
on price. 

Sanyo has been selected "Vendor of 
the Year" by the world's leading manufac-
turers of computers, telecommunications 
equipment, portable tools, appliances and 
calculators. 

Why? 
We simply make good on what we 

promise. 
We begin by providing a truly compre-

hensive line of batteries: rechargeable 
NiCad, 10-year laser-lithium, solar bat-
teries and of course, a variety of custom 
designs. 

They meet specifications—the first time 
around. Because we start by getting a clear 
idea of our customers' needs—and letting 
that determine our solution. Instead of 
supplying a "formula" answer. 

Sanyo batteries perform at the highest 
standards of quality and reliability. Because 
before they leave our hands, they're sub-
jected to tests far tougher than anything 
they'll meet in the field. 

Delivery? It goes without saying that 
shipments will absolutely be in on time. 

And in on price. 
No excuses. 
No wonder Sanyo is the choice of lead-

ing manufacturers. When you keep your 
word, word gets around. 

For more information, call Sanyo 
Energy Corporation: In CA, (619) 690-6620; 
NJ, (201) 641-2333; IL, (312) 595-5600. 

There's something new 
going on at Sanyo. 

Circle 41 on reader service card 
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Introducing the Gould 1604 Digital Storage Oscilloscope. 

The new Gould 1604 excels 
in low-frequency electronics 
and transducer-based 
applications. 

This is more than just another 
"box" to capture and record 
signals.This is a sophisticated 
waveform processor. You can 
make frequently needed cal-
culations with the touch of 
a button. 

Another common use, 
recorder calibration, is easy. 
And thanks to speed and long 
memory the 1604 itself can be 

a cost-effective analysis tool 
for short-duration transient 
events when direct writing 
isn't necessary 

We've only scratched the 
surface of the 1604's capabil-
ities here.That's why we urge 
you to compare before you 
buy. Or later you may wish 
you had. 

For product literature and our 
1987 Test & Measurement 
Catalog, call 1-800-GOULD-10. 
Or write: Gould Inc.,Test & 
Measurement Group,19050 
Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, 
CA 95014. 
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PROBING THE NEWS 

SWALLOWING FAIRCHILD 
MAKES A GIANT OF NATIONAL 

THE MOVE VAULTS NATIONAL TO NO. 1 IN MILITARY AND ANALOG CHIPS 

by J. Robert Lineback 

CUPERTINO, CALIF. 

Some people think the pending $122 
million purchase of Fairchild Semi-

conductor Corp. by National Semicon-
ductor Corp. is a marriage made in sili-
con heaven. Others say it's more like a 
shotgun wedding in Silicon Valley. Actu-
ally, it's both. 
America is losing a chip-making pio-

neer that played a key role in shaping 
the industry. But it's gaining a semicon-
ductor giant with all the makings for 
world-class stature, potentially command-
ing chip sales of $1.7 billion in 1987. 
Taking over Fairchild's technologies, 

product lines, and businesses would in-
stantly cause National to: 
•Climb from 11th in total worldwide chip 
sales to the No. 6 spot 
•Jump from No. 6 in military chip ship-
ments to undisputed market leader, giving 
the combined company at least a $100 mil-
lion lead over its closest competitor. 
• Leapfrog Texas Instruments 
Inc. and Hitachi Ltd. to become 
the No. 1 supplier of analog 
circuits. 
• Shoot up three places to sec-
ond in total bipolar sales with 
the addition of Fairchild's 
strength in high-speed bipolar 
logic. 
• Rise to No. 3 in emitter-cou-
pled logic shipments behind Mo-
torola Inc. and Fujitsu Ltd. with 
a boost of $75 million in Fair-
child products added to its own 
$20 million annual volume. 
• And move up from 13th to No. 
7 in gate-array shipments with a 
combined total of $90 million. 
At National's headquarters in 

Santa Clara, Calif., officials are 
still attempting to sort through 
exactly what the proposed merg-
er will give birth to, if it clears 
antitrust hurdles at the U. S. De-
partment of Justice this month. 
At first, National was reportedly 
bidding only on selected pieces of 
Fairchild's business, with hopes 
of grabbing profitable products in 
military, high-speed CMOS and bi-

polar logic, ECL technologies, and semi-
custom linear arrays. Instead, it wound 
up with the whole thing, excluding nonop-
erating facilities in Japan and West Ger-
many and the related debt. 
But if the purchase is an undisputed 

National coup, it's a major disappoint-
ment to Fairchild's top management. 
Several of the company's executives had 
put together a proposal for a leveraged 
buyout, backed by Citicorp Venture 
Capital in New York. Instead of owning 
the company, they've ended up with or-
ders by its parent, Schlumberger Ltd., 
to go along with the deal quietly—or 
lose their jobs and stock incentives. 
They are refusing to talk, but the rest 
of Silicon Valley is abuzz, wondering 
why the French oilfield-service giant de-
cided to accept National's offer of $122 
million in common stock and warrants 
instead of the buyout package, reported-
ly valued at $225 million. 

Most believe Schlumberger, which 
had high expectations when it bought 
Fairchild for $425 million in 1979, has 
had enough of the massive losses it has 
racked up during its tenure in the chip 
business. That total amounts to as much 
as $2 billion. The National deal was a 
clean break with its obligations. A man-
agement buyout engineered by Fair-
child's president Donald W. Brooks 
might have been too risky in the eyes of 
Schlumberger management. Others sug-
gest that Schlumberger executives, 
stung by the political storm whipped up 
when the company tried to sell 80% of 
Fairchild to Fujitsu for $200 million, 
were angry at Brooks for not recogniz-
ing the embarrassment such an attempt 
would heap on the parent. Still others 
believe Schlumberger did not want 
Brooks to have a chance to turn Fair-
child profitable next year, which would 
leave egg on the faces of Schlumberger 

HOW NATIONAL CLIMBS THE RANKINGS BY BUYING FAIRCHILD 

Total semiconductor sales Military IC sales 

Ranking Company 1987 Sales 
Ranking Company 

1987 Sales 

IS millions) (S millions) 

1 NEC 3,090 National/Fairchild 273 

2 Toshiba 2,825 1 AMO (with MMI) 170 

3 Hitachi 2,450 TI 160 
4 Motorola 2,270 3 

( 

Harris 160 
5 Texas Instruments 2,200 

42 

Fairchild 155 
National/Fairchild 1,700 

5 General Electric 125 
6 Philips 1,550 

6 National 118 
7 Fujitsu 1,390 

8 Matsushita 1,370 

(1 90 

Intel 1,230 

Mitsubishi 1 
Bipolar semiconductor sales 

11 National 

,125 

1,120 1 TI 1,300 
— Fairchild 580 National/Fairchild 945 

Analog semiconductor sales 119861 
Philips/Signetics 780 

Motorola 758 

National/Fairchild 400 4 Hitachi 725 

1 TI 325 5 National 610 

2 Hitachi 320 6 NEC 600 

3 
National 300 7 Fairchild 335 

Fairchild 100 
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brass intent on unloading Fairchild. 
Brooks had hopes of reaching profitabil-
ity as early as the first quarter next 
year, says one source. 
"By any measure, National got a $200 

million bargin" for just $120 million, says 
analyst Michael A. Gumport of Drexel 
Burnham Lambert Inc. in New York. "The 
outlook over the next year looks bright 
National did not take on any debt, and it 
seems to be well capitalized." 

Still, most analysts say National has 
its work cut out: trimming redundancies 
in the combined work force, phasing out 
products that don't fit well with its own, 
and merging Fairchild's high-perfor-
mance, niche-oriented technologies with 
its own common-process. It also needs 
to hang on to enough key Fairchild peo-
ple to keep newly developed products 
rolling in the market, which won't be 
easy. One side effect of the merger is 
expected to be a final generation of 
Fairchild-spawned startups, as manag-
ers decide to follow in the entrepreneur-
ial footsteps of numerous past Fairchild 
employees. As many as 200 companies— 
including the likes of Intel and Ad-
vanced Micro Devices—can trace their 
lineage to Fairchild. 
Meanwhile, the industry is trying to 

get used to the idea of a chip business 
without Fairchild. National says it plans 
to drop the Fairchild name from the ac-
quired business units, and it is studying 

REASSURANCES. National's Sporck says 

Fairchild customers will get what they need. 

whether or not to retain the current 
product designations. All of Fairchild's 
second-source pacts will be continued, 
but National is expected to look at each 
agreement to determine which will be 
kept over the long term, says a corpo-
rate spokeswoman. National's president 
Charles E. Sporck promises all custom-
ers depending upon any Fairchild prod-
uct will continue to receive shipments. 

Regardless of any promises, the 
merger apparently has struck sensitive 
nerves in the military chip-procuring 

segment. Several defense contractors 
are said to be worried about their close 
working relationships with Fairchild's 
South Portland, Maine, operation. Some 
reportedly have filed complaints over 
the merger with the procurement offi-
cials in the Navy and the Defense Elec-
tronics Supply Center. 

Initially, Fairchild will inject needed 
advanced bipolar technology—such as 
advanced ECL—into National's portfo-
lio. Sporck, who left Fairchild in 1967 to 
join the fledgling National Semiconduc-
tor, believes the merger will comple-
ment his company's CMOS emphasis of 
this decade. He hopes the combination 
will be able to blanket the customer 
base, with National's emphasis on ICs 
for computer peripherals working with 
Fairchild's focus on technologies aimed 
at high-speed work stations, main-
frames, and supercomputers. 
About $1 billion of National's total 

$1.9 billion revenues in its 1987 fiscal 
year came from chip sales. Fairchild's 
sales are now about $500 million a year. 
"It is a very strong combination. Fair-
child's military business alone was 
worth the $122 million price National is 
paying," says analyst Bill McClean of 
Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp. in 
Scottsdale, Ariz. "TI and Motorola both 
should have been bidding for Fairchild 
at that kind of price," he adds. 

Actually, TI along with some other in-

MORE AND MORE CHIP MAKERS ARE EXPECTED TO MERGE 
Industry observers expect to see more 
merger action among semiconductor 
manufacturers soon. They think compa-
nies around the world are very likely 
thinking hard now about making key 
acquisitions to avoid losing market-
share standing. 
The purchase of Fairchild Semicon-

ductor Corp. by National Semiconductor 
Corp. provides a sterling example of 
why this is happening: National was No. 
6 in military chip sales and Fairchild 
was No. 4, but by combining forces a 
company that is No. 1 in military mar-
kets—by far—is created. The recent 
merger of Advanced Micro Devices Inc. 
with Monolithic Memories Inc. builds a 
company that is No. 2 in military sales, 
but still slightly ahead of the two for-
mer leaders in this segment of the mar-
ketplace, Texas Instruments and Harris. 
Making the merger mood more ur-

gent is the limited number of viable 
combinations. "Semiconductor compa-
nies will start wondering—if they don't 
make a purchase, then someone else 
will," suggests Richard Skinner of Inte-
grated Circuit Engineering Corp., a 
Scottsdale, Ariz., market analysis com-
pany. "Look at TI. This National-Fair-
child combination puts National in 
roughly the same ballpark. If everyone 

else is out buying, you'd better be out 
there buying too. Just like that, you 
could drop from No. 5 to No. 10 because 
of mergers." 
ICE estimates that former military-

chip leaders TI and Harris will achieve 
$160 million each in 1987 military sales. 
The AMD-MMI combo is expected to 
rack up $170 million in this market seg-
ment in 1987, with $135 million coming 
from AMD, while the National-Fairchild 
total is expected to hit $273 million. 
"We might see more acquisitions as 

opportunities present themselves, but I 
don't think Motorola or TI should panic 
just yet," says ICE's Bill McClean. Stra-
tegic alliances with smaller chip makers 
are an alternative to the cost of a merg-
er, he says. "TI is approaching it that 
way—with alliances to gain access to 
the technology without having to take 
on a business." 
The track record for chip-company ac-

quisitions has been dismal in the 1980s, 
but financial analyst Michael Gumport of 
Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc., New 
York, thinks the failures can be blamed 
on the purchasers. "All the purchases by 
non-semiconductor companies--Schlum-
berger's deal for Fairchild, United Tech-
nologies Corp.'s for Mostek, Exxon's for 
Zilog, and so on—have ended up terribly. 

I think these more recent ones [by chip 
companies] will work out much better." 
By nearly all accounts, there are like-

ly to be fewer semiconductor companies 
by the end of the century. Jack Beedle 
of In-Stat Inc. in Scottsdale, Ariz., pre-
dicts there will be only 10 to 12 giants 
shipping semiconductors, with 75 other 
smaller chip houses serving niches. "The 
big are going to get a lot bigger," he 
says. "The giants will have to be $3 
billion to $4 billion in size. There will 
probably be four of those in Japan, four 
in the U. S., and a couple in Europe." 
Beedle thinks it's possible that the in-
dustry will see several attempts by cor-
porate raiders to buy up chip houses 
and turn them into candidates for a sur-
viving giant. "It's happened in the retail-
ing and oil industries—why not here?" 

Acquisitions also present one way of 
heading off legal tangles when strategic 
alliances turn sour. "Every U. S. manu-
facturer is having to decide whether it 
can afford to go solo or find a way of 
sharing the cost of business by alliances 
or mergers. It seems a safer course to 
buy up some company when you look at 
the recent legal tangles of intellectual 
property or ownership, like the AMD-
Intel scrap," notes Michael Boss of Da-
taquest Inc. in San Jose, Calif. -J. R. L. 
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terested chip makers did respond to a pro-
spectus issued earlier this year by 
Schlumberger's investment agent, Lazard 
Frères in New York, sources indicate. 
But Brooks—a former TI vice president— 
suspected that the Dallas company was 
only seeking competitive information 
when it asked to review unannounced 
technology and products, according to a 
source within Fairchild. The information 
was denied, and TI made no offers. 
The merger will give National a shot 

in the arm in both specific market seg-
ments and across its technologies. In ap-
plication-specific ICs, the National-Fair-
child merger would place the combined 
company "on the map, so to speak, as 
the seventh largest worldwide supplier," 
according to Michael Boss of Dataquest 
Inc. in San Jose, Calif. 

"I don't think anyone really perceived 
National by itself as a broad-line supplier, 
although they like to say they are," says 
Jack Beedle of In-Stat Inc., Scottsdale, 
Ariz. "This will make them walk along 
the same footpath as Motorola and TI." 

Perhaps most important to National, 
the merger is a viable defense against 
being acquired itself, notes Richard 
Skinner of ICE. "It is positive on both 
sides. With Fairchild wider Schlum-
berger, there was always the chance 
that the second shoe would drop and 
there would be no more Fairchild," Skin-
ner says. "National had been rumored 
to be an acquisition candidate for the 
last two or three years, because it is 
becoming more apparent that it is diffi-
cult to stay in the business when a large 
part of total revenues come from 
semiconductors." 

Analysts predict that the deal, follow-
ing on the heels of Advanced Micro De-
vices Inc.'s purchase of Monolithic Memo-
ries Inc., could touch off merger mania, 
with chip companies gobbling up other 
manufacturers in an attempt to grab mar-
ket share (see "More and more chip mak-
ers are expected to merge," p. 44). 

Right off, National fills some obvious 
holes in its own IC product line with Fair-
child 'products. Both firms have Schottky 
and low-power Schottky bipolar lines, but 
National's Schottky lines serve different 
system designs than the higher-perform-
ing Fast bipolar logic from Fairchild. Na-

SILENCED. Don Brooks, Fairchild 
president, isn't talking. 

tional, a supplier of high-speed sili-
con-gate CMOS and 4000-series 
metal-gate logic, had been consid-
ering an entry into the emerging 
arena of advanced-CMOS logic. 
The acquisition of Fairchild's Fact 
line takes care of that handily. 

Overlaps exist in linear ICs, 
but many Fairchild products 
have the advantage of broad use 
in military markets. National ex-

ecutives are especially excited about 
getting Fairchild's linear arrays. And 
immediate paybacks are expected in 
ECL, where National has only $20 mil-
lion in annual sales, says ICE's 
McClean; the deal puts the firm on the 
same level as Motorola and Fujitsu. The 
big technology prize, according to most, 
is Fairchild's Aspect process—a contact-
less-transistor concept that reduces the 
size of devices, resulting in 2-1.1m VLSI 
products rivaling the density of CMOS 
[Electronics, Sept. 4, 1986, p. 55]. 
ASIC BOOST. In ASICs, National is ex-
pected to retain its own CMOS gate ar-
rays; in field-programmable logic it will 
pick up 10-ns ECL programmable array 
logic from the Fairchild portfolio that is 
more advanced than National's own. Na-
tional is also expected to put to use 
Fairchild's biCMOS mixed technology, 
which is used to make 10- to 15-ns 256-K 
static random-access memories. 

In the microprocessor arena, National 
is studying whether to market Fairchild's 
32-bit Clipper chip aggressively. Some of-
ficials think it might overlap too much 
with National's own 32-bit 32000 family. 
Some believe National should pick up 

the Clipper to complement its general-
purpose 32-bit microprocessor. "I think 
they will discover it is a positive add-on 
to the 32000 offering," says Beedle at 
In-Stat. Others disagree. "It seems they 
would do best by pushing one or the 
other [Clipper or the 32000 line]. They 
probably won't kill one, but won't push 
it because of the cost of supporting a 
processor," says ICE's Skinner. 
"From a market base, National-Fair-

child has a major asset. They have a 
fairly broad base of loyal customers and 
it will be difficult for others to break 
business away despite the merger," 
Skinner adds. However, some distribu-
tors caution that if National completely 
drops the Fairchild name, it could end 
up losing customers loyal to Fairchild— 
enough to account for as much as 25% 
of Fairchild's sales. 

Layoffs are expected, however. Initial 
estimates are about 10% of Fairchild's 
9,000 workers could get laid off. Some 
analysts believe the number may be 
much smaller, if the chip business con-
tinues to recover this fall. D 

COMING IN THE 
OCTOBER 15th ISSUE... 

THE INDUSTRY'S FIRST 
LOOK AT THE YEAR AHEAD 

Technology 
Outlook '88 
The industry shows no 
sign of slowing down in 
the year ahead. Technol-
ogy is flourishing, product 
design is on the move, and 
innovations are being 
made on many fronts. 
What developments 

stand out as the key areas 
to watch in the coming 
year? What's in the cards 
for semiconductors, com-
ponents, test equipment, 
and computer systems? 
What are the major tech-
nology trends? And what 
are the technical hurdles 
that must be overcome 
during the coming year? 

You'll find out on 
October 15th in our 
Annual Technology Out-
look Special Issue. 
What's more, this issue 

will also examine the 
architectural and legal 
hurdles that must be over-
come by the new genera-
tion of PS/2 chip clone 
manufacturers. 
So get a jump on the 

year ahead with this 
blockbuster issue! 

CLOSING DATE 
FOR ADVERTISERS— 

RESERVATIONS: SEPT. 21 
MATERIALS: OCT. 1 
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• Both parallel and 
RS-232 interfaces are 
supported by a wide 
selection of software. 

mi 

• Easy video interfacing-
over 150 interfaces are 
supported. No need to 
write software. 

ir  
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ar. le 
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• Local intelligence: 
video interface lets you 
rotate, change colors 
and scale with front-
panel controls. 

• Accurate shading for 
realistic, detailed solids; 
work with 4,912 colors. 

• Crisp, clean lines 
for highly detailed 
drawings. 



No OTHER 
COLOR HARDCOPIER 

CAN MAKE THESE POINTS. 
The CH-5300 gives you fast copies. Sharp 

lines. Realistic gradation and shading. Bright, 
rich solids. Consistent backgrounds. Built-in 
intelligence. Easy interfacing to the broadest 
range of video or parallel sources. And proven 
reliability 

Plus, with our new multiplexor you can turn 
your color hardcopier into a shared resource; 

SEIKO 

444«, 
• Solid streak-free, un-

0008011.11 blemished backgrounds 
—on the first and ninety-
ninth copy. 

connecting up to four different input 
sources at once. 
So look into the Seiko CH-5300.You'll see 

that no other color hardcopier can make 
these points. • 

Call Martin Nelson SEIKO I • 
at (408) 943-9100 
today. Seiko Instruments USA 

• Fast copies on paper 
or film—A-size output in 
45 seconds. 

• Unattended, off-line 
copying with consis-
tent, high-quality output. 

-•••" 
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PROBING THE NEWS 

COMMERCIAL QUANTITIES 
GaAs ARE FINALLY HERE 

OF LSI 

VITESSE AND TRIQUINT GATE ARRAYS ARE SETTING THE PACE 

by Larry Waller 

flallium arsenide LSI is moving into 
'production at several companies 
and the chips should soon be rolling off 
lines in commercial quantities. Eliminat- 
ing that long-term bottleneck comes 
none too soon, since even the biggest 
GaAs fans were beginning to have their 
doubts. One producer, in fact, Ford Mi- 
croelectronics Inc., has even been pre- 
dieting a growing production shortfall 
of GaAs devices of all types as demand 
climbs faster than the ability of GaAs 
houses to turn out these products (see 
graph, right). 
As GaAs fab lines get ready to turn 

out thousands of gate arrays on the 
heels of last year's first LSI product an- 
nouncements [Electronics, Sept. 19, 
1986, p. 61], one industry analyst, Wit- 
ham I. Strauss, president of Forward 
Concepts Inc. of Tempe, Ariz., says that 
1988 shipments, projected by Ford at 
$66 million, "could easily double now 
that the production bottleneck appears 
to be broken." And the industry could at 
last dispel the notion that GaAs is more 
talk than action, 
A pair of small companies seem to 

have taken the early lead in the produc- 
tion race—Vitesse Semiconductor Corp. 
of Camarillo, Calif., and TriQuint Semi- 
conductor Inc. of Beaverton, Ore. Vi- 
tesse is in production with new 1,500- 
and 4,500-gate arrays and a 1-K static 
random-access memory (see p. 100); Tri- 
Quint has been delivering large quanti- 
ties of a 3,000-gate array. 

Vitesse and TriQuint are not running 
away from the field, however. Several 
other GaAs companies say they are at 
nearly the same stage. Among them are 
Gigabit Logic Corp. of Newbury Park, 
Calif., with 1,500-to-2,000-gate arrays, and 
Gain Electronics Corp. of Somerville, 
N. J., with offerings at the 1,700-, 3,500-, 
and 6,000-gate equivalent level. 

Also, Ford Microelectronics, of Colora- 
do Springs, Colo., is looking toward pro- 
duction of a 1-K SRAM with 2.5-ns cycle 
times, as is Texas Instruments Inc., 
whose Defense Systems and Electronics 
Group in Dallas is shipping samples of its 
1-K chip. And Cray Research Inc., the 
supercomputer maker that has designed 
GaAs into its future Cray 3 system, is 
now farming out the fabrication to Giga- 
bit Logic (see "Cray is still using GaAs— 

withstand up to 900°C. In-In-
stead, Vitesse now uses 
what Tomasetta will de-
scribe only as "metaliza-
tion similar to standard sil-
icon processes." 
That change has 

worked wonders in yields, 
but Vitesse also has made 
improvements in other 
areas, such as compensat-
ing for the piezoelectric 
effects exhibited by GaAs 
(which silicon does not 
have). In this technique, 
Vitesse damps the stress 
that builds into an electri-
cal field in the rigid GaAs 
layers. Yields are "10 to 
20 times better," says To-
masetta, which works out 
to nearly 50% for the first 
parts in quantity produc-
tion, the processor family. 
The new gate arrays are 
expected to ramp up to 
too, he says. 

premier product is the new 
it terms "an application-

gate array." It tar-
data-processing function 

and computer-to-computer 
where speed is everything 
-te-one advantage of GaAs 
-coupled logic offers a big 
With two functional sets of 

the 1500 is more like a 
a simple gate array. The 

1,500 equivalent gates and 
is a single-chip solu-
a number of paral-

a single line with speeds of 
and demultiplex-

back to parallel form. 
which is being designed 

by a number of cus-
two major sections. The in-
is compatible with 100-K 

and draws only 0.4 mW per 
the high-speed register cells 

toggle rate and interface 
The device can handle up to 

10 outputs for multiplex-
less for demultiplexing, and 
about 2.5 W. The VSC4500 
with 20,000-transistor densi-
800-MHz performance, in-
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but not its own," opposite). 
Vitesse got its edge, paradoxically, be- 

cause it didn't get started until 1985, 
says president Lou Tomasetta. "We 
made a clean break with the past, start- 
ing with a clean blackboard," he says. 
Tomasetta himself goes back a ways 
with GaAs, to Rockwell International 
Corp., a GaAs pioneers, and then with 
startup Gigabit Logic in the early 1980s. 

Vitesse's clean slate enabled it to 
make fast headway with the enhance- 
ment/depletion-mode process that ex- 
perts say holds the key to building com- 
plex components. By combining enable/ 
data-mode FETs in the same circuit, not 
only can densities be more than doubled 
over depletion FETs, but power needs 
can be cut to about one tenth, or about 
0.1 to 0.25 mW/gate. 
COLD GONE. But Tomasetta credits a 
process innovation developed by Vitesse 
that gives much better control of the 
threshold voltage of GaAs, whose wide 
swings can spoil many chips on the wa- 
fers. "We got rid of gold as a material in 
the self-aligned gates," he explains, after 
gold was identified as the culprit causing 
temperature instability that changed 
threshold voltages, particularly at the 
200°C to 300°C range. Junctions have to 

these levels 
Vitesse's 

VSC1500, which 
specific configurable 
gets a generic 
for fiber-optic 
data links, 
and the three 
over emitter 
advantage. 
gates on a chip, 
system than 
array, with 
8,000 transistors, 
tion for multiplexing 
lei lines onto 
nearly 1.5 gigabits/s, 
ing the signal 
The VSC1500, 

into new equipment 
tomers, has 
terface part 
ECL signals 
gate, while 
have a 2-GHz 
at 1.5 GHz. 
22 inputs and 
ing, slightly 
it dissipates 
gate array, 
ty, provides 
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terfaces with TTL and ECL signals, and 
coexists with other types of chips and 
CMOS-oriented systems. 

Vitesse had not said much about its 
new GaAs parts and manufacturing im-
provements until now, after the first 
customers had given the devices their 
stamp of approval. At TriQuint, man-
agement is still keeping quiet about de-
tails of its 3,000-gate product, preparing 
for a high-decibel announcement late 
this month before the GaAs Integrated 
Circuit Symposium, the major industry 
event that will take place Oct. 13 to 16 
in Portland, Ore. At the same forum 
last year, TriQuint unveiled an early 
version of the enhancement/depletion 
GaAs array, which then could handle 
data rates up to 700 MHz [Electronics, 
Sept. 18, 1986, p. 59]. Performance sub-
sequently has improved, industry 
sources say, and TriQuint is now ship-
ping thousands of parts. 
Both companies are wary because of 

damage done to the credibility of GaAs 
by the earlier failures of companies to 
make good on promises. That stigma is 
only now starting to fade, says Vitesse's 
Tomasetta. "There's extreme skepticism 
about gallium arsenide among custom-
ers that can only be beaten down with 
parts [put into their hands]," he says. 
Customers have to be convinced "that 
both Vitesse and GaAs are for real." 
With thousands of gate arrays emerg-

ing from the fab lines on the heels of 
last year's first LSI products—GaAs 
versions of Advanced Micro Devices 
Inc.'s Am2900 4-bit bit-slice family [Elec-
tronics, Sept. 19, 1986, p. 61]—that per-
ception can only strengthen. The proces-
sors have gone into volume manufactur-
ing, along with the new parts. 
CAUGHT UNAWARES. The reticence of 
Vitesse and TriQuint left analysts who 
closely follow developments in GaAs un-
aware that production quantities of LSI 
devices are at last available. "One of the 
limitations of gallium arsenide certainly 
has been the inability to manufacture it 

at LSI levels," says Robert N. Castel-
lano of The Information Network, a 
San Francisco market consulting firm. 
Castellano was one of the first GaAs 
watchers to note, in 1985, that until LSI-
level parts came onstream in quantity, 
"those billion-dollar market projections 
[being made by other analysts] are to-
tally unrealistic. GaAs must make it at 
the LSI level to be cost-effective." But 
his latest report on GaAs ICs speculates 
that the GaAs LSI era could be close at 
hand. 
Not everyone, though,- thinks digital 

GaAs is that close. Michael Gagnon, di-
rector of marketing at Anadigics Inc., a 
Warren, N.J., producer of analog ver-
sions, is skeptical about digital LSI 
GaAs. "I'm not sure that it really is 
here yet," he says. "I'd say it's 24 to 30 
months off." 

Vitesse's LS! work has at least one 
fan in William I. Strauss, the Tempe; 
Ariz., process and market consultant 
who is president of Forward Concepts 
Inc. "If Vitesse can truly ship in vol-
ume, they are head and shoulders ahead 

CRAY IS STILL USING GaAs—BUT NOT ITS OWN 
One of the pioneers in designing with gal-
lium arsenide, Cray Research Inc., is still 
committed to GaAs despite its decision 
earlier this month to cancel its next-gen-
eration MP supercomputer and the Janu-
ary shutdown of its internal GaAs fab 
line. The Minneapolis company's other de-
sign effort, the Cray 3, is due in 1989 or 
1990, and it will rely on full-custom GaAs 
in the 300-to-500-gate range. 
Cray has decided to farm all GaAs 

fab work out to Gigabit Logic Inc. of 
Newbury Park, Calif., in which it owns 
a part interest. As one source puts it, 
"It was Seymour [Cray]'s decision to go 
totally external rather than support two 
efforts. GaAs has been slow to develop, 

and a lot of these [GaAs IC] companies 
have got to hang on, and they need sup-
port." Besides that, the small number of 
wafers needed during prototyping was 
deemed not enough to justify the inter-
nal effort—Cray is getting 5 to 10 wa-
fers a week. 
About 150 to 200 different types of 

logic devices will be used. The technol-
ogy will be depletion mode, not enhance-
ment/depletion mode, because "the com-
mitment for the Cray 3 technology was 
made several years ago," explains a 
spokesperson. Cray is also planning to 
use some small GaAs memory devices in 
the Cray 3, on the order of about 1-Kbit 
size. —Wesley R. Iversen 

NEW ENTRY. Vitesse calls this an appli-
cation-specific configurable gate array. 

of the pack," he says. Dropping 
gold from the enhancement/deple-
tion-mode process is a bold move no 
others have seriously tried, Strauss 
says. "But I'll bet they will soon," 
he adds. 

Production success also means 
that pricing is critical if GaAs is to 
break into the merchant market. 
Vitesse is intent on making its lines 
competitive with the ECL parts it 
intends to displace, says Tomasetta. 
Ultimately, the arrays will sell at 
"very little premium over ECL." A 
part three times as fast, for exam-
ple, could initially cost triple its sili-
con competitor—"but not ten 
times," as is the case in many mili-
tary and custom programs. Toma-
setta is reluctant to give prices for 

Vitesse arrays, because each customer 
configures them differently. But a typi-
cal bit-slice 2900 processor sells for 
about $50, or double the silicon version. 
There is also the matter of second-

sourcing, particularly since with any 
emerging semiconductor technology, com-
mercial buyers like the security of having 
alternate suppliers available. Vitesse and 
Ford are moving slowly toward a partner-
ship even though in the GaAs business 
that is a difficult proposition with en-
hancement/depletion-mode processing 
since each supplier does things different-
ly. Also, older players are still shifting 
from depletion mode into the newer pro-
cess. But alliances can strengthen both 
parties, help spur growth, and cut the 
costs of duplicated research in this still-
fragmented business. 
So Vitesse and Ford announced early 

this year an alternate-sourcing agree-
ment for foundry services. The opera-
tion is not yet in place because details 
still have not been completed for com-
patible layout rules and processing. To-
masetta says he does not at present con-
template expanding the accord to cover 
the new Vitesse LSI family, because far 
tighter device densities are needed for 
them than for foundry work. 
One major puzzle now remaining con-

cerns the Japanese thrust in digital 
GaAs, where semiconductor giants 
NEC, Fujitsu, and Hitachi are leading 
the charge. Tomasetta says they have 
demonstrated mastery of E/D-mode pro-
cessing and already can produce RAMs 
in quantity, "but we don't see any sign 
of them," he adds. The best guess by 
consultant Castellano is that those Japa-
nese firms, which are computer manu-
facturers also, "are absorbing them in-
ternally and not selling them until low 
prices and high quality guarantee them 
a sizable portion of the world market, as 
with silicon." 
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AT&TASICs:We predict 
performance so you can 
protect your investment. 



Advanced CAD tools, 
developed byAT&T 
Bell Laboratories, 
accurately predict 
"real-life"ASIC 
performance. 
Sure, you want on-time 
delivery Obviously, you want 
a competitive price. And 
with an AT&T ASIC, you're 
assured of both. 

But the real bottom line 
is silicon assurance. 

Will your chip work right 
the first time? Under "real-
life" operating conditions? 
So you don't have to go 
back to square one? 

Absolutely. 

Weeding out the flaws. 
AT&T's advanced CAD 
system provides design 
audits and simulation tools 
that can precisely pinpoint 
performance problems 
early in the design stage. 
And because this system 

is fully integrated, with a 
common data base, there is 
no manual transfer of 
information. 

It's also a closed-loop 
system, so that new design 
parameters can be double-
checked against earlier 
design work at any stage of 
the game. 

How complex do you 
want it? 
Complexity is AT&T's stock 
in trade. Our capabilities go 
all the way to 25,000+ gates, 

TAUT,  Dept. LT, 555 Union Blvd., Allentown, PA 18103 
In Europe: AT&T Microelectronics GmbH, Freischützstrasse 92, 
8000 Munich 81, West Germany 
Please send me complete information on AT&T's standard-cell ASIC capabilities. 

1.25 micron double-level 
metal, and a 1.0 ns gate 
delay at high system speeds. 
Another AT&T advantage: 

Our library includes more 
than 400 pre-characterized 
standard cells, along 
with macro cell compilers 
for memory blocks and 
other complex functions. 

1,000 ASICs behind us. 
With more than 1,000 suc-
cessful chips to our name, 
we've learned how to help 
you meet your marketing 
window—on budget. 

We're also one of the 
top ten IC manufacturers 
—with six plants world-
wide—and the world's 
largest producer of 
standard-cell ASICs. 

Come in at any stage. 
Start your design at the 
front end, or just come in 
for the finishing touches. 
Either way, we have the 
people, resources, 
training assistance, and 
commitment to help you 
every step of the way. 

Is AT&T ready, right now, 
to help you build a 
foolproof standard-cell 
solution? The answer, 
predictably, is yes. 

For more information, 
mail the coupon or phone 
Al8LT at 1800 372-2447. 

In Europe, call 
AT&T Microelectronics 
in Munich at 089/95970. 

In Canada, call collect 
at 215 266-2975. 01987APAT 
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AT&T 
The right choice. 
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OLD PITS 

Introducing ERASIC E2 PLDs. A batie Desiner's Best Friend... 

„"rects 

Let's face it, when you 
tackle those really tough 
digital design jobs, you 
often need more help than 
your old pals can give. 

That's why we've inven-
ted the ERASIC (Elec-
trically Reprogrammable 

AS1C)-to make those jobs a lot easier. It's the 
next generation PLD that programs like a tra-
ditional PLD, but performs like a Gate Array. 

Like a conventional PLD, the ERASIC E2 
PLD is field programmable. But like a Gate 
Array, its logic structures are very flexible. 
And because it is based on E2CMOS techno-
logy, it's reprogrammable up to 10,000 times 
and consumes very little power. 

So, if you've outgrown your old pals and 
are ready to move on, take a good look at the 
ERASIC, the next generation E2 PLD. 

IT'S FLEXIBLE 
While it's pin-compatible with the best known 
24-pin PLDs, the ERASIC E2' PLD gives you 
a lot more, like multi-level logic and 

reprogrammability. Multi-level 
logic lets you cascade your logic 
up to 42-levels deep, giving you 1 the ability to create complex inter-
nal logic circuits (even with buried 
flip-flaps) without using val-
uable I/O pins. Flexibility like this 
can make life a lot easier for the 

,„o logic designer who's struggling 
with the limitations of old-fash-
ioned AND-OR logic planes. 

With ERASIC E2 PLDs, you avoid restric-
tive architectures, wasteful power consumption 
and the problems of custom silicon. Simply 
put, it's a lot more fun at a lot less cost. 

IT'S ABEL' COMPATIBLE 
The ERASIC is a snap to program, too. Using 

DATA I/0's popular ABEL" 
and EXEL's MultiMap' 
and MultiSim" enhance-
ment programs, you can 
implement true gate array-
type logic, fast. 

Plus, conversion ofyour 
existing PAL®-based de-
signs can be as easy as 
changing the part number 
in your ABEL design file. 

GET STARTED FAST 
We've got all the tools you need to get your 
design going with the E2 PLD that performs 
like a Gate Array. 

Call today for the ERASIC brochure and 
data sheet and find out what a friend the 
ERASIC E2 PLD can be. 

Our location is 2150 Commerce Drive, 
San Jose, CA 95131. Telephone (408) 432-
0500, TWX 910-338-2116, TELEX 171339. 

INTEGRATION 

EXEL 
miCROELECTRONIC.: INC  

EXELIFNCE IN E2 

- 

.'eStASIC. MMLin and MulsiSim arcaradeniae, I \ \.11,,,,,Ir,rt ,11, 1L diregIstrred iradvlairk .,fleen4Itne, Mtmores, In, BF 1. tradenisrli DANA I/0 Curporation, EXEL is a subsidiary of FUR Corp. 
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imeNATIoNAL NEwsLETTER 
JAPANESE TO PUT TWO-WAY DATACOM ON CABLE-TV NETWORKS 

Mahe Japanese Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications plans to use 
II existing cable-TV networks for two-way data communications similar to 

the service available over leased telephone lines. Cable-TV systems can 
broadcast data now but are not capable of two-way communication. The 
ministry plans to set up a laboratory later this year with three manufacturers of 
CAN-related products—NEC, Toshiba, and Furukawa Electric—to work on 
two-way cable-based communications. The lab will develop technology for 
exchange hardware, for communications among users of different types of 
systems, and for maintaining communications privacy. 0 

FREQUENCY-DIVIDER CHIP R&D PROMISES RECORD SPEEDS 

A static 8-to-1 frequency divider operating at up to 8 GHz—the highest 
»lever for such a device made with relatively crude 2-µ,m features—raises 
the prospect of much higher frequencies in chips made with finer lines. The 
chip was developed by researchers at Siemens AG in cooperation with Hans-
Martin Rein, a professor at the Ruhr University in Bochum, West Germany. 
Siemens contributed self-aligned polysilicon bipolar techniques, while Rein 
optimized the circuit for voltage swings and transistor dimensions and param-
eters. The team is now developing 2-jurn dividers that work beyond 8 GHz 
and are intended mainly for optical communications. It hopes to do this by 
reducing the emitter-junction depth and the base width. D 

PERSONAL-COMPUTER COMPATIBILITY PLANS PERCOLATE IN JAPAN 

Astandard that's being proposed in Japan would establish guidelines for 
personal computers that are compatible with both IBM Corp.'s PC AT and 

NEC Corp.'s PC-9801, the best-selling Japanese PC. The proposed standard 
was formulated by a software-development organization with the goal of 
helping expand the Japanese PC market and boost software sales as well. 
The organization, called the Japan Personal Computer Software Technical 
Laboratory Inc., Tokyo, made the proposal because Japanese PC manufac-
turers are starting to build AT-compatible machines, separate lines of 9801-
compatible systems, and, most recently, PCs that are compatible with both 
standards at once. Software developers foresee a market populated by dual-
standard machines that achieve their dual compatibility in different ways, 
leaving program developers with major hardware-compatibility headaches. 
There are 47 software houses among the 54 sponsors of the PC Software 
Technical Lab. 0 

ISRAELI COMPANIES ARE OUT HUNTING FOR PARTNERS 

The recovery of many of Israel's high-tech firms continues to be elusive— 
notably for two of its better-known electronics firms, which have set about 

looking for foreign partners to shore up their financial positions. Both Elscint 
Ltd., a producer of medical imaging equipment, and Scitex Corp., which 
makes computerized systems for printing and publishing, are continuing to 
lose money. Elscint, based in Haifa, reported a $51 million loss on sales of 
$132 million in the fiscal year ended March 31; the previous year it lost 
$115.8 million on sales of $124 million. Industry sources say that several of 
Israel's leading banks, which hold stock options, are looking for an interna-
tional company to invest in Elscint. Similarly, the principal shareholders of 
Scitex are negotiating with leading foreign electronics firms in hopes of bring-
ing in a partner. Scitex has had eight consecutive losing quarters: in the first 
half of 1987 it reported $70.6 million in sales and a loss of $7.4 million—but 
that's only a third of the loss for the same period in 1986. 0 
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SIEMENS 

How do you document 
when these new measurement 
instruments show no values? 
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SIEMENS 

You don't...the PC does it for you. 

SIMMS PC-Ina mammas - Si,Anal Sis 
80 16C 240 MI 0 
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V2 - 158,89 as 

VI --13,12 dB 
III - 26,88 Ita 
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Now, you can finally become more than 
just an extension of your measurement 
instruments.., more than just a human 
computer and plotter documenting 
configurations, events, and results. 
How? By relying on Siemens' newly-
developed measurement instruments 
that cooperate with personal computers 
over an IEEE 488 bus. And that means 
that you can return your pocket calculator, 
reference tables, pencils, and template 
to your desk drawer.., and let the PC 
do the work. 

What's more, so that your PC 
provides excellent evaluation and docu-
mentation of measurement results, 
we've included standard software that 
features a full-performance signal 
processing package. From physical unit 
conversion, through statistical functions, 
all the way up to Fast Fourier Trans-
formation. Plus automatic alphanumeric 
and graphic display in full color. And, 
whether an abbreviated protocol with 
your comments or complete documen-
tation for an entire measurement 
series, you get a hardcopy printout 
in whatever form you choose. 

All this adds up to less routine, more 
attention to what really counts — and 
better results. The kind of convenience 
that's fast becoming the hallmark of 
advanced measurement technology. 
From Siemens. 

Measurement's never been easier. 
With PC instruments from Siemens. 

Want to know more about our PC 
instruments? Just contact your local 
Siemens office or drop a line to: 

Siemens AG 
Infoservice 213-Z029 eE 
Postfach 2348, D-8510 Fürth 
Federal Republic of Germany 
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Fasted 
CMOS at speed. 

A few more fast, fast 
reasons to call for our 
new databook: 

I. New 64K SRAM. 25ns. Seven configura-
tions—including bit-wide, nibble-wide, byte-
wide, separate I/O, and all with low, low, power. 
As low as 50 mA active at 45ns. 

2. New 128K Reprogrammable PROM. 45 ns. 
100 mA active, 30 mA standby. 

3. New 64 x 9 and 64 x 8 FIF0s. 35 MHz. 
Virtually no bubble through. Cascadeable. 

4. Fastest 22V10 Reprogrammable PLD. 25ns. 
55 mA. And we have the board to turn your PC 
into a PLD/PROM programmer, too! 

5. High speed CMOS SRAM. 
6. High speed CMOS PROM. 

7. High speed CMOS PLD. 
. High speed CMOS LOGIC. 
. Fabricated and assembled in our 
ESC-certified U.S.A. facilities. 

his databook, packed with high speed, 
ow power parts, is yours for a phone call. 
ATABOOK HOTLINE: 

-800-952-6300, Ask for,Dept. (60 
-800-423-4440 (In CA), Ask for Dept. C60 
2) 2-672-2220 (In Europe) 
16) 475-3922 (In Canada) 

We illustrate the Lockheed S1?-71 Reconnaissance aircraft, holder of the worles air 
speed record: 2,193 miles per hour We're fond of speed records. Over 30 °four parts 
have broken or still hold speed records for integrated circuits. 

•IIMMdr...._.•••••••:. • 
.•Ab 

CYPRESS 
e SEMICONDUCTOR 

Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street. San Jose, CA 95134. 
Phone (408) 943-2666 Telex 821032 CYPRESS SN1 TWX 910-997-0753 
PAL is a registered trademark &Monolithic Memories. Inc. 
f,1987 Cypress Semiconductor 
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MI INTERNATIONAL WEEK 
SONY GOES TO 2-IN. 
FLOPPY IN PORTABLE 

Sony Corp.'s new 2-in, flop-
py-disk drive has just been 
put on the market—incorpo-
rated into the Tokyo firm's 
portable Japanese-language 
word processor. The drive 
and its companion floppy 
disk, both announced in May, 
boast a 14.3-Mbit/s data-
transfer rate and pack 0.819 
Mbytes of formatted infor-
mation on a single side [Elec-
tronics, May 28, 1987, p.100]. 
The new word processor 
weighs only 3.97 kg; the 
weight drops to 2.32 kg when 
the thermal transfer printer, 
with a resolution of 32 by 32 
dots per character, is de-
tached. Sony hopes to sell 
10,000 units a month at 
115,000 yen each. 

BRITISH PUSH FOR 
OPTICAL STORAGE 

A drive has been mounted 
by PA Technology to put to-
gether a European consor-
tium that will develop and 
market an erasable optical 
data-storage system. The 
Cambridge, UK, technology 
consulting firm has talks un-
der way with a dozen leading 
computer firms and advanced 
technology houses—among 
them GEC, ICL, Germany's 
Nixdorf, Italy's Olivetti, Swit-
zerland's Balzers, and 
France's LETI. For starters, 
PA wants the consortium to 
do a market study and then 
draw up a detailed proposal 
for a project to be carried out 
within the framework of the 
European Communities' Es-
prit advanced-technology 
program. 

MICROWAVE OVENS 
ARE HOT IN JAPAN 

Japan's housewives are fast 
warming up to microwave ov-
ens. The Japan Electrical 
Manufacturers' Association 
reports sales of some 854,000 
units in its domestic market 
during the first four months 
of the current fiscal year. 
JEMA now estimates growth 

for 1987 will top 50%, a solid 
gain over 1986 growth of 
37%. JEMA attributes the 
rapid growth to lower prices 
and a steady increase of sin-
gle-person households. Micro-
wave ovens have now found 
their way into around 52% of 
all households in Japan, an 
increase of 5% over 1986. 

UK PICKS 4 BIDDERS 
FOR OA PROJECT 

The UK Ministry of Defence 
has selected four consor-
tiums to bid for two pilot 
schemes for a 10-year, multi-
million pound contract for of-
fice automation. After an 18-
month trial period with 200 
terminals, the Ministry will 
select one consortium to 
build the Corporate Head-
quarters Office Technology 
System. The Unix-based sys-
tem will serve some 24,000 
users in more than 40 Minis-
try buildings throughout the 
UK after it is installed in the 
1990s. Those selected to bid 
are consortiums headed by 
British Telecom, GEC, Inter-
national Computers Ltd., and 
Software Sciences Ltd. 

BUNDESPOST ADDS 
BERLIN TO FIBER NET 

The Bundespost, West Ger-
many's communications au-
thority, has completed a vital 
link in its country-wide fiber-
optic network—the one that 
connects West Berlin to West 
Germany proper, traversing 
211 km of East Germany's 
territory. The Bundespost 
paid 35 million deutschmarks 
to the East Germans for ca-
ble laying and repeater in-
stallation. It will pay an addi-
tional 6.2 million DM a year 
to the East Germans for ser-
vicing the link. The cable can 
simultaneously handle some 
58,000 voice channels. 

BASF TO MARKET 
5-HOUR VHS TAPE 

West Germany's BASF AG 
will soon come out with what 
the firm says is the world's 
first VHS video cassette with 

a five-hour playing time at 
standard speeds. It can thus 
record, for example, three 
feature-length movies in one 
pass. Designated VHS E300, 
the cassette uses chromium-
dioxide-covered tape and 
boasts the same sound and 
picture quality as the compa-
ny's 3- and 4-hour cassettes. 
BASF managed to pack the 
longer 5-hour tape into a 
standard-size cassette by re-
ducing tape thickness to a 
mere 9 p.m. The VHS E300 
goes on sale in November. 

ICI CONSORTIUM 
WINS RAF JOB 

A British consortium headed 
by International Computers 
Ltd. has won the contract to 
supply a £37 million UKAIR 
high-security air command 
and control system to the 
Royal Air Force. The consor-
tium, which has agreed to a 
1991 delivery date, had to 
best bidders from other 
NATO countries to land the 
business. The system will tie 
work stations throughout the 
UK with central processing 
facilities at the RAF Strike 
Command at High Wycombe, 
and will form one of the first 
links in an air command and 
control system that eventual-
ly will cover the NATO coun-
tries in Europe. 

SONY TO LAUNCH 
PORTABLE DAT UNIT 

Sony will introduce a porta-
ble digital audio tape record-
er in the domestic market in 
early December. The portable 
DAT unit has most of the 
functions of the DAT deck 
that Sony began to market in 
March, but in addition has a 
remote stereo microphone, 
battery, and programming 
clock. The new machine can 
run on line current with an 
external AC adapter. Initial-
ly, Sony expects to sell 3,000 
units of the portable record-
er, which weighs 1.85 kg, at 
250,000 yen. The price is 25% 
higher than the DAT deck, of 
which Sony has sold 6,000 
units. 

IBM PC AT TO GET 
KANJI SOFTWARE 

IBM's PC AT and its compati-
bles have caught on so 
strongly in Japan that a To-
kyo software house will soon 
start selling a Japanese-lan-
guage word-processing pro-
gram for them. Information 
Technology Software Labora-
tory Co. licensed a package 
originally developed for NEC 
Corp. and Fujitsu Ltd. per-
sonal computers and adapted 
it for Japanese Kanji text on 
IBM and compatibles fitted 
with an EGA or Hercules dis-
play adapter. The price of the 
word-processing package will 
be 95,000 yen. ITL hopes to 
sell 1,000 packages initially. 
It also plans to develop a 
communications package for 
PC ATs. 

MITSUBISHI TO MAKE 
DRIVES IN THAILAND 

Mitsubishi Electric Corp. will 
begin to manufacture 51/2 -in. 
floppy-disk drives in Bang-
kok, Thailand, in October, for 
sale primarily to the U. S. 
and other overseas markets. 
Through Melco Manufactur-
ing (Thailand) Co., a joint 
venture with Kang Yong 
Electric Mfg. Co. of Thailand, 
Mitsubishi initially will pro-
duce 20,000 units monthly 
and eventually attain 100,000 
units per month. This will 
bring Mitsubishi's overall 
production of floppy-disk 
drives, including 31/2- and 8-
in. versions, to over 3 million 
units per year. 

RICOH TO SELL 
IBM COMPUTERS 

Japan IBM Ltd., Tokyo, will 
supply to Ricoh Co. for re-
sale its new personal comput-
er series, Personal System/ 
55, and the older departmen-
tal computer, System/36, 
starting in April 1988. The 
PS/55 , which went on sale in 
May, is being made compati-
ble with IBM's Personal Sys-
tem/2 and will be able to use 
both American and Japanese 
PC software products. 
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gin in April priced at 2,700 yen in lots of 
10,000. —Charles L. Cohen 
Hitachi Ltd., International Sales Div. III, 1-5-
1 Marunouchi, Chiyod-ku, Tokyo 100, Ja-
pan. 
Phone 81-3-212-1111 [Circle 500] 

MULTIPLEXER HANDLES 
32 OUTPUT PORTS 
Adacom 3270 Communications Ltd.'s 
CM-2132 32-port multiplexer for IBM 
Corp.'s 3174 controller handles all 32 
output channels through a single coaxi-
al, fiber-optic, or twisted-pair cable. 
The comparable IBM multiplexer de-

livers 8 channels and cannot run on fi-
ber-optic or twisted-pair cabling. 
The multiplexer can be used alone as 

the source for a local distribution net-
work or connected to another CM-2132 
to send data to remote locations. 

Using custom ICs has reduced the 
overall installation cost to about £100 
per port. The CM-2132 comes with a 
modular rack and power supply. It uses 
interchangeable cards for channel con-
figurations. Available now, the multi-
plexer costs £2,400. 
Adacom 3270 Communications Ltd., Laser 
House, 4-8 Peartree St., London EC1V 
3SB, UK. 
Phone 44-1-251-5191 [Circle 701] 

RACKS PROTECT 
FACTORY COMPUTERS 
The Tecnorack series of 19-in, equip-
ment racks from Schroff GmbH feature 
computer compartments with dust- and 
water-resistant glass doors to improve 
computers' survivability in harsh indus-
trial environments. 
The racks also have a compartment 

for the computer's keyboard, and one 
for power supply and peripherals. The 
equipment racks are available from 
stock. Prices depend on importing coun-
try. 
Schroff GmbH, D-7541 Straubenhardt 1, 
West Germany. 
Phone 49-7082-7940 [Circle 703] 

TESTER EMULATES 
ISDN TERMINALS 
ldacom Electronics Ltd.'s 117468 tester 
for Integrated Services Digital Network 
systems handles D-channel protocol test-
ing by harnessing a dedicated Motorola 
Corp. 68000 microprocessor to 2 Mbytes 
of random-access memory. 
The IPT468 can function as an ISDN 

terminal or network terminator ,during 
the monitoring of S or T bus interfaces. 
It includes a LAP-D (for Link Access 
Protocol-Version D) emulation program 
and two modular jacks for 192-Kbitis S-
bus interfaces. 
An option lets users access ISDN B 

channels as well as the D channel. With 
it, the D-channel processor runs LAP-D 
while the B channel simultaneously runs 
another protocol such as X.25. 

Available now, the basic unit costs 
U. S. $22,500. With the B-channel option, 
it costs $26,600. 
Idacom Electronics Ltd., Edmonton R&D 
Park, 9411 20th Ave., Edmonton, Alberta, 
Canada T6N 1E5. 
Phone (403) 450-2468 [Circle 702] 

POWER UNIT PROTECTS 
PCs FROM OUTAGES 
An uninterruptible power supply from 
NPS Inc. protects personal computers 
and their data during power outages 
with a de battery backup that delivers 
full-load power for 5 min. 
Under 50% load conditions, such as 

when a modem or disk drive is not 
drawing power from the battery, the 
UP-0500 provides a reliable backup for 
up to 15 min. 

Users are signaled by a buzzer and by 
a warning light when the battery is ap-
proaching the limit of its capacity. The 
UP-0500 also offers a small footprint. It 
measures 400 mm wide by 65 mm high 
and 400 mm deep. 
The power supply is available now. 

Price depends on importing country. 
NPS Inc., Mani Building, Shibuya 37-10 

Udagawa-cho, Tokyo 150, Japan. 
Phone 81-3-466-5400 [Circle 704] 

applications. Focusing is manually con-
trolled by three knobs, but the other 
parameters are under microprocessor 
control. 

Available now, the ECP Graphics pro-
jector costs U. S. $21,995. 
Electrohome Ltd., 809 Wellington St., N. 
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2G 4J6. 
Phone 519-744-7111 [Circle 706] 

8-MBYTE RAM BOARD 
UPS PC PERFORMANCE 
The SuperRAM memory board from 
ICCT Ltd. offers up to 8 Mbytes of ran-
dom-access memory for IBM Corp. Per-
sonal Computers and compatibles, and a 
battery backup to preserve data even 
when the PC is switched off. 
By using memory implemented in 1-

Mbit CMOS chips instead of a conven-
tional disk drive, the SuperRAM boosts 
performance of PCs to the level of PC-
ATs and comparable microcomputers in 
applications that require extensive data 
retrieval. 

Available now, the SuperRAM costs 
£595. 
ICCT Ltd., Worcester House, Vintners 
Place, Upper Thames St., London EC4V 
3AU, UK. 
Phone 44-1-248-8895 [Circle 705] 

PROJECTOR PUTS CAD 
ON 14-FT. SCREENS 
The ECP Graphics video projection unit 
from Electrohome Ltd. operates with 
horizontal scan rates as high as 80 KHz 
to deliver high-resolution images on 
large screens. 
The projector displays graphics creat-

ed on computer-aided design and engi-
neering software on projection screens 5 
to 14 ft. across. 
Images are projected through a single 

lens via three CRTs converged within a 
dichroic mirror cube. Up to 28 parame-
ters such as brightness, contrast, con-
vergence, and size can be stored in the 
system's memory for specific projector 

GaAs CHIP INTEGRATES 
RING-MIXER DIODES 
By implementing its gallium-arsenide di-
odes in a ring-mixer configuration on a 
single chip, Telefunken electronic GmbH 
ensures that each diode in the ring will 
have the same electrical characteristics. 
The diodes feature a minimum voltage 

of 620 mV at 1 mA and a series resis-
tance of 15 11 at a maximum current of 5 
mA. Type S450D comes in a T050 pack-
age that contains the GaAs chip with 
four integrated Schottky diodes connect-
ed as a full ring. Type S455D connect 
two diodes into a half ring. Both devices 
are available now, and prices depend on 
the importing country. 
Telefunken electronic GmbH, P. O. Box 
1109, D-7100 Heilbronn, West Germany. 
Phone: 49-7131-672230 [Circle 707] 
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SIEMENS 

Short circuit 
eliminated 
Card relay E 

Siemens offers a highly extensive 
range of tried and tested electro-
mechanical components, plus al the 
experience of a manufacturer who 
has consistently invested a great 
deal of know-how in developing and 
perfecting electromechanical 
components geared to market 
reqLirements. 

The card relay E is a typical example. 
Fitted with one changeover, make or 
break contact, it provides reliable 
electrical isolation between light-
current control circuits and heavy-
current switching circuits - thus 
making a short circuit or "break-
down" virtually impossible. 

Other notable features include: 
e High switching capacities 
(max. 4000 V/A) 
• High dielectric strength (4 KV coil/ 
contact) 
• Immunity to external interference 
• High overload capability 

This makes the card relay E the ideal 
interface device in instrumentation, 
control and process engineeriig. 

All the Dtl-er features of the card 
relay E are detailed in a special 
publication. If you would like one, 
please use this journal's reader 
service or send us the coupon. 

Contacts you can rely on. 
Electromechanical 
components 
from Siemens. 



Enertec Instruments 

7610 series 
logic analysers 

Ahead of the field for 
11 SOFTWARE PERFOR-
MANCE MEASUREMENT 

— three NEW measurement Func-
tions help you to improve software 
efficiency and reliability 

MASS STORAGE 

— a NEW facility to permit instru-
ment sharing 
— for low cost maintenance of 
logic boards 

SWITCHABLE 
INTERFACE OPTION 

— IEEE 488/RS 232 NEW option 
pack gives you the right option for 
your application 

We have developed these powerful options for the new 7610/C logic analyser. It is, of course, possible to update 
existing models to these new standards. This is one of the benefits of ENERTEC INSTRUMENTS' policy of 
continuous improvement, a real guarantee to protect your investment in our products. 

Forlitrther details contact Enertec Instruments 

Enertec Instruments 5 rúe ueguerre - 42030 St-Etienne cedex 2 France 
Tél. 77.25.22.64 - Télex 300796 

ENERTEC 

Schlumberger 
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ABOUT THE STRENGTH OF TOSHIBA GTR MODULES. 

Any biology book has a 
lot to say about the stupen-
dous strength of Ursus arc-tos 
horribilis, otherwise known as 
the grizzly bear. Even the 
nimble salmon falls victim to his 
lightning swift paw. Strength 
as well as speed are two char-
acteristics he shares with the 
GTR modules from Toshiba. 
Power specifications of up to 
400 ampere and 1,200 volt. 
Switching speeds of up to 
5 kHz (20 kHz for MOSFET and 
IGBT modules). What's more, 
these modules are remarkably 
short-circuit proof and avai-
lable in an wide variety of 
packages. And, let's not forget 
the fully insulated, compact 
design which permits users 
simple circuit constructions. 

In other areas, too, 
Toshiba semiconductor tech-
nology is setting standards: 
from memories via LED lamps, 
optical couplers, CPU's, custom 
IC's, transistors, bipolar IC's to 
CMOS logic. Tell us about 
your problems and needs. You 
won't have to wait long for an 
answer. 

D Please send me detailed infor-
mation on Toshiba GTR modules 

D and on  

D I wish to arrange a visit from one 
of your engineers, without any 
obligation on my part. 

Name  -

Company•  

Telephone•  

Industry:  

Address •   

k's Touch with Tomorrow 

D-4040 Neuss 1, West-Germany, Tel. (0 2101)157 (0) • Büro München, Arabellostrofie 33, D-8000 Munchen 81, 
maly • Toshiba U.K. Ltd., Toshiba House, Firmley Road, Frimley. Camberley, GB-Surrey GU 16 5.11, England • Toshiba 

,uropa al de Gaulle, F-93118 Rosny Sous Bois, France • Toshiba Electronics Italiano s.r.I., Centro Direzionale Colleoni, 
limbo A >novio AB, Box 438, S-101 25 Stockholm, Sweden. 
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TRANSPUTER BOARD 
GIVES IBM PC 40 MIPS 
Quintek Ltd.'s Fast4 add-on board for 
the IBM Corp. Personal Computer and 
compatibles uses four Inmos Ltd. trans-
puter microprocessors to boost perfor-
mance from 1 million instructions per 
second up to 40 mips. 

Fast4 can also be used as a single-
board computer and can be linked to 
other Fast4 boards to create transputer 
arrays of rings, grids, and hypercubes. 

It runs all Inmos software without 
modification and supports both the 32-
bit T414 transputer and the new T800-
20. 
Each of the four transputers has its 

own 1 Mbyte of random-access memory. 
This configuration allows one trans-
puter to control the other three as a 
subordinate network. 

Fast4 supports Fortran, Pascal, and 
C. It is available now. Price depends on 
importing country. 
Quintek Ltd., Southfield House, 2 South-
field Rd., Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol BS9 
3BH, UK. 
Phone 44-272-628196 [Circle 708] 

storage is impractical, the product's in-
tegral I/O drivers are compatible with 
all versions of Microsoft Corp.'s MS/PG 
DOS operating systems. Applications in-
clude process control, data acquisition, 
communications, and as a replacement 
for expensive bubble-memory systems. 

In 100-unit lots, the Silicon Disk costs 
U. S. $319 for the 128-Kbyte version and 
$489 for the 512-Kbyte version. Large 
quantities can be delivered 30 days after 
receipt of order. 
Innotec AS, P O. Box 2080, N-Oslo 5, 
Norway 

Phone 47-2-384120 [Circle 710] 

POWER UNITS BOAST 
PRECISE OUTPUTS 

The 800 Series of switch-mode power 
supplies from Dewar Electronics Pty. 
Ltd. feature load regulation as low as 
0.3% and line regulation as low as 0.2%. 
Four models in the series range in 

output voltage from 5 V de to 28 V de 
and from 1 W to 70 W ouput power. 
Input power can be either 235 V ac or 
117 V ac. 
Both input and output circuits are 

fuse-protected high-efficiency switching 
regulators that are used to reduce heat-
sink requirements. The power supplies 
are available now. Price depends on im-
porting country. 
Dewar Electronics Pty. Ltd., P. O. Box 49, 
East Ringwood, Victoria 3135, Australia. 
Phone 61-3-725-3333 [Circle 709] 

RUGGEDIZED RAM 
HOLDS DATA 10 YEARS 
Two on-board batteries maintain data in-
tegrity on Innotek AS's CMOS random-
access memory cards for up to 10 years. 
The Silicon Disk is available in 128- and 
736-Kbyte versions. 

Targeting industrial applications and 
other environments where magnetic-disk 

ACCELERATOR SENSOR 
OPERATES ABOVE 100°C 
The Super-G series of accelerometers 
from Hakuto Ltd. use piezo-plastic tech-
nology for both sensor and packaging to 
raise their operating temperature to 
above ion. 
By constructing the transducer of a 

piezoelectric sensor, transistor, and am-
plifer, Hakuto eliminated the charge-am-

plifier stage required in cm vention,i1 
devices. 
Used as sensors in adaptive or "ac-

tive" automobile suspensions, condition 
monitoring of machinery, and other ap-
plications, the accelerometers can sense 
vibrations as low as 0.5 Hz. 
The devices are available now. Price 

depends on importing country. 
Hakuto Ltd., 1-1-3 Khinjukuku, Tokyo 160, 
Japan. 
Phone 81-3-341-2611 [Circle 712] 

In addition to offering a wide choice 
of off-the-shelf configurations, Dage 
will also alter the backplanes to suit 
customer requirements. Two pitch op-
tions are available: 0.6 in. and 0.8 in. The 
number of board slots ranges from five 
to 28. 
The 96 Bus series is available now. 

Prices vary, depending on the importing 
country. 
Dage Ltd., Eurosem Div., Rabans La., 
Aylesbury, Bucks HP19 3RG, UK. 
Phone 44-296-393-200 [Circle 713] 

PULSE DIALER HAS 
LOW DRAIN CURRENT 
The S2571 pulse-dialer IC from Austria 
Microsystems International GmbH fea-
tures a 1-mA memory-retention current 
at 1.5 V. It operates from power sup-
plies of 1.5 to 5 V. 
The CMOS device converts informa-

tion received from a phone's push-but-
ton handset to a format familiar to pri-
vate branch exchanges. 
The S2571 also offers an operating 

current drain of 50 µA, on-chip memory 
for up to 32 digits, and a feature that 
allows additional digits to be dialed dur-
ing a redialing operation. 
The device is available now in an 18-

pin dual in-line package. Pricing depends 
on the importing country. 
Austria Microsystems International GmbH, 
Schloss Premstatten, 8141 Unterpremstat-
ten, Austria. 

Phone 43-3136-366-0 [Circle 711] 

BACKPLANES LIMIT 
CHANNEL CROSSTALK 
Dage Ltd.'s 96 Bus series of backplanes 
for multilayer Eurocard boards ensure 
low crosstalk between channels by us-
ing plated through-holes connected at 
each signal plane to inner ground 
planes. 
The backplanes come assembled and 

include DIN 41612 connectors. A patent-
ed tracking systems allows all 96 pins to 
be bused on both sides of the board, 
making double tracking unnecessary. 

MICROSCOPE SPOTS 
WAFER DEFECTS 
The Axiotron FL fluorescence micro-
scope from Carl Zeiss GmbH helps users 
spot fluorescing particles, such as resist 
residues, on semiconductor wafers. 
A high-pressure mercury lamp en-

sures a bright image, and an extensive 
selection of filter combinations makes 
the microscope capable of isolating a 
wide range of fluorescing particles. 
The instrument will be available at 

the end of this year. Price has not yet 
been determined. 
Carl Zeiss, P. O. Box 1369/1380, D-7082 
Oberkochen, West Germany. 
Phone 49-7346-203242 [Circle 714] 
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SEPTEMBER, 1987 

FAMILY UPDATE NO. 2 
• 

OEMs CAN NOW 
OFFER HIGH-END, 
LOW-COST 68000 
FAMILY COMPATIBLE 
PRODUCTS 
WITH /6 MIPS 
UNIPROCESSOR 
PERFORMANCE 

By any measure, the 2000 Series 
VME - board set recently unveiled by 
Edge Computer represents a quantum 
leap in 68000-compatible computing. 
Designed to fill the microprocessor 
high-end performance gap, the EDGE 
2000 has driven performance costs 
down to about $1K per MIPS (OEM 
quantities). The 2000 Series is avail-
able in a VME 3 high eurocard, 4 board set for easy product integration. 
The EDGE 2000 is actually a CISC machine that operates with RISC-like 

efficiency. The specs are impressive. The uniprocessor version of the EDGE 
2000 delivers 16 MIPS sustained performance and 60 MB/sec I/0 band-
width. At 1.4 cycles per instruction, the EDGE 2000's AIT (average instruc-
tion time) is lower than any other computer on the market today Quad 
configurations of the powerful 2D00, which supports scalable, transparent 
multiprocessing with one to four CPUs, are rated in excess of 56 MIPS sus-
tained performance. The modular 2000 Series is baseo on a proprietary 
high-speed EDGEbus structure that offers 64 bit, 128 MB/sec parity pro-

tected transfers. Global memory can 
range from 8 MBytes to 1 GByte. Up to 
four standard or proprietary secondary 
I/0 busses can te supported through 
dual I/O controllers. In spite of its 
incredible price/performance charac-
teristics, the EDGE 2000 features a 
very small footprint (17"W x 29"H) to fit 
in a normal office environment. 

THE HIGH-END MICRO GAP 

Performance 

CONTINUUM OF COMPATIBLE COMPUTING 
(Product Positioning) 

System 
Performance 

EDGE 2000 Series 

68030-Based Systems 

  Price 

EDGE SOLVES 
COSTLY SOFTWARE 
PORTING AND 
ARCHITECTURAL 
COMPATIBILITY 
PROBLEMS 

EDGE COMPUTER 
FORMS SWISS 
SUBSIDIARY 

EDGE 1* 
COMPUTER 

Those OEMs and System Integrators with 68000-based products looking to 
develop high-end products outside of the 68000 family must overcome a 
number of costly, lengthy software compatibility obstacles. Porting the oper-
ating system, utilities and application software for target hardware, design-
ing I/O interfaces and compilers are among the most formidable. The 
ongoing costs for support and_rnaintenance of two architectures are equally 
important considerations. 68000-compatible products developed by Edge 
Computer let OEMs and System Integrators move ahead with a high-end 
compatible 68000 architecture to eliminate substantial software porting 
expenditures while still maintaining architectural compatibility. 

Edge Computer Corporation has formed a European subsidiary in Lausanne, 
Switzerland. The new company was established to capitalize on the rapidly 
growing European demand by DEMs, System Integrators and Value-Added 
Resellers for compatible high-end Motorola 68000-based products. The 
subsidiary will be headed by Heiner Krapp, vice pres dent of international 
operations. 

For more information, contact Pamela Mayer, Edge Computer Corporation, 
7273 E. Butherus Drive, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 602/951-2020. European 
Sales Office contact Heiner Krapp, 5, Avenue des Jordils CH 1000 Lausanne 
6 Switzerland, 41-21-275315. 

Compatible With Your Future 68000 and VME are trademarks of Motorola Corporation 
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Paul Ke per 
Develop nt Planning Manager, 
Electricall Electronics Group. 



"I never know where Fil be next week... 

When the phone rings, I go... 
I was checking out of my hotel... 

a Mr. Thompson calls...now I don't know any 
Thompson, but I figure I have time to talk before 
my plane takes off... 

Ihrns out the guy's connectors are break-
ing...he wants to replace the plastic he's using. 

One or two of our plastics would've 
worked...but he really had some fundamental 
design flaws...so I suggested changes...knowing 
full well they'd help the competitor's plastic 
perform properly. 

No. I didn't make a sale...didn't make 
my plane either...but I guess I made some kind 
of impression...got a call from one of our 
sales reps last week... Thompson's using our 
plastic now...in a design that looks real familiar." 

DuPont Engineering Plastics 

It all starts with a phone call...(302) 999-4592 

UPON  
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116e14 SW(55 
THE ONLY DIFFERENCE 

BETWEEN AN 

ITT SWISS RELAY AND AN 

ALCATEL SWISS RELAY 

IS THE NAME. 

But you probably already knew that. ITi Swiss 

relays now have another name on the front. You 

can't miss it. The name Alcatel Swiss is in the same 

place where ITT Swiss was. 

So, what's diFerent2 Not much. And definitely 

less than o.Jr competition would have liked. 

Some details: Alcatel: Despite its youtnfulness, 

this European association of enterprises has be-

come quite well known. 

Alcatel's goals have always been set quite 

high, a fact which is not really surprising when we 

consider the competition from America and 

Japan—not to mertion that from the Far East. 

So it must be clear that our competence in the 

manufacture of reJays is a matter of great impor-

tance in this situation. We can offer a list of plus 

points which will continue to be available in the 

future, of course. 

Indeed, these plus points are precisely Those 

points necessary to meet the competition of today 

and tomorrow. Therefore they will be changed 

very little. 

Our relay customers know what we mean. If 

you are not one of them, then this information will 

be even more important for you. Allow us to make a 

few points: 



PZ Relay: a wonderful example of our pio-

neering in this field. This was the first relay which 

could be soldered directly into P.C. boards. This is 

the only series in the world with o choice of 2, 4 or 

6 changeover contacts. 

SM Relay: Another typical picneering effort of 

our relay laboratories featuring extremely flat 

profile and an extremely quiet operation. Comple-

tely plastic coated, this unit exhibits (in contrast o 

the competition) exceptionally good anti-shock 

and anti-vibration characteristics as well as resi-

stance to tropical and wet conditions. 

MT Relay: a monostable relay that has no 

peers. Non-polarized. Suitable for very high 

packing density. Compatible. Never needs re-

adjustment. A guaranteed 10 million changeovers 

under dry conditions. Functionally guaranteed 

within a temperature range of -55 to +70 degrees 

centigrade. Failure ratio guaranteed to be under 

0,5% over the lifetime of the relay. Can be supplied 

for coil voltages up to 48V and 150 mW capacity! 

We are sure you will agree that is an impressive 

list of relay plus points. 

Now it should be clear just why, except for the 

name, it is the same old range of products. After all, 

they are still the latest state of the art. 

Everything you hove always wanted to know about relays but 

didn't know where to find the ,nformation, has been compiled in the 

new SIR Relay Handbook. A competently written indispensable 

practical aid for everyone who wants to be on top of everything ir 

the world of relays. We would be happy to send you one—free of 

charge, of course. 

Company 

Address 

Responsible Party 

Standard Telephon und Radio AG, CH-8055 Zurich 

Friesenbergstrasse 75, Switzerland 

ALCATEL 

SIR 
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SIEMENS 

Siemens Components invites you to THE ISDN Seminars 

ISDN SOLUTIONS TO THE DESIGN CHALLENGE 
The age of the Integrated Services Digital Network 
is here. And Siemens, a world leader in VLSI 
component technologies for advanced ISDN 
applications, cordially invites you to attend one of 
our two-day seminars on the latest ISDN 
advances. 

Each seminar will feature different speakers, and 
cover a range of topics including: 

• Field Trials 

• VLSI solutions for ISDN—basic and primary 
rate access 

• Future ISDN !Cs 

• Design specific presentations 

• Applications presentation and demonstrations 
on new ISDN evaluation boards 

• Software-Level 1 front end drivers, Level 2 LAPD, 
and Level 3 Call Control (both generic and switch 
specific) 

• ISDN testers 

Siemens Seminars... 
Where and When for ISDN 

Boston, MA 
Los Angeles, CA 
Chicago, IL 

October 26 & 27 
November 3 & 4 
November 10 & 11 

For additional information on the seminar of 
your choice and for hotel details call the number 
below. 

Registration Fee of $125 per person also 
includes comprehensive literature packet 
(copies of presentation, technical product 
information, and more): continental breakfasts, 
luncheons, and dinner with keynote speaker. 
Seating is limited, so don't delay! 

Register today for the 
Siemens ISDN seminar nearest you: 
CALL 1-800-2271817 Ext.96 
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ELECTRONICS SEPTEMBER 17 1987 

INSIDE TECHNOLOGY 

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICES: 
FASTER, DENSER, AND 
A LOT MORE OF THEM 

A
fter spending nearly 20 years as a low-
end commodity part, the programma-
ble logic device is going high-tech. 
cmos ultraviolet-erasable and electrical-

ly erasable PLDS are moving in on the bipolar 
fusible-link parts that have long dominated the 
high-performance market—and new architec-
tures, such as static RAM-based parts, are ap-
pealing. EPLDS and EEPLDS now boast speeds 
that only bipolar parts had been offering, and 
bipolar devices are responding by getting even 
faster. The CmOS parts also are leading the race 
toward greater densities: the PLD is beginning to 
encroach on gate-array turf as densities push 
into the 10,000-gate range. Equally important, 
the PLD is moving from a commodity part into 
the application-specific and function-specific 
realm. The upshot is that users are finding PLDS 
now offer them a whole new range of options 
from which to choose. 
As cmos makers hone their processes, EPLDS 

and EEPLDS are speeding up fast—delays are 
dropping from 40 to 50 ns down to 20 to 25 ns. 
In response, bipolar manufacturers are applying 
advanced processes to push Tri -compatible PLDS 
down to 10 to 15 ns and emitter-
coupled-logic PLDS below 10 ns. 
Long the province of Monolithic 

Memories and Signetics, the PLD is 
suddenly moving into the limelight 
as the number of makers and op-
tions explodes. Numerous contend-
ers are leaping into the fray—from 
traditional semiconductor manufac-
turers, such as Advanced Micro De-
vices, Fairchild, Intel, National 
Semiconductor, and Texas Instru-
ments, to relative newcomers: Al-
tera, Cypress, Exel, Lattice, PLX 

Technology, and Xilinx. According 
to Dataquest Inc., of San Jose, 
Calif., the market will swell from 
$235 million in 1985 to $417 million 
this year, and to over $1 billion by 
1992 (see chart, right). 
As the market expands, it is 

A host of new choices for users: EPLDs 
and EEPLDs with speeds that rival bipolar 
PLDs and densities that rival gate arrays; 
application- and function-specific parts 

by Bernard C. Cole 

WORLDWIDE DEMAND FOR PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICES GROWS 
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branching into niches: low-power medium- and 
high-speed CMOS; TM and blazingly fast ECL; 
three flavors of density: low (300 to 800 gates), 
medium (1,000 to 2,000 gates), and high (3,000 to 
9,000 gates); and more-complex 28- and 40-pin 
devices with flexible macrocells and hidden reg-
isters. Interest is growing in more complex 
structures, such as the programmable-AND, pro-

CMOS is pushing PLD densities into 
the 5,000-to-10,000-gate range, 
encroaching on the territory 
that's dominated by gate arrays 

grammable-OR logic array and the programma-
ble logic sequencer. And there are movements 
away from simple single-level designs based on 
AND-OR logic and toward more complex multilev-
el schemes based on NAND-NAND and NOR-NOR 
logic. 
As traditional AND-OR-based programmable 

logic devices reach their density limits, several 
companies are looking for ways to push PLD 
gate counts into the 5,000-to-10,000 range, the 
territory of as much as 80% of all gate arrays, 
says Wes Patterson, executive vice president at 
Xilinx Inc. in San Jose, Calif. Xilinx is first off 
the mark. This week it introduced a new family 
of its SRAM-based Logic Cell Arrays incorporat-
ing an enhanced architecture that promises to 
push programmable logic to densities as high as 
9,000 gates later this year (see p. 69). And bet-
ting that this approach is the way to higher PLD 
densities, Monolithic Memories Inc. is going into 
production with the first in a series of devices 
using technology acquired from Xilinx. 
Not to be outdone, Altera Corp. and Cypress 

Semiconductor Corp. have entered into a five-
year technology-exchange agreement aimed at 
developing high-density PLDs. The first devices 
resulting from this agreement are coming later 

1. LOGIC SEQUENCER. Alteras EPS448 uses a programmable-AND, fixed-OR architec-

ture and can be configured with microcode, a truth table, or logic equations. 

this year, says Rodney Smith, president of Al-
tera. Designated MAX, for multiple array matrix, 
the family of products from the Santa Clara, 
Calif., company will extend traditional AND-OR-
based EPLD densities to at least 5,000 equivalent 
gates. And scheduled for mid-1988 are UV-eras-
able CMOS versions of Signetics' programmable 
macro logic, which are expected to reach densi-
ties of at least 7,500 gates. 
Aside from density, one of the more surprising 

developments has been the speed with which 
CMOS Pus have penetrated the market, follow-
ing the introduction of the first such device in 
1985 by Altera. During that first year, total 
sales of CMOS PLDs amounted to only $10 mil-
lion—less than 5% of the total market, says 
Dave Laws, vice president of marketing at Al-
tera. But by 1992 Dataquest expects CMOS PLDs 
to hit total yearly sales of $625 million, versus 
$535.3 million for bipolar PLDs. And with the 
exploding market for Cmos PLDs, the competition 
has blossomed. Joining Altera in uy erasables 
are Cypress, Harris Semiconductor, Intel, Na-
tional, Panatech Semiconductor, Sprague Solid 
State, and VLSI Technology Inc. 
One measure of the impact of cmos EPLDS is 

seen in the cmos programmable logic entries in-
troduced in recent months by the industry leader 
in bipolar Pups—Monolithic Memories Inc. of San-
ta Clara, Calif.—and its crosstown rival, Signetics 
Corp. Monolithic Memories has introduced CMOS 
versions of its original 20- and 24-pin family of 
programmable-array-logic devices as well as a 
cmos version of the Advanced Micro Devices bi-
polar 24-pin AmPAL22V10. The latter is an ad-
vanced PAL device that extends beyond the simple 
programmable-AND, fixed-OR array of Monolithic 
Memories' original PALS. It incorporates 10 I/O 
macrocells, allowing implementation of very com-
plex glue logic and state-machine designs. 

Signetics' new cmos entry is a 24-pin UY-eras-
able version of its programmable logic array, a 
two-level device with both a programmable-AND 
and a programmableoR  array. With 24 AND and 

22 OR gates, the PLC473 allows the user 
to implement extremely wide OR-gate 
functions, up to 24 inputs per OR term. 

In addition, in the past six months appli-
cation- and function-specific PLDs have ap-
peared. These devices combine the user-
configurable flexibility of general-purpose 
Pups with function and performance opti-
mized for a specific target application. Un-
der development by a number of compa-
nies are PLDs aimed at such applications 
niches as sequencers, transceivers, bus in-
terfaces, and the like. 
What's surprising is not that such de-

vices evolved, but that it's happening so 
quickly. "Traditional PLDs are basically 
commodity-type devices, standard configu-
rations of logic produced in jellybean-like 
fashion," says Altera's Laws. "But just as 
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standard ics moved with increasing levels of in-
tegration from commodity-logic functions to ap-
plication-specific devices for telecommunications 
and disk drives and bus-interface circuits, so is a 
similar evolution occurring in programmable log-
ic. In standard ios, this evolution took place over 
decades, whereas in programmable logic it is 
taking place over a period of a few years or 
months, mostly in response to the mounting 
needs—indeed, demands—of users." 
One of the first application-specific areas that 

Altera, AMD, Monolithic Memories, Intel, and 
others have focused on is programmable logic 
sequencers, a traditional PLD niche long dominat-
ed by Signetics [Electronics, Jan. 27, 1986, p. 25]. 
In the original devices introduced by Signetics, 
PLA architectures were combined with logic to 
perform such dedicated functions as interface 
protocol control, sequence detection, peripheral 
control, timing generation, and a variety of se-
quential circuit designs. In the past few months 
the newcomers have entered the market with 
their own variations, but they're using the much 
simpler and faster programmable-AND, fixed-OR 
PAL-type architecture. 
For example, from Altera comes the EPS448, a 

stand-alone microsequencer [Electronics, March 
19, 1987, p. 76], which combines in a single 28-pin 
PLD a branch-control-logic front end with an 
EPROM-based 2910 bit-slice microsequencer and 
pipeline register (see fig. 1). According to Laws, 
the branch-control logic provides the equivalent of 
768 product terms, while the 448-word-by-36-bit 
EPROM-based microcode sequencer provides the 
functional equivalent of a 2910 sequencer, four 
octal registers, eight MSI/SSI TTL components, and 
five high-speed 512-by-8-bit PROMs or EPROMs. 
Fabricated with 1.5-µ,m cmos split-gate EPROM 
technology, it can operate at clock rates up to 30 
MHz. The advantage of the Altera approach, says 
Laws, is that it can be configured with 
either the microcode techniques of bit-
slice devices or with the truth table or 
logic equations of programmable logic 
devices. 
Another approach, from Monolithic 

Memories, combines a PAL-based array 
and a programmable ROM array in the 
same device. The 24-pin PMS14R21/A 
is the first in a family of dedicated 20-
and 25-MHz bipolar programmable se-
quencers. This combination offers de-
signers an efficient yet powerful struc-
ture for implementing very large state 
machines, says Andy Robin, the compa-
ny's director of programmable logic de-
vice marketing. 

In this design, a PAL array with 14 
inputs, two active-high outputs, and 
eight product terms per output acts as 
the control element, providing condi-
tional input decoding. Eight external in-
puts determine the next state, and two 

connections to the PROM array allow up to four 
branches from any state. The PROM array serves 
as the execution element, storing both state in-
formation and outputs. It holds up to 128 possi-
ble states—twice as many as the programmable 
sequencers available from Signetics, Robin says. 

Still a third variation is the AmPAL23S8, a 20-
pin bipolar PAL-based sequencer from Advanced 

Standard ICs took decades to move from 
commodity logic to application-specific 
functions, but for programmable logic devices 
this evolution is happening far more quickly 

Micro Devices Inc. that combines in a single de-
vice the logic required to do a variety of se-
quencing functions and many of the features of 
its bigger brother, the 24-pin 22V10—including 
four output logic macrocells, four output regis-
ters, and six buried state registers. Although 
eight registers are the common maximum for 
devices with this pin count, the addition of six 
buried registers allows such internal functions 
as control sequencing, timing, and arbitration for 
up to 64 states, freeing up valuable I/o pins for 
other logic tasks. 
The 23S8 has nine dedicated inputs, four bidir-

ectional i/o pins, and 10 internal feedback paths, 
for a total of 23 array inputs and 135 product 
terms. The device will be offered in two speed 
ranges: one has a 20-ns propagation delay, with a 
33-MHz clock rate and a 40-MHz internal rate; the 
other features a 25-ns propagation delay, with a 
28.5-MHz external rate and a 33-MHz internal rate. 
Other vendors entering the application-specific 

market have focused their attention on the glue 
logic necessary in many advanced 16- and 32-bit 

2. MON PERFORMANCE. Intel's 5AC312 is aimed at such logic functions as decoding, bus 

arbitration, and memory addressing in 16- and 32-bit microprocessor applications. 
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microprocessor designs, particularly in regard to 
bus interfacing. One of the first to enter this 
area is Intel Corp., which recently introduced the 
5CBIC, a bus-interface control EPLD fabricated 
with the company's CHMOS 1I-E process. The part 
is aimed at replacing as many as four sstimsi 
TTL components or two 20-pin bipolar PALS at the 
interface between the CPU and its peripherals. 
The 5CBIC contains a bus-management unit and 
a programmable logic unit, says Larry Palley, 
product marketing manager for Intel's program-
mable logic device operation in Folsom, Calif. 
The bus-management unit incorporates all of 

the logic necessary for synchronous or asynchro-
nous data transfer on as many as three byte-wide 
buses. It. holds user-programmable options for 
real time or latched data transfer. The program-
mable logic unit, on the other hand, contains 
eight programmable macrocells to allow users to 
implement their own interface requirements. 

Following on Intel's heels was Altera, with the 
EP1400, a 40-pin, 1.5-pm CMOS EPLD aimed at re-
placing the glue logic sitting between the peri-
pherals surrounding the CPU and the external sys-
tem environment It has a 25-MHz clock rate and 
incorporates the equivalent of 1,400 EPROM-based 
two-input NAND gates. The EP1400 is a program-
mable bus-peripheral interface PLD containing a 
dedicated byte-wide bidirectional bus-interface 
port, an I/O buffer, and 20 general-purpose ma-
crocells that can be programmed to be any of 
four types of flip-flops. It also boasts either syn-
chronous or asynchronous clocking, individual 
output enables for each macrocell, independent 
pin- or macrocell-feedback lines, and up to eight 
product terms per macrocell. 

This month, Intel introduced the 5A0312 (see 
fig. 2), a more generic PAL-type device optimized 
for use in high-performance 16- and 32-bit micra 
processor applications. The 24-pin 1.0-pm CmOS 
device is aimed at replacing the Tv,-logic stan-
dard PAL-type devices that are now used to im-
plement such logic functions as decoding, bus 
arbitration, and memory addressing (see p. 65), 
says product line manager Karlheinz Weigl. 

Also due out this month is the PLX448 from 

3. FLEXIBLE. AM D's PAL-based AmPAL29M16 fea-

tures 188 product terms and 16 I/O macrocells. 

PLX Technology Corp., a Sunnyvale, Calif., 
startup that's focusing on the glue logic 
required to implement various system-lev-
el buses such as the vmEbus, VSB (a VME 
subsystem bus), and several new back-
plane bus standards. A 24-pin CMOs EPLD 
designed for 24- and 48-mA bus driver ap-
plications, the 448 combines an eight-ma-
crocell PAL-type architecture, having 8 to 
14 product terms per macrocell, with the 
transceiver, registers, and discrete logic 
needed for bus interface circuits. All of 
the I/O macrocells incorporate separate 
feedback and input paths, allowing the 

outputs to act as true transceivers, says compa-
ny president and founder Michael Salameh. Two 
independent clock inputs are also provided. The 
448 has a propagation delay of 25 to 35 ns when 
operating at a 28.5-MHz clock rate. 
Walking the thin line between such system-

specific EPLD solutions and more general-purpose 
PAL circuits, Cypress Semiconductor Corp. is en-
tering the market with a family of application-
specific devices optimized for synchronous, asyn-
chronous, and combinatorial applications (see 
p. 67). This approach allows the complexity and 
flexibility of advanced PLDs such as AMD'S 22V10, 
but without sacrificing the speed of simpler 20-
and 24-pin PALS, says Dane Elliot, manager of 
applications engineering. 
On another PLD front, an increasing number 

of companies are gambling that designers will 
want a higher degree of reprogrammability than 
is possible with present uv-erasable PLDs. These 
companies are moving into electrically erasable 
devices, a market that Dataquest projects will 
grow sixty-fold, from only $2.5 million in sales 
this year to more than $150 million by 1992. 
Previously alone in this electrically erasable PLD 
niche, Lattice Semiconductor Corp. of Beaverton, 
Ore., with its PAL-like Generic Array Logic de-
vices, has been joined by Exel Microelectronics, 
Gould Semiconductor, and International CMOs 
Technology. 

Another recent entry is Advanced Micro De-
vices Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., with a 24-pin 
PAL-based device, the AmPAL29M16 (see fig. 3), 
a synchronous device with 188 product terms 
and 16 i/O macrocells. And through technology 
and marketing agreements with Lattice Semicon-
ductor, both National Semiconductor and SGS 
Semiconductor expect to enter the market with 
similar devices, as does Monolithic Memories, 
which recently signed an agreement with EE-

PROM manufacturer Seeq Technology Inc. of San 
Jose, Calif. Looking to maintain its technology 
lead, Lattice just introduced the first PLA with 
electrically reprogrammable AND and OR arrays 
(see p. 71), which have speeds approaching those 
of bipolar TTL-compatible PLDs. 
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICES 

W
hen it comes to the glue logic sur-
rounding 80286- and 80386-based sys-
tems, the name of the game is speed 
and complexity. Taking dead aim at 

that logic, Intel Corp. has developed a program-
mable logic device with both assets. Other PLDs 
may be fast, but they don't contain enough cir-
cuitry to envelop all or most of the logic of high-
performance 16- and 32-bit systems. Those that do 
have enough circuitry just aren't fast enough. 

Intel's 5AC312, an ultraviolet-erasable, 1-1.1,m 
131-by-189-mil single-metal cmos circuit, incorpo-
rates 12 macrocells, each with a programmable 
input/output structure. The architecture hurdles 
four basic problems now limiting PLDs in high-
performance applications: 
• Eight programmable inputs on the chip can im-
plement either latched D-type registers or flow-
through configurations, giving it the ability to 
latch and hold incoming data or signals. 
• The latched registers on the inputs allow the 
5AC312 to implement a state machine. 
• Software-controlled product-term allocation be-
tween adjacent macrocells lets the Intel part sat-
isfy more than eight product terms per macrocell 
while maintaining a user-definable pinout. 
• Two product terms on all control signals meet 
the need for multiple product terms on secondary 
control signals. 

Despite such complexity, speed has not been 
compromised, says Karlheinz Weigl, Intel's prod-
uct line manager for erasable PLDs in Folsom, 
Calif. The 5AC312's propagation-delay time 
through the array is only 25 ns when operating 
at a clock rate of 35.7 MHz. This is equivalent to 

INTEL'S PLD PACKS BOTH 
SPEED AND COMPLEXITY 

many less complex PAL-type circuits, he says. 
Featuring a nominal active current of 50 mA and 
a standby current of only 150 µ,A, the 5AC312 
will be available in sample quantities in October, 
with production quantities scheduled for the first 
quarter of 1988. Its price is $22.50 in lots of 100. 
According to Weigl, a major limitation of avail-

able traditional 20- and 24-pin PLDs—the only 
ones that match the speed requirements of 80286 
or 80386 systems—is the inability to latch and 
hold incoming data. However, these microproces-
sors, with their pipelined bus-cycle structure, re-
quire data to be latched or stored for further 
decoding or other purposes at various points in 
the system. Latches for demultiplexing are also 
imperative for system operation with members 
of the older iAPX86 family, which uses a multi-
plexed address-data bus. 
The standard approach to overcoming the lack 

of input latches or registers on PLDS is to use 
fast external TTL latches or TTL registers to per-
form the storage function, and a fast PLD in a 
second stage to perform the decoding function or 
other application-specific tasks. A significant 
problem with this approach, says Weigl, is that 
no matter how fast the rn, device is, it still adds 
a delay to a critical timing path, accounting for 
30% to 50% of the actual propagation-delay time 
of the PLD. To compensate for this additional 
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1. FIVE WAYS. The 5AC312 can be programmed for flow-through, synchronous or asynchronous D-latch, or asynchronous or synchronous D-register. 
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2. ALLOCATION. In the 5AC312, EPROM-controlled multiplex-

ers allow macrocells to share P-terms with each other. 

delay, the designer has to call on a faster, costlier 
PLD to meet the requirements dictated by the 
microprocessor or by peripheral-chip timing. 
Another problem with this approach, he says, 

is that the two devices have to be placed close 
together to avoid unwanted impedances intro-
duced by printed-circuit-board traces. "This can 
be an unresolvable problem on very dense 
boards, possibly affecting operating frequen-
cies," Weigl says. 
To reduce the workload of the CPU in many 

microprocessor designs while maintaining a high 
level of performance, it is often necessary for 
dedicated tasks—such as interrupt servicing, bus 
arbitration, and time-out routines—to run on 
small state machines outside the CPU, notes 
Weigl. But, he says, none of the PLDS available 
today will accommodate a true register-logic-out-
put state-machine architecture without a design-
er using the PLD'S internal feedback capabilities 
or adding an external TTL latch or register at the 
input. And both of these solutions increase prop-

A user can create his own complex 
functions for the Intel PLD by shifting 
the logic resources—the P-terms—among 
the macrocells; it's all done with software 

agation delay. "Either way, the designer will 
need very fast TTL components and very fast 
PLDS just to compensate for these architectural 
insufficiencies," Weigl says. 
To solve both the inability to latch and hold 

incoming signals and the inability to implement a 
state machine, the 5AC312's input structure (see 
fig. 1) accommodates latch or register functions in 
most signal paths. Any of the PLD'S input pins can 
be programmed to one of five different operations: 
flow-through; synchronous D-latch; synchronous 
D-register; asynchronous D-latch; or asynchronous 
D-register. Synchronous operation indicates that 
the latch/register combination is controlled by an 
external signal through a dedicated pin; in asyn-

chronous operation, the clock or latch enable is 
derived from a product term that can represent 
any possible combination of input signals. 
The flow-through mode indicates that the latch/ 

register combination is bypassed internally, and 
that any signal transitions on pins working in this 
mode are fed into the chip without timing consider-
ations. With eight of these inputs, the part elimi-
nates the need for external TTL functions, reduc-
ing chip count in a system and avoiding additional 
delays in critical timing paths. 
Another major limitation of PAL-type program-

mable logic devices is that with few, if any, ex-
ceptions, currently available devices offer only 
eight product terms in one macrocell. "Although 
this many P-terms will cover many applications, it 
restricts the design engineer in complexity," says 
Weigl. The problem is that he cannot borrow un-
used P-terms from other macrocells in the PLD. 

This dilemma is resolved in the 5AC312 with a 
proprietary architecture tailored to support P-term 
allocation, allowing the logic resources of the chip 
to be shifted around internally. At first glance, the 
5AC312's internal structure (see fig. 2) looks like 
any other PLD macrocell, with eight user-program-
mable P-terms feeding into a logic OR function, 
followed by a programmable inversion option and 
the I/o control circuitry. But in the Intel chip, the 
eight P-terms of any macrocell are subdivided into 
two groups of four each. Instead of the P-terms 
going directly into the OR function, a layer of 
multiplexing functions sits between these nibbles, 
or groups of four, and the OR gate. 

Controlled by external EPROM bits, the multi-
plexer implements the allocation of P-terms by 
passing through either the sum-of-products gen-
erated by the four P-terms in a macrocell or a 
combination of this sum-of-products and that 
generated by a nibble in an adjacent macrocell. 
In the latter case, the nibble borrowed from the 
adjacent macrocell can no longer contribute to 
the logic of the macrocell; its functionality has 
been allocated to support the demand for more 
P-terms in another macrocell. 

This means that any macrocell inside the 
5AC312 can handle logic functions demanding ei-
ther 4, 8, 12, or 16 P-terms. This P-term allocation 
scheme allows for flexible fitting between logic 
resources and logic demand, rather than locating 
functions with high P-term demand at a prede-
fined spot inside the chip. Consequently, a user 
can create his own application-specific pinout. 
To enhance functionality and flexibility even 

further, the 5AC312 features two separate P-
terms per secondary control signal—handy where 
several intelligent devices share common re-
sources (buses, memory, and I/o lines) dealing 
with complex bus-transfer protocols or arbitration 
algorithms. Weigl says that because present PLDs 
provide only one P-term, designers have to call on 
primary logic resources, such as macrocells, 
which could serve better elsewhere. 
For more information, circle 480 on the reader service card. 
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICES 

I
n its first four years in business, Cypress 
Semiconductor Corp. has successfully mined 
the niches in the markets for static random-
access memories, nonvolatile memories, and 

logic. Now the San Jose, Calif., company is out 
to strike gold again—this time in programmable 
logic. Cypress has developed a family of what it 
calls application-specific erasable programmable 
logic devices, chips that attempt to combine two 
sets of sometimes contradictory features: speed 
on the one hand, and complexity on the other. 
Speed is a virtue often found in early 20- and 24-
pin programmable array logic. Complexity and 
flexibility usually characterize later 28-, 40-, and 
68-pin arrays—for example, the Advanced Micro 
Devices AmPAL22V10 or Altera's latest EPLDs 
(see p. 61). 
The application-specific nature of Cypress's 

new chips enables them to bring a high level of 
complexity to their tasks and to achieve high 
speed as well, because they are not burdened 
with overhead from capabilities that are super-
fluous to their jobs. Fabricated using the compa-
ny's 0.8-µ,m double-level-metal, double-polysilicon 
CMOS EPROM process, the first parts in this fam-
ily of 28-pin ultraviolet-erasable devices are the 
CY7C330 (see fig. 1), which is optimized for 
synchronous state-machine applications; the 
CY7C331, an asynchronous registered EPLD; and 
the CY7C332, built for registered combinatorial 
applications. All three parts are scheduled for 
volume production by the beginning of 1988. 
Although first-generation PAL-type devices are 

extremely fast and efficient in terms of gate 
usage when the programmed functions fit into 
one device, they become inefficient when the 
functions must reside in small portions of sever-
al devices, says Dane Elliot, manager of applica-
tions engineering. Ensuing PLDs, he says, have 
sought to overcome this difficulty by providing 
in a single device all the functional capability of 
the most popular first-generation 
parts put together. 
Although this approach does 

achieve high functional density, 
because one device can be tai-
lored to the architecture re-
quired for a specific application, 
it has brought with it two main 
disadvantages, says Elliot. One 
is diminished gate efficiency— 
that is, in any given application 
some part of the chip will not be 
put into service. The second is 
eroded performance, not only be-
cause of the increased complex-
ity, but because the unused func-
tions still load the device, there-
by slowing it down. 
The solution is to develop pro-

grammable logic devices that are 

EPLD LINE FROM CYPRESS 
IS APPLICATION-SPECIFIC 

application-specific yet flexible enough to solve a 
large and varied number of problems without 
the inefficiency of unused gates and without a 
performance penalty, Elliot says. "The main idea 
is that devices intended for synchronous applica-
tions need not be burdened with features that 
are not intended for synchronous use. In the 
same way, asynchronous and combinatorial de-
vices should not be burdened with features that 
do not enhance their use in these types of 
applications." 

Illustrative of Cypress's application-specific 
approach is the CY7C330, a 50-MHz, 256-product-
term synchronous state machine built using 
about 1'7,000 EPROM cells. The 330 weighs in with 
20-ns delays from the setup-and-clock input to 
the output and from the input register to the 
output register—equivalent to many less com-
plex bipolar PLDs, Elliot says. 

"Every feature on this device is optimized for 
synchronous operation," he continues. For one 
thing, the CY7C330 has an input/output macro-
cell structure of unusual design, incorporating 
two input-clock multiplexers, two feedback multi-
plexers, and two output-enable multiplexers (see 
fig. 2). The circuit contains six such macrocells, 
each of which is shared by two registered tri-
state I/O pins. 
"One way to look at these structures is as two 

macrocells, each of which contains its own state 
register and feedback term, and shares a third 
feedback term. What this allows the designer to 
do is hide one or the other of the state regis-
ters," Elliot says. "A big problem with present 
implementations is that if you use an I/o pin as 

1. SPECIALIZED EPLD. The Cypress CY7C330 tackles synchronous state-machine applications. 
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an input, you lose the use of the state registers, 
because the only available feedback path is the 
input line of the state register. The advantage of 
the Cypress configuration is that you can feed 
back without giving up the state registers." 
For example, unlike the usual single-clock in-

put on most PLDs, the CY7C330 contains three 
separate clocks; so it can synchronize indepen-
dent synchronous state machines. And unlike 
most nos, which incorporate a single clock for 

signal feeds back to an output register," he 
says. The 330 avoids this problem because of its 
input registers. 
And in a manner similar to Intel's new EPLD 

(see p. 65), Cypress engineers have optimized 
the 330 for true state-machine operations by in-
corporating registers on the inputs-23 versus 
11 for the Intel device, and none for any other 
PLD. With both input and output registers, a 
complete state machine can be implemented in a 

single device—without an 
external latch or register, 
and without feeding back 
through the device to 
make use of the output 
register, says Elliot. "Con-
sequently, device perfor-
mance is the sum of the 
time it takes to set it up 
and the clock-to-output de-
lay," he says. "Totally 
eliminated is the typical 
delay across the internal 
AND-OR array of most 
PLDs." 

The other members of 
the new Cypress family 
will also be application-
specific. The CY7C331, for 
example, is a 192-product-
term EPLD with 24 multi-
function registers that's 
optimized for asynchro-
nous operation through 
the incorporation of a bi-
directional vo capability, 
separate synchronous D-
type flip-flop set and reset 
features, and separate 
clock generation in the 
EPROM array. Of the de-
vice's 13 dedicated input 
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2. MIGHTY MACRO. Each of the six I/O macrocells in the CY7C330 incorporates two input-

clock multiplexers, two feedback multiplexers, and two output-enable multiplexers. 

use by the state registers, the CY7C330 contains 
two input clocks, enabling a state machine to 
sample input signals generated by another sys-
tem but which may be available on a bus only 
for a short period. "What this allows the design-
er is a high degree of flexibility," Elliot says. 
"Using the state-register clock and one of the 
input clocks allows two state machines to be 
implemented. And using both input clocks allows 
four state-machine modes to be operated simul-
taneously, a feat that is impossible on other 
PLDs without adding external components." 
Also unusual among PLDs is the 330's pipe-

lined architecture, which in effect doubles the 
performance of a given function compared with 
its implementation on present nonpipelined archi-
tectures, says Elliot. "Usually pipelining is avoid-
ed on PLDs with fixed-AND, programmable-OR ar-
chitectures, because the data on an I/O pin would 
require two clock cycles to get to a register 
whenever an external device is attached or a 

pins, 12 drive the array; one asynchronously 
loads the data applied to the I/O pins into the six 
macrocell flip-flops for testing and for initializa-
tion. Also, the registers may be clocked from 
any logical clock that can be created from the 
array, preloaded, or bypassed. The 331 contains 
8,000 EPROM cells and uses a 25-MHz clock; it has 
a 25-ns propagation delay, a 15-ns setup time, 
and a 25-ns clock-to-output delay. 

Also incorporating 192 product terms, the 
CY7C332 is aimed at registered combinatorial ap-
plications. Containing about 8,000 EPROM cells 
and operating at a clock rate of 33 MHz, the 332 
also contains 13 dedicated input pins; however, 
12 of the pins can be programmed to be either 
registered or combinatorial. The 13th pin is re-
served for synchronous, rather than asynchro-
nous, loading of data applied to the I/O pins. 
Clock-to-output delay and propagation delay are 
both 15 ns. 
For more information, circle 481 on the reader service card. 
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC nIEVInFS 

B
uilding on its static-RAM-based Logic 
Cell Array technology introduced last 
year, Xilinx Inc. has extended its pro-
prietary family of programmable logic 

devices by using an architecture that will soon 
lead to fast arrays with as many as 9,000 equiva-
lent NAND gates. This density level will, for the 
first time, allow programmable logic to compete 
for designs in 80% of the applications now tar-
geted for gate arrays, says Wes Patterson, exec-
utive vice president of the San Jose, Calif., 
company. 
The first device in Xilinx's new family of en-

hanced Logic Cell Arrays is the XC3020, which 
will allow densities of up to 2,400 equivalent 
gates. Available now in sample quantities, the 
third-generation 3020 [Electronics, Sept. 3, 1987, 
p. 25] will be followed later this year with a 
9,000-gate device. The 3020 will be in full produc-
tion in the first quarter of 1988. 

ENHANCED ARCHITECTURE 

The keys to the higher potential gate density 
of this new series of programmable logic devices 
are a 1.2-p.m double-layer-metal CMOs process 
and an array of architectural enhancements that 
give the Logic Cell Arrays a flexibility and densi-
ty heretofore associated only with traditional 
gate arrays, says Dave Galli, director of market-
ing communications at Xilinx. These enhance-
ments include a more flexible logic-block archi-
tecture that permits easier routing and higher 
gate utilization. Also, wider logic-block functions 
facilitate both routing and higher gate utilization 
and allow faster performance for counters and 
decoders. Galli says that gate utilization is fur-
ther enhanced by increased and improved inter-
connection resources. 
During 1988, the company will 

fill out the family, bridging the gap 
between the low and high ends 
with Logic Cell Arrays of 2,700-, 
4,000-, and 6,000-gate densities, Pat-
terson says. By comparison, pro-
grammable logic devices based on 
the traditional AND-OR structures 
are available now with up to only 
2,000 gates. 
The XC3020, like the earlier 

members of the Logic Cell Array 
family, has an architecture with an 
interior array of uncommitted logic 
elements called CLBs, a surround-
ing ring of uncommitted I/O ele-
ments called IOBs, and programma-
ble interconnections. As with gate 
arrays, says Galli, users can con-
nect the CLBs in any fashion to 
build higher-level logic functions. 
The CLBs, in turn, can be connected 
to any of the JOBS, which can be 

XILINX DESIGN TO LEAD 
TO 9,000-GATE PLDs 

defined on a pin-for-pin basis as input, output, or 
three-state. 
The definition of the XC3020's functions— 

routing of internal signals and the configuration 
of the logic and I/O blocks—is controlled by a 
configuration program stored in an internal 16-
bit static RAM, eliminating the need for fuses, 
reprogrammable EPROM, or EEPROM elements to 
customize the part. An advantage of the SRAM-
based design is that Logic Cell Arrays can be 
programmed much like microprocessors and 
their peripherals, via software loaded from an 
external ROM or PROM—one for each three Logic 
Cell Arrays—or under microprocessor control, 
says Patterson. 
One important architectural enhancement in 

the XC3020 is a reduction in the number of confi-
gurable logic blocks in the basic array from 100 
(10 x 10) to 64 (8 x 8), and a parallel increase in 
the complexity of each block (see fig. 1). Besides 
the logic element from which the user's logic is 
constructed, each CLB contains a block of combi-
natorial logic: dedicated logic for implementing 
clock, reset, and output selection functions, plus 
two edge-triggered flip-flops, compared with one 
for earlier devices. 

Also increased in each CLB are the number of 
general-purpose combinatorial logic inputs, from 
four to five (A through E in fig. 1). Shared 
between the two flip-flops are two clock logic 
inputs, a reset input, and a direct flip-flop data 
input. The flip-flop outputs are also available as 
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1. LOGIC. The XC3020's configurable logic block has two storage elements and combinatorial logic. 
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2. CONNECTION. The I/O block connects its logic array and routing network with external pins. 

direct inputs to the combinatorial logic block, 
further increasing the flexibility of this new ar-
chitecture over earlier implementations. Also, 
the outputs of the CLB, X and Y, can be selected 
from either a combinatorial logic output (F or G) 
or a flip-flop output (Q1 or Q2). 
The combinatorial logic block within a CLB 

uses a table look-up memory to implement Bool-
ean functions. As a result, the 10-ns propagation 
delay through the combinatorial network is inde-
pendent of the function generated. It can be 
configured as any two functions of up to four 
variables, a single function of five variables, or 
some functions of six or seven variables when 
Q1 and Q2 are used as inputs to the combinatori-
al logic block. When the combinatorial block im-
plements two functions of four variables, two 
independent outputs—F and G—are available. F 
and G are equal when five-, six-, or seven-vari-
able functions are implemented. 
According to Galli, these different base config-

urations permit the designer to implement dens-
er designs. For example, when a four-input func-
tion is required, the designer can split the CLB, 
rather than use all of the five-input block. 
The two storage elements in the CLB share 

common reset, clock, and clock-enable lines. The 
edge-triggered flip-flops can be toggled at rates 
up to 70 MHz. Only one phase of the clock signal 
needs to be distributed. 
As with earlier Xilinx implementations, one ad-

vantage of the architecture used in the XC3020 

is that the I/O logic 
blocks (see fig. 2), 
which provide the inter-
face between external 
package pins and the 
internal CLB logic 
blocks, are independent 
of the internal logic 
structure. Their rout-
ing, both into and out 
of the logic blocks, is 
determined by the de-
signer. Thus the user 
can utilize the I/O flip-
flops for logic functions 
such as counters or 
shift registers. 
The particular im-

provement in this block 
of the new architecture 
is the addition of a sec-
ond flip-flop to each of 
the I/O blocks. For one 
thing, in the improved 
version, two paths— 
one direct and one reg-
istered—are available 
for both the input sig-
nal and the output sig-
nal. The registered in-
puts can be latched by 

the edge- or level-sensitive flip-flop, and the out-
puts can be simultaneously clocked out of the 
chip by the output flip-flop. 

In addition, through programming, the output 
signal can be inverted, three-stated, or have its 
transient response controlled. It can be connect-
ed to a pull-up resistor if the pin is unused, to 
prevent unnecessary power dissipation. The in-
put buffer level is selectable as either CAWS or 
TrL for the entire device. 
Another key to the more flexible architecture 

is an improved interconnection scheme, in which 
metal segments with programmable switching 
points implement the variable routing. In this 
advanced version of the Logic Cell Array archi-
tecture, says Galli, there are three types of inter-
connection: general-purpose interconnection, di-
rect interconnection, and long lines. 

General-purpose interconnection is a grid of 
five metal segments that run horizontally and 
vertically between the rows and columns of logic 
and I/O blocks. It is usually used to conduct less-
critical signals within a localized area. Where 
these segments overlay at an intersection of a 
row and column, a switching matrix composed of 
n-channel pass transistors is provided to make 
the interconnection. 

Direct interconnection is used to build local-
ized, high-speed structures, such as counters and 
shift registers. It feeds CLB output signal Y to 
the inputs of the two CLBs that are directly 
above and below. Similarly, the X output is fed 
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to inputs of two CLBs that are to the left and 
right. The propagation time of this interconnec-
tion is near zero, because it bypasses the normal 
output-buffer and input-selection circuits. 
But the key enhancement to the XC3020's in-

terconnection scheme lies in how the long lines 
running vertically and horizontally across the de-
vice are implemented, says Galli. They bypass 
the switch matrices and are intended for signals 
that must travel a long distance or that must 

have little or no skew between multiple destina-
tions. For each row of cus there are four verti-
cal lines—two general-purpose and two intended 
for clock signals—and two horizontal lines. Un-
like the earlier Logic Cell Array architectures, 
the two horizontal long lines are connected to 
additional three-state logic that can implement 
an on-chip bidirectional bus, similar to that of 
traditional gate arrays. 
For more information, circle 482 on the reader service card. 

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

Lattice Semiconductor Corp. is aiming to scale new heights of flexibility and func-

tionality in programmable logic devices. 
The Beaverton, Ore., company's CMOs 

GAL39V18 programmable logic array for the 
first time puts electrically erasable AND and OR 
arrays on the same chip. This dual-programma-
ble-logic-array approach provides more flexibility 
than the traditional single-programmable-array 
logic, in which only the AND array is programma-
ble and the OR array is hard-wired. And the 
39V18 provides more functionality than the typi-
cal dual-programmable PLA because it incorpo-
rates such PAL-style features as macrocells and 
buried registers. 
The 39V18 (see fig. 1) could steal a march on all 

other PLDs. Besides gaining additional functiona-
lity, users of the traditional fuse-programmable 
bipolar PLAs who switch to the 39V18 get the 
benefits of erasability and PAL-style speed. Users 
of the traditional fuse-programmable PAL who 
switch gain the flexibity of dual programmability 
without giving up the added functionality with 
which PAL makers have enhanced their parts. And 
users of the newer PAL-style CmOS ultraviolet-eras-
able PLDs and of Lattice's first EEPLD family now 
have a dual-programmable alternative. 

Until now, the problem with dual-programmable 
arrays, both the fuse-programmable PLAs and the 
uv-erasable EPLDs, has been a lack of speed, says 
Dean Suhr, product marketing manager at Lattice. 
In the 39V18, Lattice attained more speed by us-
ing an aggressive cmos process that also gave the 
density that accommodated increased functionality 
such as macrocells. The design flexibility of the 
company's dual-programmable-array architecture 
is further enhanced by the use of a complex D-E 
type register macrocell. What's more, the 39V18 
gains added flexibility by using buried states, or 
registers, for the first time on a PLA-type device. 
The Ultramos-m process, a slightly relaxed 

version of the company's CMOS EEPROM technol-
ogy, was chosen for the new array. The process 
is characterized by 0.7-µm effective gate lengths, 
double polysilicon, and double-level metalization. 
It uses Lattice's electrically erasable core cell, 
which is approximately 16 by 15 p.m. TTL-eompat-
ible input structures are featured, along with 
high-drive bipolar-compatible output buffers that 

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC DEVICES 

LATTICE ADDS FLEXIBILITY 
TO EEPROM-BASED PLD 

offer a full 16 mA of output drive. There are 
5,700 cells in the AND array driving 2,300 cells in 
the OR array. 
Asynchronous propagation delay is typically 20 

ns total through both arrays. The 39V18 is also 
capable of high-performance synchronous opera-
tion. A clock-to-output delay of 12 ns (15 ns maxi-
mum) allows the device to run at more than 40 
MHz in pipelined applications and at 25 mitz as a 
state machine. That's as fast as any bipolar PLD 
currently available. Collector current is low, typi-
cally 80 mA. And at 400 mw, the 39V18 consumes 
half the power of less-functional bipolar PLDs. 
Samples of the part are available now, and full 
production is slated to begin by year's end. 
The 39V18's programmable AND and OR arrays 

are served by four types of macrocells (see fig. 2) 
Driving the AND array are 38 inputs, each of 
which has a macrocell associated with it; 10 are 
input logic cells, 10 are I/O logic cells, 10 are 
output logic cells, and 8 are buried state-logic 
cells. The OR array is driven by 64 product terms, 

1. DUAL ARRAY. Both AND and OR arrays on Lattice's GA L39V18 electrically 

erasable PLD are programmable. 
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  capability. Since there is an E-term 

Designing complex state machines and high performance 
controllers can really drive you crazy 

PLDs can give you a fast, single-chip solution 
with multiway branching. That's OK for simple control 
logic. But if your problem's complex, you're stuck with a micro-
coded bit-slice approach. So you get to deal with dozens of 
power-hungry parts, acres of board space and complex, expensive 
development tools. 

If this sounds painfully familiar, we'd like you to meet SAM, 
the Stand-Alone Microsequencer. An extraordinary new architec-
ture that's going to change the way you design control logic forever. 

SAM's user-configurable, CMOS approach combines the 
best of two worlds: an EPLD branch-control-logic front end with 
a high performance, EPROM-based microsequencer. 

The first member of the SAM family, the EPS-448, gives 
you 448 words of microprogram control, plus a 15 level stack and 
an 8 bit counter. You also get 768 product terms to handle multiway 
branching in one, 30 MHz clock cycle. All in a slim 300 mil, 
28 pin DIP 

With SAM you'll eliminate bulky 2910s, expensive high 
speed PROMS or EPROMs and lots of TTL You'll also cut power 
consumption by an order of magnitude. 

But that's only the beginning. You'll find that SAM is also 
a snap to implement. That's because it's supported by PLDS-SAM7 
the most powerful state machine development system available. 

Just sit down at your PC and enter your design in high level 
state machine or microcode format Alteras SAM design processor 
and software-driven programmer will transform your idea into 
working silicon in minutes. It just doesn't get any easier than that 

So put an end to your frustration. Improve your designs 
while you save time, board space and money. Call or write for your 
PLDS-SAM development system today. Or sign up for our free 
seminar. And find out how easy it is to improve your state of mind. 

Call (408) 984-2800 

3525 Monroe Street 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 
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Some development projects are so big 
they can only be managed 

with Teamwork. 
Creating embedded software 

systems can be a gigantic challenge. 
But now there's a way to manage 
the process, lower costs, improve 
productivity, and keep your team 
competitive. 

How? With a product called 
Teamwork' for computer-aided soft-
ware engineering (CASE). 

The Teamwork environment 
is specifically designed for large scale, 
complex systems development projects. 
It provides modules for structured 
analysis, real-time modeling, informa-
tion modeling, and structured design. 
And it has an open data base that 
allows you to interface your own 
application tools. 
Teamwork is a registered trademark of Cadre Technologies Inc. 

Teamwork is being used by 
many leading companies like Grumman, 
Rockwell, DuPont, Litton, HP, Delco, 
Motorola, General Dynamics, and 
Westinghouse for their most sophisti-
cated projects. And it's helping many of 
these users meet stringent DoD -2167 
requirements. 

No wonder Teamwork is the 
number one workstation-based CASE 
tool on the market. It was the first to 
support real-time modeling. First to 
support all workstation environments. 
First with data base sharing for work-
station users. And it has the most 
advanced user interface of any CASE 
tool on the market, making it 
extremely easy to learn and use. 

Today, Teamwork runs on all 
leading workstations, including Apollo, 
DEC, Hewlett Packard, IBM and Sun. 
There's even a PC member of Team-
work. So regardless of your hardware 
preference—today or tomorrow— 
Teamwork can work for you. And 
grow with you. 

You've heard all the claims 
about productivity from CASE tool 
vendors. Now talk to the people who 
can deliver it today. 

Teamwork, from Cadre. No 
matter how big the challenge, it can 
give your team the competitive edge. 

Cadre Technologies, Inc., 
222 Richmond St., Providence, RI 02903 

(401) 351-CASE CADRE 

teamwork 
Winning teams depend on it. 
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I
f computers are so 
smart, why don't they 
write their own soft-
ware? The simple an-

swer, of course, is that 
they aren't that smart yet. 
But computers finally are 
beginning to help with this 

excruciating job. Just as computer hardware be-
came so complex that computers had to be enlisted 
to help design it, so the growing complexity of 
software is spurring the emergence of computer-
aided software engineering. 

Despite a good deal of overselling, CASE prod-
ucts are gaining attention because they're begin-
ning to offer some real benefits. CASE is starting 
to deliver on some of its promises—making fin-
ished software match the requirements originally 
specified for it, delivering more reliable software, 
making it easier to maintain software over its 
entire useful life, and producing more software in 
much less time and at lower costs. 
But CASE still has a long way to go. Although 

nearly 100 products from over 30 companies are 
available (see tables, pp. 77-78), overall the offer-
ings are considered barely sufficient. These prod-
ucts do a fair job in specific areas, but there are 
plenty of holes to be plugged. Even more impor-
tant, these products and those that eventually fill 
the gaps must be able to work together. "The 
number-one need is an integrated tool set," says 
Rick Potter, general manager of the CASE division 
of Tektronix Inc. Software developers want prod-
ucts that share common data bases and standard 
interfaces, in a system that takes care of all the 
phases in the software life cycle—from require-
ments to detailed specifications, from design, cod-
ing, and testing, and through the maintenance that 
goes on until the day the software is scrapped. 
CASE developers are finally listen-

ing to their customers and are start-
ing to work hard on the integration 
problem. At least one company, Cad-
re Technologies Inc., proposes the 
adoption of a standard that not only 
would help CASE packages work to-
gether but would also serve to link 
them with CAE systems—paving the 
way for integrated hardware and 
software design systems. Another 
standard is being pushed by a group 
of countries in Western Europe. 

Integration on that level will not 
come easily. There are too many 
CASE packages that have little in 
common—they automate only specie 

SPECIAL REPORT: 
INTEGRATION IS 
CRUCIAL TO 
CASE'S FUTURE 
Computer-aided software engineering is 
finally beginning to deliver on some 
of its promises, but the No. 1 demand now 
from CASE users is an integrated tool set 

by Tom Manuel 
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ic phases in a software-development project. 
Some prepare the way for writing code, de-
fining requirements, preparing specifications, 
and verifying designs. Others smooth the 
path for implementation, after coding, by 
helping to test, reverify, deploy, and maintain 
the software. A growing number automate 
documentation, an important aspect of soft-
ware projects that often gets little attention, 
and in several cases documentation is being 
expanded to become a tool that manages 
software-development projects. 
The wide variety of CASE tools leads 

some vendors to believe that integration at 
a stroke is unlikely to happen. They feel it 
makes more sense to gradually tie together 
the tools for each phase, working step by 
step. Others put their faith in what they 
think could be much faster approaches 
based on artificial intelligence. AI already 
can drastically compress software develop-
ment, squeezing the many stages of the 
software life cycle down to just four—re-
quirements, prototyping, validation, and 
maintenance (see fig. 1). 
Regardless of the way they want to get 

there, though, all CASE companies see inte-
gration as crucial. This view led Cadre 
Technologies to favor a broad-based ap-
proach. The Providence, R. I., company 
wants to establish a standard for data-in-
terchange formats that all CASE tools 
would use, and at the Design Automation 
Conference in Miami Beach in June, it pro-
posed that all CASE companies adopt the 
Electronic Design Interchange Format. 
EDIF is the same standard that the CASE 
companies' hardware counterparts, the 
computer-aided-engineering companies, are 
almost sure to embrace [Electronics, July 
9, 1987, p. 31]. 

CASE PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE 

Company Leading Product or Family 

Aion Corp. 

Palo Alto, Calif. 
Application Development 
System 

American Management 

Systems Inc. 
New York, N. Y. 

Life-cycle Productivity System 

Atherton Technology 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 

Software Backplane 

Cadre Technologies Inc. 
Providence, Rhode Island 

Teamwork/SA /RT /SD 

Case Ware Inc. 
— -- - Amplify Control 

If Cadre wins widespread support for EDIF, 
the implications for system design will extend 
beyond software engineering alone. Use of the 
standard would be a logical first step toward 
integrating CASE and CAE systems, meaning the 
design of complete systems, hardware and soft-
ware, could be automated. 
Cadre has already demonstrated the feasibility 

of using EDIF as a CASE integration tool. Work-
ing with an extended version of the standard, 
Cadre integrated its own Teamwork CASE envi-
ronment, a set of CASE tools for work stations, 
with the personal-computer version of Excelera-
tor, a CASE product from Index Technology 
Corp., another of the leading CASE companies. So 
far, however, no other CASE company has come 
forward to support EDIF. 
Another move to promote a CASE standard—a 

different one—is under way in Western Europe. 
A number of companies in France, the United 
Kingdom, West Germany, Belgium, and Italy 
have started joint development of an internation-

s a Mesa. Calif. 

Context Corp. 
Beaverton, Ore. 

Cortex Corp. 

Waltham, Mass. 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
Palo Alto 

Iconix Software Engineering Inc. 
Santa Monica, Calif. 

Index Technology Corp. 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Information Research Associates 
Austin, Texas 

Interactive Development 
Environments Inc. 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Nastec Corp. 

Southfield, Michigan 

Netron Inc. 
Toronto, Ontario 

Documentation Management 
Systems 

CorVision 

HP Teamwork/SA /RT /SD 

Prism 

Excelerator 

PAWS/GPSM 

Software Through Pictures 

DesignAid 

Netron/CAP 

al standard interface for CASE tools. This effort, 
which is being promoted by a NATO unit called 
the Independent European Program Group, aims 
at one interface standard for military and civil-
ian use. 

But most CASE companies are taking a some-
what less ambitious route. Some are concentrat-
ing on specialized markets. Ready Systems, for 
example, has developed a highly integrated, com-
puter-aided development package, but it is aim-
ing that package at the market for real-time 
software (see p. 81). "Real-time is not a little 
market—it's worth about $40 billion a year in 
military real-time systems alone," says Aryeh 
Finegold, president and CEO of the Palo Alto, 
Calif., company. It is also a market with special 
needs in software tools. These needs have large-
ly been ignored, Finegold says, making real-time 
ripe for development tools. 
A more general approach is being taken by 

Atherton Technology. The Sunnyvale, Calif., 
startup has developed a smart idea into a prod-
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. FROM MANY COMPANIES 

Company Leading Product or Family 

Parameter Driven Software Inc. 

Birmingham, Michigan 

PDS-Adept 

Promod Inc. 
Lake Forest, Calif. 

ProMod CASE Tools 

Productivity Products 

International Inc. 
Sandy Hook, Conn. 

Objective-C, Vici 

Ready Systems 
Palo Alto 

CARDTools 

Reasoning Systems Inc. 

Palo Alto 

Refine 

SoftLab Inc. 
San Francisco 

Maestro Environment 

Software Products Services Inc. 
New York 

EPOS 

Solutions Systems 
Norwell, Mass. 

Brief Programming Editor 

Step Engineering Inc. 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 

Meta Step Microprogramming 
Development Language 

Team Engineering Inc. 
Santa Cruz, Calif. 

Tiger User Interface Toolkit 

Tektronix Inc. 
Beaverton, Ore. 

Integral CASE Software 
Factory 

Texas Instruments Inc. 
Plane, Texas 

Information Engineering 
Facility 

Unisys Corp. 
Bluebell, Penn. 

Ally Software Development 
Environment 

ViaSoft Corp. 

Phoenix, Ariz. 

Via/Insight 

Visual Software Inc. 
Santa Clara, Calif. 

vsDesigner 

uct that will integrate tools from any source into 
a CASE system. Its Software BackPlane puts the 
tools under common management control, makes 
a common user-interface environment available, 
and provides portability to different operating 
systems and hardware platforms (see p. 83). 
However, Atherton's bright idea will only 

work if the Software BackPlane has many CASE 
tools in it. Atherton plans to put in tools of its 
own, but it acknowledges that no company can 
develop all the necessary tools for a complete 
CASE environment and do them well. So it is 
inviting other CASE companies to join in. So far, 
one other CASE company, Interactive Develop-
ment Environments Inc. of San Francisco, has 
taken up the challenge. 

Interactive is adapting its Software Through 
Pictures tools to the Software BackPlane. De-
signed to provide graphical tools for structured 
analysis and structured design of both standard 
and real-time systems, and for prototyping those 
systems, the Software Through Pictures tool kit 

is a good start toward an integrated CASE 
system using the Software BackPlane. 
How quickly other tools are made available 
will determine whether the BackPlane can 
become the base standard for integrated 
CASE. If it does, it has the potential to revo-
lutionize large-scale software-development 
projects. 
But these are only separate and isolated 

attempts to integrate CASE. Whether any of 
them will become a rallying point for the 
industry remains to be seen. In the mean-
time, CASE companies are concentrating on 
solving specific problems that arise at the 
different stages of a software-development 
project. 
Some companies are concentrating on 

finding and fixing errors in the earliest pos-
sible stages of development, since it costs a 
lot more to correct errors in software after 
coding and delivery (see chart, p. 80). Oth-
ers have pinpointed different needs to ad-
dress all through the cycle. 

Tektronix's Potter singles out two areas 
he thinks are vital: "tools for verifying that 
software meets requirements prior to and 
again after coding, and the ability to trace 
from the requirements all the way down to 
the implementation and make sure that 
each step correctly relates to the previous 
step." The Beaverton, Ore., company's soft-
ware developers will soon be working on 
the needs outlined by Potter. Over the next 
year, they will add to the CASE family of 
products a package for step-by-step verifi-
cation. Another package will validate, at 
the end of the project, that the original 
requirements have been met. 

This step-by-step approach may, in fact, 
turn out to be another approach to integra-
tion as well, says Brad Yackle. He is pro-

ject manager for HP Teamwork, a CASE product 
line from the technical-systems business unit of 
Hewlett-Packard Co. in Fort Collins, Colo. HP 
Teamwork is a version of the Cadre Teamwork 
family of products that runs under HP UX, HP'S 
version of the Unix operating system, on the 
company's 9000 work stations. "Integration will 
come as a natural evolution," Yackle says. 
"First, we will get some CASE tools like HP 
Teamwork out there into users' hands. Then we 
need to make the various tools share as much 
information as possible. Finally, we need track-
ing and consistency checking between phases of 
the software-development cycle. All this adds up 
to what people are calling an integrated pro-
gramming software environment." 
Lending credence to Yackle's view, Texas In-

struments Inc. is introducing an integrated CASE 
system—but it's doing it step by step. The compa-
ny's Information Systems and Service Group in 
Plano, Texas, announced the product, the Infor-
mation Engineering Facility, at the beginning of 
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FIXING ERRORS EARLY SAVES MONEY 
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July. Two components are already available. They 
are an Analysis Toolset, a set of graphics-oriented 
tools for specification and analysis that runs on 
personal computers, and a Mainframe Encyclope-
dia, a central repository running on IBM Corp. 
mainframes. A Design Toolset will be ready this 
month, says Eldin Patterson, director of develop-
ment for IEF. "We also have code-generation and 
data-base-design modules working in the lab, 
which we will soon introduce," he says. 

All components of IEF run off a central model 
and are tightly integrated. "If an engineer makes 
a change in one place, the change is automatically 
made in all other affected parts. We plan to gener-
ate 100% of the code," Patterson says. 
Among other companies taking a step-by-step 

approach, several are addressing one particular 
phase: documentation. Long the stepchild of 
software development, documentation is finally 

2. PC TARGETED. The Maestro analyst's workbench uses graphics and multi-

ple windows on a personal computer to show hierarchical software structures. 

getting some attention from major CASE 
vendors. The next project for HP, for ex-
ample, is to take output from HP Team-
work for input to a documentation pack-
age. And Tektronix has just announced 
the addition of a documentation package 
to its product line. 
Another company, Context Corp. in 

Beaverton, Ore., sees documentation pack-
ages as more than just another tool to add 
to CASE systems. Context's Documenta-
tion Management system will take on a 
key role in integrated programming soft-
ware environments, the company claims. 

Besides producing documents, Context's 
system manages and controls all hard-
ware and software changes to all system-
design documentation. In playing such a 
central role, this change-control feature in 
the Context documentation system could 
become the central project-management 
tool in future integrated systems. 

Documentation is also seen as the key to anoth-
er software-development environment for project 
control and project management, the Maestro sys-
tem offered by Softlab Inc. (see fig. 2). The San 
Francisco company and its parent, West Germa-
ny's Softlab AG, are among the oldest and largest 
CASE companies. The Maestro system, which grew 
out of the German firm's need for a development 
environment for its big software projects, had its 
beginnings in 1971. It is used now on over 17,000 
work stations in 15 countries. 

Maestro is primarily a software project-manage-
ment and document-control system. It runs on 
networked work stations and a central department 
(minicomputer. The mini handles the centralized 
management, information, and communciations 
functions of the system. Maestro does project log-
ging, enforces standards, maintains a project li-
brary, tracks documentation, and maintains special 
libraries for each programming language to help 
keep coding formats correct. 
The drawback to doing things step by step, of 

course, is that it takes time. Some CASE compa-
nies think artificial intelligence promises to help 
automate software production more quickly. One 
of those companies is Aion Corp., a Palo Alto, 
Calif., company that's applying AI inference tech-
nology to CASE. The Aion Development System 
"is a fundamental step forward in how we view 
and do programming," says Harry C. Reinstein, 
company president. "The breakthrough in ADS is 
the processing of specifications using inference 
technology rather than processing procedures." 
Using ADS, programming starts with a logical 

specification. Then a prototype program is devel-
oped and tested. Next, enhancements are made 
to the prototype until the program is ready for 
delivery. Changes to the program during devel-
opment and after deployment during the mainte-
nance phase are done by modifying the specifica-
tions. El 
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.1
. he developers of 

real-time soft-
ware now have a 
set of computer-

aided software-engineer-
ing tools that are de-
signed to meet their spe-
cial needs. CARDtools from 

Ready Systems can help overcome the chal-
lenges that are unique to the design of real-time 
applications. 
For the designers working on such software, 

these challenges can be monumental. Not only 
must their applications generate correct respons-
es, but they must do so within critically tight 
time deadlines, with extremely high reliability, 
on hardware with myriad different input/output 
devices. The deadlines are imposed by real-world 
events; not meeting them is a potentially cata-
strophic failure of the system. 

Until now, CASE tools have been targeted pri-
marily at data-processing applications and have 
not addressed the special requirements of real-
time processing. Since the timing and behavior 
of hardware don't have much effect on the cor-
rect operation of such applications, most CASE 
tools do not support modeling and analysis of 
timing and detailed hardware interfaces. But 
CARDtools does. 
Ready Systems, a Palo Alto, Calif., real-time 

software company, designed CARDtools (the name 
stands for computer-aided real-time design tools) 
as an integrated set of interactive tools, all operat-
ing on a common data base. They currently run on 
the complete range of VAX VMS systems from Dig-
ital Equipment Corp. (see fig. 1) and on IBM Corp. 
personal computers and compatibles. 
There are four major parts to CARDtools: 

• Tools with which to specify the software-hard-
ware interface. 
• TaskBuilder, a tool package to completely mod-
el and analyze real-time multitasking. 
• RTPV, a package of real-time performance veri-
fication tools with which to check performance 
against time deadlines, before detailed design or 
code implementation. 
• A package-definition tool set to model the de-
sign in terms of its components and also to pro-
vide support for writing code in Ada and other 
object-oriented languages. 
The specification tools are crucial to CARD-

tools. Real-time software must be aware of the 
real-world equipment it is controlling, so it must 
know how the hardware behaves and what con-
straints it imposes. The hardware-to-software in-
terface must be completely specified. To be com-
plete enough for a real-time system to be able to 
take all possible cases into consideration, this 
interface specification must include five critical 
components. 

First, the designer must describe all the hard-

AT LAST: A TOOLKIT 
FOR REAL-TIME SOFTWARE 

ware devices that will be sending data to the 
software. Then he must spell out the characteris-
tics of data-item values being sent, such as 
range, units, and accuracy. Next, he needs to set 
down the representation of data, given in num-
ber of bits and location of bits. Fourth, the de-
signer must fully describe the instruction set for 
accessing data. And, finally, the critical time 
deadlines imposed by real-time events, within 
which data has to be read and processed, must 
be included in this specification of the interface 
of the system to the real world. Later on in the 
design, when performance has been modeled or 
measured, this is the record against which per-
formance should be checked. 
The CARDtools package supports the capture 

of this hardware-to-software interface data with 
data typing and I/O questionnaires (see fig. 2). 
The data types used are the same as those in the 
Ada programming language. A CARDtools data-
item specification includes full data-typing infor-
mation. Should a data type be declared to be in 
the category of hardware numeric or logical, the 
user is prompted for a full description of the 
hardware-software interface. 
The second set of tools is the TaskBuilder 

package. Virtually all real-time systems are mul-

1. MODERN TOOLS. CARDtools runs on a variety of systems such as this 

VAXstation 2000, all other VAXes, and standard personal computers. 
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titasking systems—the nature of the applications 
and the time constraints under which they oper-
ate require it—and building and analyzing a full 
multitasking model of systems from software 
engineers' functional or data-flow representa-
tions of their systems is TaskBuilder's job pack-
age. The resulting model will include hardware 
devices, interrupts, interrupt service routines, 

Specification tools are crucial to Ready 
Systems' CARDtools, since real-time 
software must be aware of the real-world 
equipment it is controlling 

tasks, intertask synchronization and communica-
tion mechanisms, and monitors. 
TaskBuilder starts by either converting a 

functional decomposition of the software into a 
Yourdon-style data-flow diagram or by providing 
graphic editing capabilities for the designer to 
build his own diagram from scratch. The data-
flow diagram is the starting point from which 
the designer uses the TaskBuilder graphics edi-
tor to build a more detailed task map (see fig. 3). 
Once the task map has been generated, Task-

Numeric Value Specification Form 

1) Section 

2) Number 

3) Input 

4) Acronym : 

5) Hardware : 

6) Description: 

1.1.7 

2.3 
Data Item : Heartrate 

HAT 
Bedside Monitor, M.M. Model 477 

Instantaneous Heartrate of 

Monitored Patient is Reported 

7)  Characteristics of Value 

A. Units : Beats Per Minute 
B. Range : 30 to 400 

C. Accuracy : ± 2 BPM 
D. Resolution : 1 BPM 
E. Maximum Derivative 3 BPM/Sec 

8) Data Representation : 12 Bits 

Scale : 1.0 

Offset: 0.0 

MS 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 

O -6 -el -6 

9) Timing Requirements : No Duplicate Response 

Within 20 Millisecs 

10) Instruction Sequence : 

Query monitor by raising bit 2 of memory-mapped 
I/O address 17772. Response will be accompanied 

by interrupt. Upon interrupt at vector 320. Fetch 
response (heartrate) from memory-mapped I/O 

address 17774 

11) Comments: 

LS 

1 0 

2. Q&A. Hardware-to-software interface data is captured in a question-and 

answer session with the CARDtools user filling in a questionnaire. 

Builder can run analyses on it. It runs tests for 
completeness and consistency of the map and 
graphic layout. It also checks design rules—mak-
ing sure, for example, that tasks are connected 
by synchronization and communication elements 
such as mailboxes or queues and that low-priori-
ty tasks do not interrupt higher-priority tasks. 
Task maps have become the standard way of 

representing multitasking software systems. 
This is because they present the level of detail 
required to adequately model the system and to 
use as the basis for a detailed design and code 
implementation. Data-flow diagrams, while use-
ful for requirements capture, do not provide 
enough information. The benefits of computer 
modeling of task maps range from the advan-
tage of using computer graphics instead of pen-
cil and paper (the standard way to model tasks 
now) to the sophisticated and complete analyses 
made practical by computer automation. 
The benefits of TaskBuilder's task-modeling 

facilities are extended by the third important 
tool, the RealTime Performance Verification fa-
cility. RTPV functions as another analysis capabil-
ity for the task maps. Using it, system perfor-
mance against strict deadlines may be 
calculated. 

Deadlines for any given response correspond 
to critical paths through a task map. Using 
RTPV, a designer simply selects the desired path 
through the map on-screen. He enters the mi-
croprocessor type to be used in the system, 
along with the speed of the processor and memo-
ry into a form. RTPV then calculates the time 
required for all system overhead. The designer 
must estimate the time required to execute any 
tasks included along the path, since these tasks 
have not yet been coded or even designed in 
detail. RTPV then calculates a total critical-path 
time. This can be compared against the deadlines 
specified with CARDtools' hardware-software in-
terface facility. 
RTPV makes all of these calculations based on 

Ready Systems' real-time operating system, 
VRTX [Electronics, Aug. 19, 1985, p. 41]. VRTX 
system calls all have deterministic timing, and 
their timing formulas are known for all circum-
stances. This allows RTPV to make the 
calculations. 
The power of RTPV lies in making timing ana-

lyses productive enough to be practical to use 
iteratively to optimize the design. Task-map im-
plementations need only be tweaked using the 
graphics editor, and RTPV rerun, to measure the 
impact of changing the software design. Hard-
ware architecture changes, such as the use of a 
different microprocessor, can be incorporated by 
just changing entries on a form and rerunning 
RTPV. Since this analysis is performed before 
implementation of code and before hardware-
software integration, cost savings are enormous. 
The fourth major set of tools, the package-

definition facility, integrates designs for program 
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3. MODEL CARDtools can 

draw and verify a complex 

task model, such as this one 

of a robot control system. 

modules into the 
overall software-sys-
tem design. This is a 
practical necessity 
for developing large, 
complex systems, 
which are almost al-
ways built by first 
designing modules of 
small, well-under-
stood components, 
then fitting the com-
ponents together. In 
many real-time sys-
tems, this procedure 
is being mandated by 
the use of Ada, a 
highly modular lan-
guage. The CARD-
tools package-defini-
tion facility integrates the design of such compo-
nents with the design of the overall system. 
Packages are defined as libraries of functions 

that all operate on the same object. An object 
could be a data type or a hardware device. The 
package-definition facility supports specification 
of the object and functions, including complete 
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functional decomposition and Ada data types. 
Package functions may then be used to build up 
an overall functional decomposition of the sys-
tem. Strong type-checking is then automatically 
performed between the overall system model 
and the package model. 
For more information, circle 484 on the reader service card. 

S
oftware develop-
ment is a mess. 
Virtually all 
large, complex 

software projects run 
over budget, miss delivery 
schedules, and end up pro-
ducing programs that are 

only marginally reliable. Typically, the finished 
software fails to meet specifications and is diffi-
cult and expensive to maintain. 
Now an all-purpose software-engineering sys-

tem from Atherton Technology promises to help 
clean up the software mess. The Software Back-
plane is based on computer-aided software-engi-
neering tools, the kind offered by several compa-
nies to aid in the management of software pro-
jects. But where individual CASE tools are direct-
ed only at a handful of software-development 
problems, the Software BackPlane integrates 
CASE tools into a single system that can be in-
stalled on a variety of hardware platforms. 

Atherton, a Sunnyvale, Calif., startup, is the 
first company to offer a commercial, off-the-
shelf version of such a system, known as an 
integrated project-support environment, or IPSE. 
The system integrates tools from a variety of 

ATHER'TON FINDS A WAY 
TO INTEGRATE CASE TOOLS 

different vendors into a system with a common 
user interface. Management facilities collect all 
the data gathered and used by the tools and 
store it in a master data base. This master data 
base may manage all project data or comprise 
the different data bases of the individual tools. 

Building an IPSE is difficult and time-consum-
ing, but a few companies have developed them 
for in-house use. Generally, such internal sys-
tems don't provide a very high level of tool inte-
gration, version control, equivalence relation-
ships among related objects in the software life 
cycle, history tracking, or automated system 
modeling and building (see fig. 1). The Software 
BackPlane, by contrast, takes over command 
and control of the system with a scheme for 
coordinating and controlling the tools and the 
information generated by them. 

First, the Software Backplane integrates off-
the-shelf CASE tools from different vendors, al-
though such tools usually are not designed to 
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work together. It also provides a common data 
structure through which all of the tools can ex-
change data. It isolates the tools from particular 
operating systems and from different hardware 
platforms, allowing tools from different vendors 
to run on most popular platforms and under 
most popular operating systems. The same inte-
grated package will be able run on future plat-

The Software Backplane aims at linking 
tools from many vendors in a system with a 
common user interface and a master data 
base for all the data the tools collect 

forms and operating systems. Finally, the Soft-
ware Backplane provides a common, easy-to-use 
interface for all the tools, eliminating the annoy-
ance of having to learn a different interface for 
each tool. 
The Software BackPlane is able to link a di-

verse collection of CASE tools and networked 
hardware platforms together because of its lay-
ered architecture (see fig. 2). Over the entire 
architecture is the consistent user-interface envi-
ronment that gives all CASE tools under it the 
same look, feel, and command structure. 
Two of the three kinds of CASE tools that can 

be incorporated into the system run under the 
user environment. They are fully integrated 
tools—which use all the other capabilities of the 
system as well, including its generic operating 
system—and tightly coupled tools, which run un-
der both the user environment and one of the 
facilities provided by the Software Backplane, 
the management-control services. The third type, 
loosely coupled tools, only take advantage of the 
management-control services. 

A monitor function handles all requests for 
service, responding to the requests by initiating 
the software in the system that can fulfill a 
given request. It also invokes the IPSE functions, 
such as the management-control services, an en-
tity-relation browser tool, and data-base access. 
In addition, it initiates the CASE applications that 
are integrated into the environment. Once initiat-
ed, the application is still allowed to address the 
operating system directly, when necessary. Ap-
plications can also make requests for operating-
system functions via the monitor. 
The foremost components in the Software 

BackPlane are the management-control services 
that track project development. The manage-
ment-control facility tracks successive versions 
of related objects—specifications, designs, pro-
gram code, test procedures, and documenta-
tion—throughout the software life cycle. 

It assures compliance with contract require-
ments and saves reworking the software, by pro-
viding version-level control for software compo-
nents and establishing dependency relation-
ships—one program in a suite is related to one 
or more others in the suite. It also provides 
mechanisms for release control, the logical 
grouping of objects or sub-releases; for imple-
menting access control; and for integrating user-
and third-party-developed software tools. 
Among the major management-control ser-

vices is the history executive, which maintains 
and controls versions of objects contained in the 
environment. It uses the host operating-system 
facilities for carrying out version control. Man-
agement-control services provide uniform check-
in/check-out of objects, and record the history of 
changes performed on objects in the system— 
when they were created, checked out, and so on. 
There is also an equivalence executive, which 

helps users establish relationships among a set 
  of objects produced by tools 

MENTS 
SPECIFI 
CATIONS DESIGN CODE DOCUMENT TEST MAINTAIN 

MANUAL MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL 

LOCAL-AREA NETWORK 
(NO STRUCTURED DATA EXCHANGE) 

DEC VAX SUN 

VMS UNIX 

OTHERS 

1. OLD WAY. To put together packages of CASE tools, users have had to collect packages that were not 

built to work together or share the same data base. 

in the system. When any 
member of the set of related 
objects changes, the execu-
tive automatically notifies 
other objects in the set. 
A configuration executive 

provides efficient data ex-
change between the data 
base and the host file sys-
tem. It tracks all source ver-
sions of objects, tool ver-
sions, and the exact options 
used to construct each re-
lease of a complete software 
system. 
The tool-integration execu-

tive maintains an integrated-
tool catalog for all registered 
tools. It supports a uniform 
method for opening, closing, 
creating, and deleting tools. 
"The value Atherton brings 
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is to allow the user high-level query capa-
bility, so he can ask questions of the sys-
tem about his programs," says Ram 
Banin, Atherton Technology's president. 
"This analysis is provided on-line to the 
user. He does not have to leave his exist-
ing application—the editor, for example. 
All of this capability is immersed in the 
configuration-management environment. 
So whatever the user does, the system is 
creating an audit trail of his activity for 
later use." 
The common data base is the glue that 

binds all the pieces together in the Soft-
ware BackPlane. A virtual object-oriented 
storage manager controls and manages 
the data base of objects. It provides quick 
access to large sets of diverse objects in 
the data base. Each object has a perma-
nent, unique identification number. Soft-
ware programs needing service from the 
object manager can provide this identifier 
to access objects. The object storage man-
ager works in combination with an entity-
relation schema, which is like an outline 
or directory of the contents of the data 
base, to provide efficient storage and ma-
nipulation of the large sets of objects re-
quired throughout the life cycle of a soft-
ware project. 
An entity-relation browser allows the 

user to examine a data model's schema 
and the specific relationships of compo-
nents in a data base. It can display all the 
relationships of a given object, its current 
revision level, and each of its previous revision 
levels. 
The entity-relation schema interpreter is lay-

ered above the object-manager layer and pro-
vides a data model of the object-oriented data 
base. It provides a conceptual representation of 
the data base only for Atherton Technology ap-
plications. This representation indicates logical 
relationships among objects. Users can, however, 
instruct the entity-relation schema interpreter to 
define a schema for any application that runs in 
the Atherton Technology environment. 
The Software BackPlane includes its own ge-

neric operating system, which enables it to run on 
a variety of hardware platforms and under vari-
ous software operating-system environments. The 
generic operating system isolates the user and his 
applications from the different host operating 
systems and languages. "For example, it would 
allow users working on work stations that are 
operating with the Unix operating system and 
others that are working on MicrovAx II systems 
to develop software as if all of them were work-
ing with the same hardware and software envi-
ronment," says Banin. An application not only 
can run on any operating system in the environ-
ment, but also can be made to run on whatever 
new operating systems may someday emerge. 
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SHELL 

r 
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TOOL 
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jill 
II 
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3 1 1 
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2. NEW WAY. The Software BackPlane links diverse collections of CASE 

tools to run on different hardware platforms using various operating systems. 

Inside each layer, the designers of the Soft-
ware BackPlane put hooks to allow system inte-
grators or end users to integrate CASE tools into 
the environment. "For example, in the program-
ming environment we did not write the compilers 
we use for analysis: Ada, C, and so on," says 
Banin. "We did not write the editors, either. 
Rather, we implemented the editor that comes 
with the software and hardware platform. We 
supply added value to systems without taking 
away tools the user is already familiar with." 
While allowing the user to choose tools he is 

most comfortable working with, the Software 
BackPlane also provides a common user inter-
face to each of these tools. The user-interface 
layer is based on the industry-standard X-Win-
dows. It provides a set of functions for display-
ing and manipulating user input, multiple win-
dows, bit maps, cursors, icons, text, and graph-
ics. "The benefit of having a common interface 
is that the user sees the same user interface on 
a variety of different hardware platforms—Sun, 
DEC, Apollo," says Banin. "Software BackPlane 
unifies today's fragmented system environ-
ments, which consist of collections of disjointed 
CASE tools running on heterogeneous platforms 
with limited communications." 
For more information, circle 485 on the reader service card. 
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NEC NEWSCOPE 

JAPAN LAUNCHES INTO A NEW ERA 

IN REMOTE SENSING. 

J
apan's first Marine Observation 
Satellite-1 (MOS-1) is now circling 
around the globe, covering its 
entire surface in 17 days from 

909km up in space. 
With three sensors aboard, the 

new remote sensing satellite beams 
back an enormous volume of data 
on diverse aspects of the sea, land 
and atmosphere. One of the sensors, 

MESSR (Multispectral Electronic 
Self-Scanning Radiometer) senses 
colors of the sea and land, and 
recognizes surface features 50m by 
50m, utilizing CCD (Charge-Coupled 
Device) image sensing devices. 
The MOS-1 is expected to contribute 
greatly to fishery, agriculture, 
forestry, resources finding and en-
vironment preservation worldwide. 

As the prime contractor to the 
National Space Development Agency 
of Japan (NASDA), NEC was engaged 
in system design, system integration 
and manufacture of key subsystems 
including major bus subsystems, 
the MESSR sensor, the DOS (Data 
Collection System) repeater, ground 
receiving system and image data 
processing system. 

With more than 30 years of experi-
ence in space development, NEC has 
been involved, as a prime contractor 
or system integrator, in 23 of the 37 
satellites placed in space by Japan. 
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DIGITALIZATION  NEW CCD CAMERA 

EXPANDS   STOPS ACTION 

IN LATIN AMERICA. ELECTRONICALLY. 

In keeping with the ultimate goal of a global ISDN, telecom authorities 
in Latin America are stepping up 

their digital network programs. 
TelecomunicaOes Brasileiras S.A. 

recently awarded NEC do Brasil SA. 
a giant order for state-of-the-art digital 
equipment. It includes NEAX61 digital 
switching systems (360,000 lines), 5GHz 
140M-bit digital microwave communica-
tion equipment (1,800 sets), fiber optic 
communication equipment (200 sets) 
and PCM transmission equipment 
(1,300 sets). Most of the systems are 
to be produced locally with delivery 
starting this year. 

Meanwhile, Empresa Nacional de 
Telecomunicaciones, Argentina has 
awarded PECOM-NEC SA. a contract 
for NEAX61 digital switches (300,000 
lines) and PCM transmission equip-
ment to be installed in the metropoli-
tan and northern areas of Argentina. 
Local production is scheduled to 
begin soon. In 1982 NEC constructed 
a 320-km fiber optic digital telephone 
system, interconnecting 6 tandem 
exchanges and 60 telephone offices 
in the metropolitan area. 
NEC is also contributing to the 

5-year telecom digitalization project 
by Compañía Anónima Nacional 
Teléfonos de Venezuela by supplying 
NEAX61 digital switches to 97 exchang-
es in Maracaibo, Puerto La Cruz, and 
other important areas. For intercon-
nection of these exchanges NEC will 
supply a 200-km fiber optic communi-
cation system. 

As one of the world's leading suppli-
ers of digital exchanges, microwave 
and fiber optic systems, NEC is helping 
to further the digital revolution through-
out the world. 

The trend in color cameras for 
broadcast use is irrevocably 
"solid-state". CCD cameras are 

more compact, dependable and 
durable than tube types and have no 
comet tails and burn-in when shoot-
ing extremely bright objects. 
On top of these inherent benefits, 

NEC's new SP-3A CCD Color Camera 
has an exclusive feature—the elec-
tronic shutter for fast action. 
As conventional cameras 
capture images at a shutter 
speed equivalent 
to 1/60th of 
a second, 
fast-moving 
objects are 
blurred in 
slow or 

still playback on VTR. To remedy 
this problem, our SP-3A stops the 
action electronically at 1/60th to 
1/2000th of a second, offering pre-
cise, clear-cut images. 

The SP-3A uses 3 new CCD chips 
that are anti-smear and -blooming— 
two for the green channel and one 
for the combined red/blue channel. 
This dual green system provides 
much higher resolution and sensi-
tivity than the conventionally-
structured ROB system. 
The new CCD camera displays 

widespread versatility. Besides 
standalone use it forms an efficient 
shoot/record system with integral 

Betacam, MII or 8mm-format 
VTRs. Options are available 

for multi-core or 
triax remote control. 
Users' accept-
ance of this versa-
tile new camera 
has been remark-

able. NBC, a major U.S. 
TV network, recently 
sealed a five-year con-
tract to purchase the 
SP-3A for electronic 
news gathering. 

A PAL version of NEC's CCD color 
camera offering broadcast quality 
will also be released. 

WORLD'S FASTEST ECL GATE ARRAYS. 

The performance of high-speed 
silicon logic LSIs is rapidly ac-
celerating. NEC's new ECL-4 

gate arrays are the swiftest in the 
world with a 100ps basic gate delay 
or 220ps fully loaded. 
Combining unprecedented speed 

and flexibility, the ECL-4 family in-
cludes the PB6312 with 1,200 gates 
(400 Full-adders) and the PB6303 
with 600 gates (200 Full-adders). 
Both offer 100K or 10KH interface 
options and ample I/O up to 108 pins. 

NEC's ECL-4 gate arrays are 
available in a choice of 72- or132-pin 
PGA packages, and operate in 
ordinary forced-air-cooling envi-
ronments since sophisticated heat 
sinks are standard. 
NEC offers 61 internal macros 

and 33 I/0 blocks plus complete 
CAD tools. The ECL-4 family should 
hasten the development of speed-
oriented computers, graphic ter-
minals, LSI testers and telecom 
equipment. 

NEC 
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Start solving your design 
problems today! 
Gould offers two powerful 
tools to help tne digital design 
engineer track down and elimi-
nate intermittent failures. Used 
separately or teamed together 
with sophisticated triggering, 
they provide the power to 
resolve design problems. 

The K450B Logic Analyzer, 
with 80 channels at 100MHz or 
40 channels at 200MHz, gives 
you an overview of the whole 
system so that individual 
glitches or timing errors can 
be located. 

Using the 4070 Digital Storage 
Oscilloscope, with 2 or 4 chan-
nels at 400 Megasamples per 
second, you can capture tne 
analog details of the waveform 
and find noise transients or 
race conditions which can be 
the source of the failure. 

TRACE Crl 

Put Gould on your design team 
with our special compinatlon 
offer on scopes and analyzers. 
Call 1-800-GOULD-10 or write 
to Gould Inc., Test & Measufe-
ment Group, 19050 Pruneridge 
Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. 
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2.5ns resolution on 
transient signals 

5ns glitch capture on 
all channels 
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Stepping motor drivers 
from the experts. 
Reliability you can stake 

your reputation on. 
Performance that gives 
your system drive. 

The choice of full, half or 

micro-stepping modes. 
Unipolar or bipolar drive. 
Pick the right one. 
From RIFA. 

• current drive up to 1.5 A 
• 45 V max motor 

operating voltage 
• 16 or 22 pin packages 
• unipolar or bipolar 

• full-, half- or micro-
stepping. 
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terminal. 

BAYRACK provides 

enhanced performance in 

demanding industrial 

applications. 

BAYRACK can save you 

time and engineering expense 

by providing an immediate 

solution to your industrial 

color display requirments. 

COLOR GRAPHICS 

FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

BAY R&D 
P.O. BOX 2517 SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 93120 U.S.A. (805) 965-4913 
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

CALMA BRINGS AUTOMATION 
TO CUSTOM-IC DESIGN 

Custom-chip designers finally are getting 
an automatic place-and-route tool, 
plus silicon efficiency that rivals 
the handcrafted work of expert designers 

by Jonah McLeod 

.1
. he Calma Co. is rolling out a new set of 

tools that for the first time gives custom-
chip designers automatic place-and-route 
capability—and the tools attain the same 

silicon efficiency as the handcrafted approach. 
Called the EDS III Layout System, the tool kit 
will route standard cells, macrocells, and—thanks 
to an expert-system approach—the custom circuit-
ry that a designer creates himself (see fig. 1). It 
comes with a user-friendly graphics interface and 
can be networked with the popular GDS II layout 
system also produced by Calma, a subsidiary of 

1. USER-FRIENDLY. Calmas EDS Ill Layout System runs on a Sun Microsys-
tems Inc. work station and provides a user interface with pull-down menus. 

the General Electric Co. in Milpitas, Calif. 
The superior circuit densities achievable with 

the expert-system-based EDS III mark a signifi-
cant step forward. Suppliers of automatic design 
gear for standard-cell and macrocell layout often 
claim that their tools produce integrated-circuit 
layouts that are "almost as good" as those laid 
out by hand. But for many manufacturers of 
custom ICs, "almost" just isn't good enough. 
They demand the most efficient layouts possible, 
and until now, that could only be achieved by an 
IC layout designer working meticulously by hand. 
The first version of EDS HI, for standard cells, 

will begin shipping in November for $86,000, in-
cluding the Sun Microsystems Inc. 3/60 work 
station on which it runs. In the second quarter 
of 1988, the company will introduce a version 
that will handle macrocells as well. It will run on 
Sun and Apollo Computer work stations and on 
Digital Equipment Corp. MicrovAx II computers. 

Until now, designers performing full-custom 
lc layout had no access to the automated place-
and-route tools and other aids widely used in 
semicustom design. Instead they had to place 
each individual device feature separately, in the 
form of polygons, and then route the intercon-
nections among them, relying on experience. 
But the productivity gains achieved by auto-

mation in semicustom work had custom-IC de-
signers clamoring for the same kinds of fea-
tures—especially as they increasingly turned to 
mixing standard cells and macrocells in with 
their full-custom designs. The EDS III was creat-
ed to meet their needs. 
The EDS HI system is based on a simple place-

and-route algorithm guided by a powerful rules-
based expert system that mimics the way an IC 
designer creates a layout. David Hightower, 
manager of advanced lc systems at Calma, as-
serts that it can create layouts as efficient in the 
use of silicon as hand design. In addition, the 
designer can enter new rules to continually im-
prove the tool. 
The system also provides flexibility for the 

designer. It can route any blocks shaped with 
right angles—E- and F-shapes, for example—as 
well as the rectangles and L-shaped boxes han-
dled by most systems. And it allows the designer 
to route either in channels or between blocks, 
outside of channels. The first, standard-cell, ver-
sion of EDS III will accommodate two routing 
layers. Designers using it will be able to place 
and route larger macrocells in the layout man-
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ually. Hightower says the second version, sup-
porting both standard and macrocell placement, 
will also accommodate floor planning and will 
handle unlimited routing layers. 
The tool kit represents Calma's attempt to ex-

pand on the success it has achieved in the cus-
tom-chip layout market with its widely used GDS 
II Layout System (see p. 95). That tool, which 
runs on a minicomputer from Data General 
Corp., can be networked via Ethernet to the new 
EDS DI. But the company wanted to create a new 
system that was easier to use and that would 
run on the new generation of less expensive 
work stations. As a result, EDS III was written in 
C, runs under the Unix operating system, and 
comes with a Macintosh-like graphics interface 
featuring pull-down menus and other user-
friendly features. In addition, the company 
adapted a significant subset of the GDS II func-
tionality to the new EDS III system. 
"One of three goals that the new EDS HI sys-

tem seeks to achieve is to offer design-automa-
tion tools to IC designers currently performing 
full-custom design," says Hightower. "A second 
is to provide the tools in a modern networked 
work-station environment." 
The final aim, he says, was "to make a system 

that the logic [systems] designer could use." The 
EDS III does not quite meet that goal, but it ap-
proaches it. Because of the user-friendly elements, 
the system is a great deal simpler to use than GDS 
H, which is accessible only to the experienced chip-
layout expert; but it falls short of many ASIC 
layout systems, which are intended for novices. A 
systems designer, says Hightower, might be able 
"to sit down in front of the new [EDS ID] system 
without knowing the commands or having a user's 
guide, and figure out what to do." 
EDS HI differs from most commercially avail-

able tools in a number of ways. One of them is 
in the placing of standard cells and blocks of 
cells. In a hierarchical design, standard cells are 
collected into larger blocks, which are then 
placed and routed. Most systems typically collect 
all standard cells into one block, then place and 
route it with other larger macrocells. 
However, in a layout comprising, say, five 

large blocks and a large number of standard 
cells, EDS HI partitions the standard cells into 
more discrete elements—namely, a number of 
large blocks of cells that operate together on the 
basis of their connective wiring. As a result, the 
elements can be routed more finely, and the de-
signer need not become involved with the parti-
tioning, with how the standard cells are laid out, 
or with where they are placed. 
With most systems, the tool makes an initial 

layout and the designer modifies it. But he is re-
stricted in where he can locate large blocks. By 
contrast, a designer using EDS III is given complete 
control over the placement and routing of his de-
sign. He can place one or more blocks himself 
before the tool makes its layout, and he can change 

the automatic layout once it is made. 
With other tools, the designer is restricted in 

the shape of the blocks that can be automatically 
laid out—typically, he's limited to rectangles and 
L-shaped blocks. But the EDS III block manager 
uses a switch-box router, which means that any 
shapes based on right angles are permissible: E-
and F-shapes, for example, as well as L-shapes. 

In conjunction with the switch-box router, the 
block manager uses an automatic feed-through 
router to find routing resources (undedicated feed-
tlumughs) left unused. This function means that no 
extra wires will be put into the routing channel if 
the designer wants to conserve routing resources. 
And while the current-generation router can han-
dle two layers at a time, "we are doing a complete-
ly new router to be available in the second version 
of the EDS III. It will be able to route 'n' layers, to 
serve designers who are starting designs with 
three-layer Emos," Hightower says. 
At the heart of the tool set is the block manag-

er (see fig. 2), which performs four functions: 
automatic placement, delay analysis, spacing, and 
automatic routing. The key to its silicon efficiency 
is the combination of a new algorithm with the 
expert-system approach. "We believe we have a 
way to get more efficient standard-cell placement 
than is currently possible today," says Hightow-
er. "Calma has a simple placement algorithm that 
gets its power from a rules data base." 
By contrast, most commercially available tools 

are based on the simulated-annealing placement 
algorithm, which is a mathematical description 
of the way molecules position themselves in a 
cooling crystal [Electronics, May 5, 1986, p. 37]. 
Hightower says the layouts produced by such 
tools do not utilize silicon area as efficiently as 
manual layout. These systems usually place re-
strictions on the shape of the blocks that can be 
moved around; they constrain the way standard 
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2. EXPERT HELP. The block-manager expert system has a generic-rules data 

base, specific-rules data base, mapping rules, and component library. 
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and macrocells can be laid out; and they limit the 
number of interconnection layers. 

"Standard-cell placement tools based on 
[these] algorithms are good for laying out se-
quential logic and logic that follows a pattern," 
Hightower says. "Pure random logic is difficult 
to place no matter which algorithm is chosen. 
Simulated annealing also begins to bog down 
with more-complex macro blocks." For example, 
he says, he once used a simulated-annealing-

Rather than applying brute-force math, 
Calma made its placement system intelligent; 
the block manager is an expert system with 
data bases for rules and a component library 

based tool to lay out an IC design containing a 
couple of thousand standard cells. "We were us-
ing upward of 20 hours of CPU time ... on a VAX 
11/780," he recalls. By contrast, a good IC de-
signer working largely by hand with the aid of a 
GDS H system could do the job in just about the 
same amount of time, he says. 
Rather than applying brute-force mathematics 

and consequently more computer time to the 
problem, Calma chose to make the placement 
system more intelligent. The block manager is, 

in fact, an expert system. It has a generic rules 
data base, a specific rules data base, mapping 
rules, and a component library (see fig. 2). 
The generic rules data base feeds a rules pro-

cessor, an inference engine that produces a set 
of specific rules that it applies to the netlist. For 
standard cells, the generic rules data base con-
tains such directives as "if pin Z of a NAND gate 
connects to pin CTL or FF, then place [NAND gate 
and flip-flop] horizontally adjacent and align 
pins." The specific rules data base makes a more 
detailed description of how the flip-flop and 
NAND gate should be laid out—for example, 
"place NAND-2D and DFF-2B37 horizontally and 
align pins 3 and 7." 
The rules processor finds instances of differ-

ent circuit types in the netlist and creates specif-
ic rules for laying them out. For instance, it 
might discover in the netlist a combination of 
NAND gate and flip-flop repeated several times, 
and conclude that the structure is a register. It 
would then create a rule to lay out such combi-
nations in a row or a column. 
Calma is developing an interactive editor that will 

allow the designer to enter rules in the specific 
rules data base himself. It will be part of the sec-
ond EDS III release due next year. "With the editor, 
the designer can add specific rules that would order 
the placement of large blocks," says Hightower. 
"Any rule the designer can conceive of for laying 

out a chip can be inserted into the 
rules data base." 

All the flexibility offered by the 
EDS ID can itself make work for 
the designer, but Hightower holds 
that most IC experts won't mind 
as long as the result is silicon effi-
ciency and better performance. 
For example, the designer may 
specify some preliminary wiring 
that makes it impossible for auto-
matic routing to take place with-
out creating a short circuit in the 
process. "In an ASIC design envi-
ronment, that would be unaccept-
able," he explains. "But in the 
EDS III full-custom design environ-
ment, the designer doesn't care: 
the system tells him where the 
shorts occur so he can remove 
them manually after completing 
the automatic layout." 

WHY CALMA STARTED OVER IN DESIGNING EDS III 
Calma Co.'s new EDS III Layout System 
had its genesis in an effort to update 
the firm's popular GDS II tool. "There is 
a tremendous loyalty in the customer 
base for the GDS II system," says Da-
vid Hightower, Calma's manager of ad-
vanced integrated-circuit systems. "It 
provides the functionality the IC design-
er needs to do his job." 
But there's a drawback to GDS II: it 

runs on a Data General Corp. minicom-
puter, "which costs twice as much and 
offers half the performance of the cur-
rent-gen-eration Sun or Apollo work sta-
tions," Hightower says. "And the de-
signer's boss cannot justify buying" 
such expensive hardware. 

"Inside of Calma this realization had 
been around for some time," 
he continues, and the compa-
ny was considering two solu-
tions. The first was a project 
to adapt the GDS II software 
from Data General's Algol-
like DGL language over to 
the C language and the Unix 
operating system, to allow it 
to run on work stations. One 
part of this thrust was a 
DGL-to-C translator. 

In parallel with this effort was a sepa-
rate project to write a new IC layout 
editor with a more modern data base 
and user interface. In December 1986, 
the company analyzed the two approach-
es and decided to abandon the first, in 
part because the company's software 
developers preferred starting over to 
modifying the existing software. So 
Calma turned its full attention to accel-
erating development of the new editor. 
But in the process it decided to retain 
some aspects of the GDS II—namely, its 
more powerful, nongraphic functions so 
beloved of veteran IC designers. 
"We used the DGL-to-C translator to 

move the nongraphical functions over to 
the new editor," Hightower says. The 

result is that "a significant 

HIGHTOWER 

subset of the GDS II func-
tionality" in chip layout is 
available to users of EDS III, 
so designers can now have 
the best of both worlds: their 
favorite parts of GDS II plus 
a host of new functions and a 
fresh, sophisticated graphics 
interface—all available on 
Sun, Apollo, and Digital 
Equipment machines. 

For more information. circle 486 on the reader service card. 

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH is a regu-
lar feature of Electronics that 
provides readers with exclusive, 
in-depth reports on important 
technical innovations from com-
panies around the world. It cov-
ers significant technology, pro-
cesses, and developments incor-
porated in major new products. 
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COMPANIES 

HOW CALMA PLANS TO FIGHT BACK IN CAD 
mrhe Calma Co. is waging a 

long-term campaign to reas-
sert its leadership in computer-aid-
ed design. The Milpitas, Calif., 
company dominates the market 
for full-custom integrated-circuit 
layout tools, but new competition 
from makers of application-specif-
ic-IC layout tools threatens its 
kingpin status. Calma intends 
to fight off the threat by in-
troducing a new design sys-
tem (see p. 92). And with a 
new, better-focused company 
strategy, it plans an assault 
on two new key markets. 

Calma's plans mark a turn-
about from the strategy it de-
vised two years ago. The Gen-
eral Electric Co. subsidiary de-
cided then to expand its CAD 
business into architectural 
and mechanical as well as 
electronics design. Later, it 
made even more ambitious 
plans to break into computer-
aided engineering. 
However, it soon became 

clear that the company was bit-
ing off more than it could 
chew. Management started re-
thinking its plans, and early 
this year announced a new di-
rection—one that meant "we 
were no longer going to pursue 
the goal of being everything to ev-
erybody in design automation," 
says Caroline Mullery, vice presi-
dent of marketing for design-auto-
mation operations. Calma targeted 
three segments in the CAD market: 
IC layout, printed-circuit-board lay-
out, and hybrid-chip layout. 
Calma is solidly entrenched in 

full-custom lc layout: the San Jose, 
Calif., market research firm, Data-
quest Inc., says it has 70% of the 
market, and that market will be 
worth $200 million by the end of 
1987. Calma itself claims an in-
stalled base of 3,000 systems out of 
a total available market of 4,000. 
But Calma isn't invulnerable. 

Until recently, its main product 
was the GDS 11/32 custom-IC lay-
out software, which runs on rela-
tively expensive Data General 
Corp. minicomputers. Suppliers of 

ASIC tools, offering simple-to-use 
layout software boasting a graph-
ics interface and running on in-
dustry-standard work stations, 
have started encroaching on Cal-
ma's turf. 
Now, "Calma is moving to reas-

sert its dominant position in the IC 
layout market with the introduc-

NEW DIRECTIONS. Carolyn Mullery and David Eggleston are 

helping Calma focus on three key CAD market segments. 

enticing, it is the largest of the 
design-automation markets, worth 
$1.4 billion this year, according to 
Dataquest, and the growth rate 
will increase to 35% annually by 
the end of the decade. 
To get in on that growth, Calma 

introduced in February the Calma 
Board Series Design System. The 

company says it can do what 
most layout tools can't. 
The system can place and 

route the high-pin-count Asics 
or the high-speed emitter-cou-
pled-logic circuits increasingly 
found on newer pc boards. It 
can also handle surf ace-
mounted devices and the fine 
line traces required to accom-
modate them, something else 
other tools have problems 
with. Finally, it can route up 
to 32-layer boards, more than 
enough to route the growing 
number of 8- to 20-layer 
boards. Competing tools can't 
meet any of these require-
ment,s, Calma says. 

In the third targeted mar-
ket, hybrid circuits, Calma 
says it also has something no-
body else has: a product spe-
cifically for hybrid-circuit lay-
out, the Tech Plus. Competing 
systems come mostly from 

lion of the EDS III," says Isodore 
Katz, senior market analyst at Da-
taquest. The EDS III Layout Sys-
tem, introduced this month, runs 
on work stations, comes with a 
new user-friendly graphics inter-
face, and is compatible with GDS II. 

Besides its usual customers, the 
veteran IC-layout designers, Calma 
hopes the user-friendly aspects of 
EDS III will attract some systems 
designers as well. They will get 
"the automatic tools needed to cre-
ate an efficient mix of full-custom 
and semicustom layout," says Da-
vid Eggleston, vice president of 
electronic design automation sales 
and support. 

In the second market it is tar-
geting, pc-board layout tools, 
Calma sees wide opportunity. 
"There is currently no dominant 
supplier," Mullery says. Equally 

makers of pc-board layout tools 
who have modified them to per-
form hybrid layout. "The problem 
with this approach is that the hy-
brid designers tend to manipulate 
the layout more as an IC designer 
would than as a pc-board designer 
would," Eggleston says. "Calma's 
strength in hybrids is leveraged 
off of our IC design capability." 
There are sound economic rea-

sons for aiming at this market, 
too. "Companies in the military, 
aerospace, telecommunications, 
and medical industries all have 
special packaging needs that only 
hybrids can solve," Eggleston 
says. In fact, Calma projects the 
hybrid market will be worth $36 
million by 1990, and that it will 
grow at about 15% a year for the 
next few years. 

-Jonah McLeod 
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Cadnetix ASIC Design Environment 

System designers need ways to imple-
ment increasingly complex designs. Many are 
looking to semicustom ICs to save board real-
estate and enhance performance. That's why 
Cadnetix places ASIC design verification tools 
in the hands of every system designer — with-
out requiring specialized skills or semicustom 
design experience. 

With Cadnetix you control ASIC design 
verification completely in-house. Because our 
ASIC tools are just part of our complete 
system design solution, an ASIC design can 
later be included as part of an overall system 
design simulation. 

A Wide-Range of ASIC Vendors — One 
Easy to Use Design Approach 

Cadnetix brings a new level of ease-of-
use to ASIC design verification. Every ASIC 
Design Kit uses the same straight-forward 
design approach. We've replaced complicated 
computer commands with a mouse-driven 
interface that lets you work directly with 
graphics on the screen. Once learned, it's 
easily remembered — letting you concentrate 
on the design, not the design system. 

Fast and Accurate Design Verification 

Our ASIC libraries are certified by the ASIC 
vendor and contain extensive modeling data, 
including set-up/hold, skew, and pulse-
width checking. Each Design kit calculates 

estimated delays prior to layout for accurate 
results. Cadnetix' powerful CAE tools verify 
an ASIC design quickly. Our Configurable 
Analysis Engine, a powerful network resource, 
provides accelerated logic simulation, 
worst-case simulation, and fault simulation. 

You pass a verified design to the ASIC ven-
dor without a hitch. Cadnetix formats the nec-
essary data automatically. After layout at the 
design center, delay values are back-annotated 
to the design. You can then use your ASIC 
design in a system simulation. Our Physical 
Modeling Engine lets you use actual proto-
types in a system simulation. This design 
approach minimizes rework and cuts NRE. 

Part of A Complete System Design 
Solution 

You can add Cadnetix ASIC design kits 
easily to the Cadnetix network. Our Ethernet 
network encompasses all the tools needed for 
productive system design. Your PC/AT becomes 
a desktop design tool with full access to data 
and libraries, digital and analog simulation, 
and physical modeling. Cadnetix CAE tools 
are completely integrated with our CAD and 
CAM tools — letting you go from concept to 
manufactured PCB faster than with any other 
vendor. 

If you need integrated System and 
ASIC design capabilities, Cadnetix offers 
the shortest path from original design 
concept to final implementation. 

CADNETIX 
Solutions for System Design 

Boulder, CO (303) 444-8075 
UNIX is a trademark of Labs 

Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corp 

NIS is a registered trademark of Sun MicroMxtems toc 
MSUXIS is a registered trademark of MicroSoft Corp. 
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When you need more 

Create schematics faster with correct-by-construction 
design and on-line Electrical Rules Checking 

Begin PCB design with a feasibilie, check, then rely on a 
full suite of tools for autoplacement, high-completion 
autorouting, and design rule checking 

Logic analyzer type display for interactive digital 
analysis using HILO-e 

Power and ground planes are generated 
automatically 

Think Intergraph. 
For more information or a demonstration, call your nearest 
Intergraph representative. Call toll-free 1-800-826-3515 
or (205) 772-2700. Call (31) 2503-66333 in Europe. 
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than a niche solution... 

Easy-to-use virtual instruments provide a familiar 
interface  for analog analysis using Intergraph's 
Cspice or ACS 

A dedicated package for thick and thin film hybrid 
design features automatic resistor generation and 
automatic routing of chip and wire parts and SMDs 

 Ei 
Reduce ASIC die size and improve yield with Tangent 

Systems' timing-driven layout, automatic design for 
testability, and test pattern generation 

Of 41 .11. 

64-bit mechanical design packages and electronic 
publishing software round out a system for total 
product development 

INTERGRAPH 
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r TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

UPDATE: VMS EMULATION 
IS A WINNER FOR ELXSI 

E
lxsi Corp. looks to be 
winning its bet that 
VAX/VMS shops want a 
way to expand into 

min isupercomputer territory. 
Last year, the San Jose, Calif., 
company introduced EMS [Elec-
tronics, Sept. 4, 1986, P. 74], an 
emulation of the popular vms op-
erating system offered on Digi-
tal Equipment Corp. VAX super-
minicomputers. EMS runs on Elx-
si's System 6400 64-bit mini-
super, and so VAX/VMS users 
now have a way to easily in-

crease the capacity of their computing installa-
tions. The System 6400's top speed of 80 million 
instructions/s is roughly six times that of the 
VAX 8800, according to Elxsi. 
"My wild guess is that 20% of our customer 

sites have EMS and about half of those are using 
it intensely," says Robert Olson, director of soft-
ware development. For example, a couple of cus-

tomer sites where EMS is the primary operating 
system and the principal development environ-
ment are Grumman Corp., Bethpage, Long Is-
land and McDonnell-Douglas Corp. in Long 
Beach, Calif. "Both bought the machine for its 
performance, but EMS was the clincher to the 
sale," says Olson. 
The Elxsi software engineers had also planned 

to extend the company's data-base management 
system, EDMS, to run under EMS, but have since 
changed their minds. "We threw in the towel on 
a proprietary product," says Olson. The company 
concluded it made more sense to offer industry-
standard data-base management systems that 
would be supported by the data-base vendors 
than to offer a proprietary version that Elxsi 
would have to maintain. EDMS was the compa-
ny's version of Ingres from Relational Technol-
ogy Inc., and so Elxsi is replacing it with the 
real Ingres, which will run under all four Elxsi 
operating systems: EMS, its own Embos operat-
ing system, and both major versions of Unix, 
AT&T System V and Berkeley 4.2. 
And Elxsi has an agreement with Oracle 

Corp., Belmont, Calif., to adapt its Oracle data-
base management system to Elxsi's operating 
systems. "We are taking the same standards 
approach with data bases as with operating sys-
tems," says Olson. -Tom Manuel 

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH 

UPDATE: GaAs LSI FROM 
VITESSE IS ON TRACK 

BIT-SUCE 
KICK OFF ERA 
OF COMMERCIAL 

---.-frà'leieZ:ZrtrE GaAs LS4 
, etwo 
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A
year ago, Vitesse 
Semiconductor Corp. 
set out to usher in the 
era of large-scale-inte-

grated gallium arsenide chips 
with GaAs versions of Advanced 
Micro Devices Inc.'s 2900 series 
bit-slice parts [Electronics, Sept. 
18, 1986, p. 61]. It has succeeded 
admirably. The three VE29G00 
parts and Vitesse's 1-K-by-4-bit 
static random-access memory all 
came out on schedule. 
And now the Camarillo, Calif., 

company is introducing a second 
generation of GaAs LS! parts, 1,500- and 4,500-gate 
arrays and a new 3ns 1-1( static random-access 
memory (see p. 48). It has also reduced the prices 
of the VE29G00 family. The 29G00 bit-slice family 
members are functionally compatible with their 
AMD equivalents, but the Vitesse parts are two to 
four times faster than the AMD ECL parts. 
Now that Vitesse is able to make the only 

commercial enhancement/depletion-mode GaAs 
parts—a mode with much lower power dissipa-
tion than the depletion mode—and can produce 
them in volume, it has moved the bit-slice parts 
into distributon. The first distributor chosen by 
Vitesse is Zeus Components of Port Chester, 
N. Y., a distributor that specializes in the mili-
tary market. Vitesse soon will be expanding its 
distribution to other U. S. distributors with more 
commercial focus and to distributors in Japan 
and Western Europe, says Pat Hoffpauir, execu-
tive vice president. 
While Vitesse says it is fully capable now of 

cranking out the LSI parts in volume, it is just 
ramping up production because its bit-slice cus-
tomers are still finishing their product develop-
ment. But the company is ready to run up to 
5,000 wafers a month and expects volume deliv-
eries to begin very soon. In addition, Vitesse 
anticipates receiving some high-volume orders 
for the SRAM chip. 

Vitesse has had more than six months to re-
fine the manufacturing process and increase 
yields on the new series. The expected yields of 
more than 30% on the bit-slice parts and well 
above 40% on the RAM have materialized, and 
volume prices have plunged substantially below 
the $100 barrier the company hoped to reach by 
the end of 1987. - Tom Manuel 
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More Functions. Smaller Budget. 
Beckman Industrial Circuitmatetm' DMMs 

put hFE, Logic, Capacitance, Frequency and 
True RMS In Your Hand. For Less. 

Get more, for less. It's a simple defi-
nition of value. For DMMs, value means 
finding the combination of capabilities that 
meets your needs at the right price Without 
losing sight of accuracy and reliability 
If you want more functions at a low price, 
Beckman Industrial's Circuitmate Digital 
Multimeters are the best value around. 

From the pocket-sized DM2OL to the 
DM850, with true RMS capability and accu-
racy to 0.05% ± 1 digit, Circuitmate DMMs 
give you the functions you need. 

For instance, the DM2OL puts both a 
Logic Probe, a transistor gain function (hFE), 
and a full range of DMM functions in the 
palm of your hand. For only $79.95. 

Then there's the DM25L. Where else 
does $99.95 buy you a Logic Probe, capaci-
tance measurement, transistor gain function 
(hFE), and 24 DMM ranges including resist-
ance to 2000 megohms? Nowhere else. 

When high accuracy counts, there's the 
DM800 with a 4 1/2 digit display. The DM800 

lam/meow 

DM2OL Pocket-Size 
w/Logic $79.95*  
TTL Logic Probe: 20MHz 

Hi/lo/off indications 
Detects 25nS pulse 
widths 

hFE (NPN or PNP): 
1 range (1000) 

DMM: Input Impedance-
10 Megohms 
DCA/ACA-5 ranges 
(200µA to 2A)  

Ohms-8 ranges (200 ohms 
to 2000 Megohms)  

Continuity beeper 

also gives you frequency counting A full-
function DMM, and more, doesn't have to 
cost over $195.00. If it's a Circuitmate 
DM800. 

Or, for a few dollars more, get true RMS 
(AC coupled) to let you accurately measure 
non-sinusoidal AC waveforms, and all the 
capability of the DM800, in the DM850. 

Of course, there's a whole range of 
Circuitmate DMMs and service test instru-
ments, including the DM7S autoranger that 

DM25L 
Capacitance, Logic, 
ha $99.95*  
TTL Logic Probe: 20MHz 

Hi/lo/off indications 
Detects 25nS pulse 
widths  

Capacitance: 5 ranges 
(2nF to 20µF)  

hFE (NPN or PNP): 
1 range (1000)  

Continuity beeper  

Built-in bail  

Anti-skid pads 

DM850 
True RMS  
41/2 digits. DCV accuracy 
is .05% +3 digits  

True RMS  

Frequency counter to 
200KHz  

Data Hold display 
capability  

Continuity beeper  
Built-in bail 

Anti-skid pads 

Price: DM850 (True 
RMS) $219.95' 
DM800 (Average) 
 $195.00* 

fits in a shirt pocket, yet gives you a full size 
3 1/2 digit, 3/8" readout Not to mention a 
complete line of accessories like test leads, 
current clamps, even probes that can extend 
your DMMs range and sensitivity All 
designed to work flawlessly with your 
Beckman Industrial Circuitmate DMM. 

See your Beckman Industrial distribu-
tor and discover more DMM performance. 
For less. 

'Suggested list price (SUS) with battery, test leads and manual. 

nice 
trurno!..,, 

On( 

Her krn=br: Iree gmerir 
Beckman Industrial Corporation, Instrumentation Products Division 
A Subsidiary of Emerson Electric Company 
3883 Ruffin Road, San Diego, CA 92123.1898 
(619)495-3200 • FAX, (619) 268-0172 • TLX 249031 

CD 1987 Beckman Industrial Corporation 
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28 Miser à 
AT&T introduces 
the answer to multiusers' 
thirst for speed. 



The first 32-bit 
Microprocessor with 
a 20 to 30 MHz 
systems capability 

It's the no-wait-state of the 
art in multiuser, 
multitasking performance— 
AT&T's third generation chip 
set—the WE® 32200 
Microprocessor and 
peripherals. 
A reflection of AT&T's 

AT&T's newest system design offers a cache memory that runs at 20 to 30 MHz 

commitment to the 
microprocessor 
marketplace, this is the first 
chip set to offer true 
systems-level solutions for 
board designs in the 20 to 
30 MHz range. A powerful 
combination of a 32-bit 
CPU, peripherals, 
UNIX® Operating System, 
1.0 micron full CMOS 
technology and an 
application software range 
that just won't quit. 

The ultimate engine. 
Developed by AT&T, the 
WE 32200 CPU doubles the 
throughput of the AT&T 
WE 32100 Microprocessor 
and is upwardly compatible. 
Performing at 6 to 8 MIPS, it 
has 32 32-bit registers, 
256-byte instruction cache, 
and includes operating 
system and high-level 
language support. 

But with a system so 
advanced, the heart is only 
the start of it. 

AT&T's WE 32201 Memory 
Management Unit (MMU) 
incorporates an 
unprecedented 4 Kbyte on-
chip data cache, supports 
zero-wait-state virtual 
accesses at up to 30 MHz, 
and greatly reduces CPU 
overhead. This MMU has a 
variety of protection 
mechanisms to maintain 

system integrity It is a 
400,000-transistor 
testimonial to AT&T's 
technological leadership. 

AT&T's WE 32206 Math 
Acceleration Unit (MAU) is 
today's fastest floating-point 
co-processor that meets the 
IEEE 754 standard. It 
performs at 3.5 MWhets/sec. 
Add to this a 32-bit DRAM 

Controller that supports 
1 MEG DRAMs and a DMA 
Controller with a 
super-high transfer rate: 
14 Mbytes/sec. memory to 
memory at 18 MHz. 

The final thirst quencher. 
Upwardly compatible with 
the WE 32100 CPU, the 
WE 32200 Microprocessor 
chip set runs over 1,500 
application programs, with 
more on the way. And AT&T 
offers all software 
development tools— 

including UNIX Operating 
System with optimized 
compilers for C, Fortran, 
Pascal, BASIC, and Cobol. 

For more on how AT&T's 
WE 32200 Microprocessor 
chip set can help you bring 
top-line computer solutions 
to the multiuser/ 
multitasking marketplace, 
call 1 800 372-CHIP 

In Canada, call (collect) 
215 266-2975 or 2977. 

In Europe, call AT&T 
Microelectronics in Munich, 
Germany at 089/95970. 
Or write to AT&T, Dept. LT, 

555 Union Blvd., Allentown, 
PA 18103. C1987 MT 

AT&T 
The right choice. 
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Harris guarantees ASICs 
to specs after irradiation! 

(There we put it in writing!) 

We're hard-liners about reliability in rad-hard ASICs. 
Hey...it happens to the best of 
'em...your rad -hard ASIC 
design's first pass requires first 
aid! 

For better results, avoid rigid design systems 
that lock you into the wrong solution and keep 
you there. Come to Harris: nobody offers you 
more front-end flexibility. 
• Advanced rad- hard library... Primitives, 
7400 and 4000 equivalents, 80086 
peripherals — cells and macros you can 
intermix to enhance design 
• Broad workstation support...Simulations 
include both pre- and post-radiation perfor-
mance models. Our UNIX-based software 
and library are supported on Daisy'', 
Mentor', and SDArm design stations 

Trademarks: 
Daisy: Daisy Systems Corp. 
Mentor: Mentor Graphics 
SDA: SDA Systems Inc. 

v1987, Harris Corporation 

with Silicon Compilers due soon 
• Guaranteed parametrics... Harris can 
guarantee your ASICs to specs after irradia-
tion exceeding 1 megarad 
• Packaging options...Select from ceramic 
DIPs, chip carriers and pin grid arrays; 
screenings to Class S standards 
• More on the horizon...Soon, JEDEC func-
tions and scan-path testability will further 
enhance your design flexibility 
So what does it all mean? More ASIC design 

options. Less design risk. For a faster time to 
market, it's time to call Harris Custom 
Integrated Circuits Division. In U.S. phone 

1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1910, or 
\ (305) 729-5757. In Canada: 

1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1910. 

IN RAD-HARD/HI-REL, 
THE NAME IS 

Harris Semiconductor: Analog - CMOS Digital 
Gallium Arsenide - Semicustom - Custom 

nn HAnnus 1.11.1 

Now that's a solid 
guarantee.." 

"Harris doesn't offer 
anything less." 
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SEPTEMBER 17 1987 

MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER 
BY FALL, THE LOW BIDDER MAY NOT ALWAYS WIN THE CONTRACT AT DESC 

L" prices alone won't get you a supply contract anymore with the De-
fense Electronics Supply Center in Dayton, Ohio. Seeking to reward reli-

ability—and to assure quality deliveries—DESC has notified suppliers that it 
will begin certifying "quality vendors" this fall. Suppliers who have steered 
clear of "major quality problems" in 99.5% of their deliveries will now be 
eligible to win competitive contracts even if their bids come in as much as 
20% higher than the lowest competitive bid, says Eleanor Holland, a DESC 
procurement analyst. Among such quality problems, DESC listed recurring 
field failure, improper packaging of electrostatic- or electromagnetic-sensitive 
components, and unauthorized substitutions. More than 40 companies have 
already applied for favored-vendor status, and Holland expects several of 
those to gain approval by 1988. D 

DEC FIGHTS AIR FORCE OVER 'ILLEGAL SPECS' IN COMPUTER INTERFACE RFP 

The General Services Board of Contract Appeals will hear testimony this 
week from the Air Force and Digital Equipment Corp., which charged in 

August that the Air Force included "illegal specifications" in its request for 
proposals for the Standard Multiuser Small Computer Requirements contract. 
In August, an administrative law judge within the GSA suspended action on 
the program pending a hearing before the Board of Contract Appeals in 
August, setting the stage for the mid-September showdown. DEC says the Air 
Force solicitation unduly restricts competition by requiring that the chosen 
system conform to AT&T Co.'s proprietary System V Interface Definition. 
Ultimately, the RFP requires that the chosen system be adapted to conform to 
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers' portable operating-system 
interface, a pending standard. DEC says t supports the future IEEE standard, 
and that the imposition of an interim specification is an undue hardship. D 

NASA SEEMS LIKELY TO WIN FUNDING FOR SPACE STATION ... 

The National Aeronautics & Space Administration should win its battle to 
fund the space station project in the 1988 budget, even though Sen. 

William Proxmire (D-Wis.) is still trying to rally support for his plan to kill the 
program. The senator has opposed the space shuttle and other high-profile 
space programs in the past without result, and an aide to the HUD-Indepen-
dent Agencies Subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee, which 
Proxmire chairs, concedes this fight is likely to be another losing effort because 
the space station enjoys bipartisan support. Proxmire maintains that the $767 
million earmarked for the space station in the 1988 budget would go a long 
way toward cutting the federal deficit while leaving money for other space-
science projects. He calls the space station "ill-conceived" and says it "has no 
mission." NASA calls the space station "essential." D 

... BUT PROXMIRE PUSHES FOR A PRIVATELY FUNDED ALTERNATIVE 

Sen. William Proxmire is pushing for a privately funded alternative to the 
espace station—the Industrial Space Facility—as a replacement for the 
long-term expense of NASA's project. A team made up of Boeing, Lockheed, 
Westinghouse, and Houston's Space Industries is developing the "man-tend-
ed" research platform, and could deploy it with a single space shuttle mission 
as early as 1990—five to seven years before NASA's space station is opera-
ble. The consortium will pay for construction and launch, and it plans to lease 
the facility for research—but like NASA, it sees its program as an adjunct to 
the space station. Comparing the two. says a NASA spokesman, "is like 
comparing a rowboat to the Queen Mary." D 
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER 
WINNERS OUTNUMBER LOSERS AFTER ISRAEL CANCELS THE LAVI 

Mahe Israeli government's decision to scrap the Lavi fighter plane project 
i was welcomed by the U. S. government, but not by the several U. S. firms 

involved in the project. These include Lear Siegler, which developed the flight-
control system; Pratt & Whitney, which would have supplied the engine; and 
Grumman, which would have built the Lavi's wings and tail. Another U. S. 
firm, General Dynamics, did score on the deal: it will sell Israel 75 F-16s in 
place of the Lavi jets. While Israel Aircraft Industries will have to lay off several 
thousand workers as a result, other Israeli firms will benefit: Tadiran, Elbit 
Computers, Elisra, and the Rafael Arms Development Authority should end up 
with increased orders or new contracts for alternative projects. D 

GAO SLAMS AIR FORCE PLAN FOR INTERIM AMRAAM MISSILE 

Mahe Air Force's plan to deploy an interim design of its troubled Advanced 
T Air-to-Air Missile takes unnecessary risks, charges the 
U. S. General Accounting Office. The interim design does not include software 
to protect the AMRAAM from electronic countermeasures that could steer the 
missile off course. Deploying the interim software program, called Tape 3A, in 
place of the full-production system, Tape 4, will allow the Air Force to maintain 
its scheduled 1989 initial deployment. But the GAO warns that using an 
"unstable design increases production risk." That instability is reflected in 
changes that continue to be made or planned in the Tape 3A version—the 
extent of which "will not be known until additional tests are completed," the 
report says. "Beginning production before the design has stabilized increased 
the risk that production schedules will be disrupted, the system will not 
perform satisfactorily, and retrofit programs will be required." Tape 4 is 
getting closer—the first prototype is due in October—but it will be May 1989 
before the government has fully tested that system. D 

NINE FIRMS FORM UK CONSORTIUM TO PARTICIPATE IN NATO FRIGATE PROGRAM 

Nine British electronics, aerospace, and shipbuilding companies are form-
ing the Supermarine Consortium Ltd. to represent British interests in the 

eight-nation NFR-90 project to design a new frigate for NATO. The program is 
unique in that the work is being split up among nine NATO nations, with each 
country putting together its own contracting team to handle its share of the 
project. SCL will become the UK shareholder in the International Joint Venture 
Company, which will handle the project-definition phase of the frigate pro-
gram. The U. S. shareholder is Westinghouse. The ship is not scheduled to go 
into service until the turn of the century, but the three-year first phase of the 
program will begin after the Oct. 21 signing of a memorandum of understand-
ing between the nations involved: Canada, France, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Spain, the UK, West Germany, and the U. S. The nine equal partners in the 
British consortium are British Aerospace, Ferranti, Plessey, Racal Electronics, 
Rolls-Royce, Thorn EMI Electronics, VSEL, Vosper Thornycroft, and Yarrow 
Shipbuilders. D 

ROCKWELL, GEC AVIONICS JOIN IN BID FOR NATO NAVIGATION SYSTEM 

The Guidance Systems Division of GEC Avionics Ltd. of the UK is teaming 
with Rockwell International Inc. 's Autonetics Systems Division to develop a 

navigation system based on ring laser gyro technology for NATO. The two 
hope to win a contract for NATO's Ships Intertial Navigation System with their 
design, which is based on Rockwell's G16B precision laser gyro and a single 
3-axis electromagnetic accelerometer. A control and display unit from GEC 
completes the system. El 
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curve from a core in the PSpice transformer libriiry 

PSpice 
The Standard for Analog Circuit Simulation 
Since its introduction just over three 
years ago, MicroSim's PSpice has sold 
more copies than all other SPICE-type 
simulators combined. Why do so many 
engineers choose PSpice? Perhaps because 
every copy of PSpice includes these features: 

• Standard, non-encrypted, parts librar-
ies for diodes, bipolar transistors, power 
MOSFET's, opamps, voltage compara-
tors, and transformer cores. 

• GaAs MESFET devices. 
• Non-linear transformer devices model-

ing saturation, hysteresis, and eddy 
current losses. 

• Ideal switches for use with, for ex-
ample, power supply and switched 
capacitor circuit designs. 

Or perhaps because of these innovative options 
available for PSpice: 

• Monte Carlo analysis to calculate the 
effect of parameter tolerances on circuit 
performance. 

• The Probe "software oscilloscope", al-
lowing interactive viewing of simula-
tion results. The photographs above are 
Probe displays. 

• The Parts parameter extraction pro-
gram, allowing you to extract a device's 
model parameters from data sheet 
information. 

• The Digital Files interface, allowing you 
to transfer data from your logic simu-
lator to (or from) PSpice. The interface 
performs the necessary D to A or A to D 
conversions. 

Or perhaps because PSpice is available on these 
computers: 

• The IBM PC family, including the new 
PS/2 and the COMPAQ 386. 

• The Sun 3 workstation. 
• The VAX/VMS family, including the 
Micro VAX II. 

Or perhaps it is our extensive product 
support. Our technical staff has over 50 
years of experience in CAD/CAE and our 
software is supported by the engineers 
who wrote it. With PSpice, expert assis-
tance is only a phone call away. 

If for any of these reasons PSpice inter-
ests you, please call or write today for a 
free demo copy of PSpice. Find out for 
yourself why PSpice is the standard in 
analog circuit simulation. 

MicroSini Corporation 
23175 LaCadena Drive 
Laguna Hills, CA 92653 (714) 770-3022 
(800) 826-8603 • Telex 265154 SPICE UR 

PSpice is a registered trademark of MicroSirn Corporation 
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TOSHIBA. THE POWER 

AREA SALES OFFICES: CENTRAL AREA, Toshiba America. Inc., (312) 945-1500; EASTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (617) 272-4352. NORTHWESTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (408) 244-4070; SOUTHWESTERN 
REGION, Toshiba America, Inc., (714) 752-0373; SOUTH CENTRAL REGION, Toshiba America. Inc., (214) 480-0470; SOUTHEASTERN REGION, Toshiba America, Inc.. (404) 368-0203; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE, POUGH-
KEEPSIE, NEW YORK, Toshiba America. Inc., (914) 462-5710; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE, BOCA RATON, FLORIDA, Toshiba America, Inc.. (305)394-3004. REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES: ALABAMA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc.. 
(205) 830-0498; ARIZONA, Summit Sales. (602) 998-4850; ARKANSAS, MIL-REP Associates, (512) 346-6331; CALIFORNIA (Northern) Elrepco. Inc., (415) 962-0660; CALIFORNIA (L.A. & Orange County) Bager Electronics, 
Inc., (818) 712-0011, (714) 957-3367. (San Diego County) Eagle Technical Sales. (619) 743-6550; COLORADO, Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc., (303) 426-0890; CONNECTICUT. Datcom, Inc., (203) 288-7005: 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, ArboTek (301) 825-0775; FLORIDA, Sales Engineering Concepts, (305) 426-4601, (305) 682-4800; GEORGIA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (404) 447-6124; IDAHO, Components West, 
(509) 922-2412; ILLINOIS, Carlson Electronic Sales. (312) 956-8240, R.W. Kunz, (314) 966-4977; INDIANA, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317) 842-3245; IOWA, C.H. Horn, (319) 393-8703: KANSAS, D.L.E. Electronics, 
(316) 744-1229; KENTUCKY, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317) 842-3245; LOUISIANA, MIL-REP Associates. (713)444-2557; MAINE, Datcom, Inc., (617)891-4600; MARYLAND, ArboTek, (301) 825-0775; MASSACHUSETTS, 
Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600: MICHIGAN, Action Components Sales. (313)349-3940: MINNESOTA, Electric Component Sales, (612)933-2594; MISSISSIPPI, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (205) 830-0498; MISSOURI, OLE. 



IN MOS Ks. 
For years Toshiba has been the power 

in mos ICs. Leaders in static RAMs, 1MB 
DRAMs, ROMs, and gate arrays. The world's 
largest producer of cmos! A volume pro-
ducer of logic, MPU, and custom products. 
So now who has the experience, the tech-
nology and the production capacity to lead 
the way? The people with the power, the 
#1 cmos manufacturer in the world. Toshiba. 

TOSHIBA IS 
MEMORY POWER 

1MB Dynamic RAMs  11101 We're the world leader in 
volume production of 1MB 

111H+ 
, I _ DRAMs! First to market to 
' support your needs! If you are 

thinking powerful memory, talk with us. 

Static RAMs in NMOS and cmos  
We make a really fast 2K x 8 static RAM — 

25 ns. And we were first to introduce the 
8K x 8 CMOS static RAM. Today we lead the 
industry in byte wide memory products 
with the 32K x 8 (256K) CMOS static RAM 
available in volume. 

ROMs in NMOS and cmos 
In cmos mask ROMs, we are producing 

1MB, 2MB and 4MB devices in volume. 

EPROMs in NMOS and cmos  
Toshiba was first in the world to intro-

duce the 256K CMOS EPROM. And we can 
meet all your needs today with the high 
density 512K and 1MB EPROM, that can 
accommodate an entire utility program. 

OTPs 
Toshiba has the broadest line of OTPs 

in the industry — 64K, 128K, 256K and 512K 
in DIP or Surface Mount Packaging. Avail-
able in volume! 

LDS is a trademark of LS! Logic Corporation. 

TOSHIBA IS 
MPU POWER 

Toshiba is a world leader 
in shipments of 8-Bit Single 

Chip Microcontrollers and 8-Bit Micro-
processors. We also offer Peripherals, 
Speech Products and the powerful new 
Application Specific Standard Products 
(AssPs) — Microprocessors and Peripherals 
integrated into a single Monolithic Silicon 
Die. In fact, Toshiba has one of the world's 
most comprehensive lines of CMOS MPUs. 

TOSHIBA IS 
LOGIC POWER 

Toshiba has been making 
cmos logic for over 15 years. 

Toshiba introduced the first high-speed 
cmos logic series, and today we are #2 
worldwide in cmos logic production. 
Our new 74AC series has typical prop 

delay times of 3ns and maximum clock 
frequencies of 150 megahertz. That's 33% 
faster than the original 74HC series. Toshiba 
cmos logic meets applicable JEDEC specs. 

TOSHIBA IS 
ASIC POWER 

Toshiba has ample design 
capability at its design centers, 
so with our experience, LDS' 

software applications staff, you can develop 
your own advanced 50,000 gate, 0.7ns 
gate arrays and standard cells. Plus new 
1.5µ, hard megacell custom chips, which 
we have been producing for four years now. 
More importantly, we have the volume 

production capability to meet your needs. 
Toshiba. The power in design, development 
and production. In memories, MPUs, logic, 
custom and semicustom. If you're working 
in mos, meet the people with the power. 

TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC. 

Electronics. (316) 744-1229: MONTANA, Comarnents West. (206) 885-5880: NEVADA, Elrepco, Inc., (415) 962-0660: NEBRASKA, OLE. Electronics, (316) 744-1229; NEW ENGLAND, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; NEW 
HAMPSHIRE, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600, NEW JERSEY, Nexus-Technology. (201) 947-0151; NEW MEXICO, Summit Sales, (602) 998-4850; NEW YORK, Nexus Technology. (201) 947-0151; Pi-tronics, (315) 455-7346; 
NORTH CAROLINA/SOUTH CAROLINA, Montgomery Marketing. Inc.. (919)467-6319; NORTH DAKOTA/SOUTH DAKOTA, Electric Component Sales, (612)933-2594; OHIO, Steffen 8 Associates, (216)461-8333: (419) 884-2313, 
(513)293-3145: OKLAHOMA, MIL-REP Associates. (214) 644-6731; OREGON, Components West, (503)684-1671; PENNSYLVANIA, Nexus Technology, (215)675-9600, Steffen 8 Associates. (412) 276-7366; RHODE ISLAND, 
Datcom, Inc.. (617) 891-4600: TENNESSEE, Mrintgomery Marketing, Inc., (205) 830-0498, TEXAS, MIL-REP Associates, (512) 346-6331, (713) 444-2557, (214) 644-6731; UTAH, Strube Associates Mountain States. Inc., 
(801) 263-2640; VERMONT, Datcom. Inc.. (617) 891-4600; VIRGINIA, ArboTek, (301) 825-0775; WEST VIRGINIA, Steffen & Associates, (419) 884-2313; WASHINGTON, Components West. (206) 885-5880, (509) 922-2412; 
WISCONSIN, Carlson Electronics, (414) 476-a790. Electric Component Sales, (612) 933-2594. WYOMING,Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc., (303) 426-0890: CANADA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, Components West, 
(206) 885-5880, ONTARIO, Electro Source, 1m., (416) 675-4490, (613) 726-1452. 

4-) 1987 Toshiba America, Inc. 
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Convert to 
NEC technology 
before time runs out. 

NEC introduces 
a new generation of 
A/D-D/A converters. 

Digital and analog are two different worlds 
—as far apart as the desert and the arctic. 
Now a new generation of A/D-D/A convert-
ers brings them together instantly. 
The results are exciting new markets in 
video signal processing. And the time to 
seize these opportunities is now. 

NEC's advanced monolithic A/D-D/A 
converters feature high sampling rates 
especially designed for high-speed appli-
cations such as digital TV, image processing 
and video systems. Using a high-speed 
CMOS technology, the PD6900 series 
achieves conversion rates of 20 to SO mega-
samples per second. 

Other advantages of NEC converters 
include: 6- or 8-bit resolution; linearity 
above ± 0.5 LSB; TTL-compatible digital 
input/output; and a single SV power supply. 
A high output current (10mA max.) facilitates 
impedance matching for D/A converters. 
And you can synchronize our converters 
with external clocks. 

If you want to move ahead in the fast-
paced world of digital TV and video signal 
processing, convert to A/D-D/A converters 
from NEC. Before time runs out. 
For further inhumation, please contact: 

3 USA Te1:1-800-632-3531. In California: 1-800-632-3532. 
TWX: 910-379-6985. 

3 Europe W. Germany Tel:0211-650302. Telex:8589960 NE D. 

The Netherlands Tel:040-445-845. Telex:51923 NEC B NL. 

Sweden Tel:08-732-8200. Telex:13839 NECSCAN S. 

France Te1:1-3946-9617. Telex:699499 NEC EF. 

Italy Tel:02-6709108. Telex:315355 NECEIT I. 

UK Tel:0908-691133. Telex:826»1 NECUB G. 

3 Asia Bong Bong Te1:3-755-9008. Telex:54561 BKNEC EX. 

Taiwan Tel:02-522-4192. Telex:22372 HICNEC TP. 

Singapore Tel:4813181. Telex:39726 NECES RS. 

3 Oceania Australia Trd:03-267-6355. Telex:AA38343 NECBCD. 

NEC 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

L'S SIMULATOR BOARD 
SAVES TIME IN DESIGNING-IN ISDN 
THE $1,500 PRODUCT WILL HELP DESIGNERS ANALYZE ITS ISDN CHIP SET 
If a computer hardware de-
signer is unfamiliar with the 

complexities of the emerging 
Integrated Services Digital 
Network, it can take him up to 
a year to learn enough to de-
sign ISDN into his new prod-
ucts. Now Mitel Corp. has 
come up with its Express Card 
evaluation board and associat-
ed software to get around this 
problem. 
The promise of ISDN—to de-

liver high-speed integrated 
voice, data, and video services 
to the user's desktop—also 
means that equipment design-
ers must expand their exper-
tise beyond data communica-
tions and into telecommunica-
tions technology. The Express 
Card eases the pain of coping with com-
plex protocols, multiple channels, and 
new bus architectures by providing pre-
configured interfaces, evaluation soft-
ware, and drivers for each component. 
NEW DIRECTION. "After we pounded out 
our ISDN family of integrated circuits 
over the past year, we realized that our 
customers were having trouble assimi-
lating them," says Al Hawtin, assistant 
vice president for component marketing 
at Mitel's Semiconductor Division in 
Kanata, Ontario, Canada. "Our aim with 
the Express Card is to provide a devel-
opment environment that includes all 
the components on a single board so the 
designer could access each component 
and analyze it." 
The Express Card comes with 12 Mi-

tel ICs that can be configured in a vari-
ety of ways to simulate an ISDN sys-
tem. The chips include the MH89760 for 
implementing the Ti interface for 1.544-
Mbit/s primary-rate service in the U. S. 
and the MH89780 for implementing the 
interface for the 2.048-Mbit/s primary-
rate service that is the European 
standard. 
For 192-Kbit/s basic-rate service, the 

card has an MT8972 chip for the U inter-
face—the point where the 192-Kbitis 
channe] is divided into two 64-Kbit/s 
data channels and a 16-Kbit/s signaling 
channe]. It also has the MT8930 S-inter-

ISDN EXPRESS CARD MT6994 ,9S DIGI'AL 2140ME DISPLAY 
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EASY READ. Atypical screen displays the bit stream on each channel 
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face chip linking the subscriber's on-pre-
mises distribution lines to specific de-
vices such as digital telephones, work 
stations, and telemetry devices. Also on 
the board are eight special-purpose 
chips, among them the MT8952 High-
Level Data Link Controller, which for-
mats data consistent with the CCITT's 
X.25 packet-switching protocol; the 
MT8980 Digital Crosspoint Switch; and 
digital-phone chips conforming to both 
U. S. (MT8994) and European (MT8995) 
specifications. 

"It would typically take four months 
for a customer to pull together the en-
tire process of wire-wrapping the board, 
debugging, and getting the interface to 
work," says Hawtin. With the Express 
Card plugged into an IBM Corp. Person-
al Computer or compatible, designers 
bypass that stage and begin familiariz-
ing themselves with the chips the first 
day. 

Mitel saved additional months by writ-
ing the software drivers for each com-
ponent. "A customer can save six 
months of his time-to-market for a rela-
-tively simple device like a digital phone, 
and sometimes as much as a year for 
more complex equipment," says Hawtin. 
With telecommunications technology 

already well entrenched, conversion to 
ISDN will result in billion-dollar markets 
for digital products. Market research 

consultant Ovum Inc., Prince-
ton, N. J., predicts the com-
bined U. S. and European mar-
ket for ISDN products will 
grow to $11.3 billion by 1991. 
Expenditures for private 
branch exchanges alone will 
total some $6.7 million. Digital 
feature phones will grow to a 
$1.6 billion market by 1991, 
and integrated voice and data 
work stations will be a $700 
million market. 
Although other IC vendors 

have evaluation and develop-
ment boards for their prod-
ucts, none packs so many chips 
for evaluation—because few 
chip makers offer as extensive 
a family as Mitel. Mitel manu-
factures telecommunications 

equipment as well as ICs, and its mar-
ket strategy is to "put our chips in ev-
ery one of the interfaces," says Hawtin. 
The development software accompa-

nying the Express Card gives users di-
rect access to register-level activity in 
every board component. By calling up a 
separate menu screen for each IC, users 
can select the device of interest and 
change the control, status, and activity 
registers. By pressing the cursor keys, 
they can step through the valid states 
of each device. A simple ISDN system 
can be configured by using a channel-
selection menu at the top of the screen 
to connect the digital phone chip, for 
example, to the S interface, or to con-
struct a U interface at the termination 
of a Ti line. A help screen can be called 
up to explain the options available if the 
designer hits an impasse. 
BOARD LAYOUT. By exercising the chips, 
users familiarize themselves with the in-
terface and with the architecture of Mi-
tel's ST-bus link between chips. Another 
major advantage, says Hawtin, is that 
the ISDN interfaces have already been 
physically configured on the Express 
Card. "Interface chips tend to be very 
layout-sensitive because of the high bit 
rates, and high voltage in the case of a 
Ti line," he says. Mitel has already 
solved problems arising from clock 
noise. "We expect people to lift the 
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board layouts right off the Express 
Card because they know it works to 
their satisfaction," says Hawtin. 

Similarly, transformers—particularly 
in Ti applications—are surprisingly 
challenging to specify. Ordering them 
requires an 8-to-12-week lead time. "So 
we provide the customer with the trans-
former specifications through the Ex-
press Card," says Hawtin. 

Express Card software runs on an IBM 
PC or compatible running under Micro-
soft Corp.'s MS-DOS 2.0 or higher operat-
ing system. Software written in C is avail-
able now supporting the Ti and S inter-
faces and digital phone chips. Software 
for the remaining chips will be released 
over the next four months. Customers 
who purchase the Express Card package 
will automatically receive software up-
grades as they become available. 
PROTOTYPES. Designers prototyping 
equipment can use software drivers 
written by Mitel for the devices on the 
board and write applications software 
using the PC. As the prototyping ad-
vances, the PC's narrow data bandwidth 
becomes a limiting factor. To solve that 
problem, Mitel has provided two 2,048-
Mbit/s connectors on the board that al-
low the application to be moved to a 
faster processor. This technology trans-
fer involves rewriting the software de-
veloped in the MS-DOS Intel 8088 envi-
ronment to support the prototype envi-
ronment, but that was not considered a 
serious problem by Mitel's alpha-site 
customers, says Hawtin, because it is 
the sort of thing they have done before. 
The Express Card with software and 

a designer's manual is available now for 
$1,500 each in U. S. dollars. 

-Jack Shandle 
Mitel Corp., 360 Legget Dr., P. O. Box 

13320, Kanata, Ontario, Canada K2K 1X5. 
Phone (613) 592-2122 [Circle 440] 

LAN PUTS ETHERNET 
ON TWISTED PAIRS 
SynOptics Communications Corp.'s Lat-
tisNet local-area network eliminates the 
costs of installing shielded cable to im-
plement a 10-Mbit/s Ethernet system by 
operating over the unshielded twisted-
pair wiring for normal on-premises tele-
phone service. 

Capable of supplying reliable service 
for distances up to 330 ft. over two 
pairs of wire compatible with AT&T's 
Premises Distribution System stan-
dards, LattisNet consists of a Model 405 
host module that handles compatibility 
with the Ethernet specifications and the 
Model 505 transceiver. 
The LAN's transmission distance can 

be extended 2 km by using fiber-optic 
cabling and the Model 1010 concentrator 
as a link to twisted-pair distribution 
points within the building. 

Pricing varies with system configura-
tion but averages about $500 per node. 
The products are available now. 
Synoptics Communications Inc., 329 Ben-
ardo Ave., Mountain View, Calif. 94043. 
Phone (415) 960-1100 [Circle 445] 

that has already been registered with 
the Federal Communications Commis-
sion. 
Capable of 1,200- and 300-baud opera-

tion according to both Bell 212A/103 
and CCITT V.22/V.21 specifications, the 
XE1212 interfaces directly with micro-
processor-based systems by emulating 
the transceiver implemented in IBM 
Corp. Personal Computers. 
The compact unit, measuring 21/4 by 1 

by V2 in., is available now and costs $96 
each in 1,000-unit purchases. 
Xecom Inc., 374 Turquoise St., Milpitas, 
Calif. 95035. 
Phone (408) 945-6640 [Circle 446] 

FCC REGISTRATION 
COMES WITH MODEM 
The XE1212 modem from Xecom Inc. 
simplifies the implementation of data 
communications by offering a user-
transferable Data Access Arrangement 

14.4-KBAUD MODEM 
BOOSTS SPEED 50% 
A board-level, 14.4-Kbit/s synchronous 
half-duplex modem from Rockwell Inter-
national Corp. offers original-equipment 
manufacturers of facsimile equipment 
50% greater data-transmission speed 
than the industry standard 9.6 Kbits/s. 
The R144HD conforms to the CCITT 

V.29 facsimile standard and can operate 
on public telephones. Specifically de-
signed for compact Group 2 and Group 
3 fax machines, it is also well suited to 
personal-computer-based facsimile sys-
tems. It operates at 12, 9.6, 7.2, and 4.8 
Kbits/s. 

Features include an on-board tone 
generator for dial-up applications, an 
adaptive equalizer to compensate for 
phone-line distortions, and a parallel mi-
croprocessor-bus interface to allow the 
host CPU to monitor and control modem 
operation. 

Available now, the R144HD costs $140 
each in 1,000-unit quantities. 
Rockwell International Corp., 4311 Jambo-
ree Rd., Newport Beach, Calif. 92658. 
Phone 714-833-4700 [Circle 448] 
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In Costa Rica, 
we run rings around illiteracy. 
Our belief in education is so strong in Costa 
Rica, we have a literacy rate of 93 percent—the 
highest in Latin America. That's why our work-
force is without equal in the Caribbean 

It's also part of the reason why Costa Rica 
is the unequalled offshore location for U.S. 
manufacturers. 

Our workers are well-educated, thanks to 
mandatory education to age 15 and numerous 
vocational and technical schools. There's even 
a Harvard Business School affiliate among our 
six universities. And they're willing, too, with 
the longest regular work week-48 hours—in 
the area. All of which means a manufacturer 
gets a high return on his labor investment. 

And he gets it in the safest, most stable 
country in the Caribbean—a country that's 

had regularly scheduled, free and fair elections 
every four years for nearly four decades. 

And all those willing workers work in an 
established, affordable infrastructure featuring 
abundant energy, transportation and tele-
communications; with companies receiving 
generous incentives and tax holidays, including 
tax-free export earnings; and under a govern-
ment that insists private industry help set public 
business policy. 
When it comes to offshore manufacturing, 

Costa Rica has the ring of success. For more 
information, contact the nearest Costa Rican 
Investment Promotion Office. 

COSTA RICA 
The Right Business Climate 

Northeast: 36 Hunting Lane, Suite Stamford, CT 06902 (203) 968-1448. CI Midwest: 221 N. LaSalle Street Suite 1808, Chicago, IL 60601 • (312) 346-0626. 
Southeast: 235 Rmchtree Street, Suite 1617, Atlanta, GA 30303 • (404) 223-5708. El West Coast: 17910 Sky Park Circle, Suite 101, Irvine, CA 92714 • (714)250-G146. 
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COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS 

IOMEGA HIKES STORAGE 
IN ITS BERNOULLI BOXES 
A SMALLER CARTRIDGE SIZE DOUBLES CAPACITY AND PAVES 
THE WAY FOR A 40-MBYTE DOUBLE-DRIVE CONFIGURATION 

PERFORMANCE. Bernoulli Box II systems boast a continuous 6.5-Mbit/s data-transfer rate 
and a voice-coil actuator that pushes average disk-access time down to 40 ms. 

personal-computer designers can 
build up to 40 Mbytes of high-per-

formance, removable-cartridge storage 
into their next generation of products 
with Iomega Corp.'s latest family of 
Bernoulli Box drives. The smaller car-
tridge size in the Bernoulli Box II dou-
bles capacity, to 20 Mbytes, over the 
first-generation product from the Roy, 
Utah, company. And the new cartridge 
lets Iomega employ a 51/4 -in. half-height 
form factor for its drives, instead of the 
8-in, form factor used before. The com-
pany can fit two of the new drives into 
a box not much bigger than its original 
single-drive product. 
The Bernoulli Box II systems have a 

Small Computer System Interface to 
handle a continuous 6.5-Mbit/s data-

transfer rate-60% higher than most 
high-end Winchester drives. Engineering 
features such as buffered data transfer, 
a closed-loop servo mechanism, and a 
voice-coil actuator push average access 
time down to 40 ms. As in the previous 
Bernoulli Box systems, the removability 
of the data cartridges makes off-line 
storage capacity virtually unlimited. 
Four variations are offered on the 

theme. Two products are designed to be 
installed inside computers. One of the 
internal drives is the master Bernoulli 
drive, and the other is a slave drive to 
upgrade the internal subsystem. 

External-drive products come as sin-
gle-drive and dual-drive subsystems. 
The single-drive, 20-Mbyte subsystem 
targets primary mass-storage devices, 

auxiliary mass storage where large vol-
umes of off-line storage are required, 
and backup for large hard-disk drives. 
The dual-drive configurations offer 

the flexibility of using the second drive 
to double on-line storage or for backing 
up the main storage. 

In its most fundamental form, Ber-
noulli Box technology depends on the 
system's ability to control a stream of 
air that is directed over a flexible disk 
rotating over a fixed plate. The name 
comes about because the air stream be-
haves according to the Bernoulli princi-
ple of fluid flow as it passes over the 
plate. When properly controlled, the air 
stream makes the flexible magnetic disk 
behave like a rigid disk at the drive's 
operating speed, allowing the read/ 
write heads to float very close to the 
surface without touching it, thereby 
yielding high bit density along with fast 
and reliable performance. 
The new 51/4 -in. half-height drives are 

available now for all IBM Corp. Person-
al Computers and compatible machines, 
such as the product lines from Compaq 
Corp., Tandy Corp., Unisys Corp., and 
Leading Edge Hardware Products Inc. 
Iomega says that drives for additional 
PCs will be available in the future. 
The Model B220x Bernoulli Box II ex-

ternal dual-drive system carries a retail 
list price of $2,499. The single-drive 
Model B120x costs $1,599. The internal 
single drive, the Model B120i Master 
Bernoulli Drive 2, is $1,299. 
Iomega also offers upgrade kits for 

both single-drive models. The Model 
B120iu internal drive upgrade kit sells 
for $900, and the B120xu Slave Bernoulli 
Drive 2 external-drive upgrade subsys-
tem is priced at $1,200. -Tom Manuel 
'omega Corp., 1821 West 4000 South, 
Roy, Utah 84067. 
Phone (801) 778-3170 [Circle 340] 

MEMORY UNIT TRANSFERS 140 MBYTES/S 

System integrators with applications 
that demand data-transfer rates un-

attainable by high-end hard-disk drives 
can plug into 140-Mbyte/s performance 
with Zitel Corp.'s solid-state memory. 
The System 93 Plus transfers data 70 
times faster than the IBM Corp. 3380 
hard-disk drive. 
The solid-state memory can be added 

in 64-Mbyte increments to a maximum 
of 512 Mbytes in a 14-by-9-in. chassis, 
and up to 60 chassis can be daisy-
chained to provide 30 gigabytes of mass 
storage. 

Fast average access time, combined 
with the parallel data transfer from the 
memory, account for the system's high 
data-transfer rate. 
Data is read from memory as 64-bit-

wide words. The solid-state memory sys-
tem, made up of 1-Mbit dynamic ran-
dom-access memories, uses a four-way, 
on-board interleaving scheme to achieve 
a 55-ns average access time. This com-
pares with the DRAMs' average access 
time of 190 ns. 

Typical high-end solid-state-memory 
applications include high-speed radar 
processing, satellite data downlink, and 
geological surveys, in which large 
amounts of data are çollected in a brief 
time period. 

Solid-state memory can also encroach 
on the Winchester-drive market in con-
ventional applications, says James Mc-
Burney, senior marketing manager at 
the Milpitas, Calif., company. Utilization 
studies show that 50% to 75% of all 

large mainframe disk accesses are made 
to 2% of the disk drives, and using solid-
state memory instead of disk caches in 
those 2% can deliver a threefold perfor-
mance improvement, he says. This is be-
cause the average access time of a disk 
cache is degraded by requests that can-
not be fulfilled by data from the cache. 
Packaged in an 8-ft.-high rack along 

with battery back-up power supplies, 
the solid-state memory system has a 
higher storage capacity per square foot 
of floor space-500 Mbytes/ft2—than 
disk memory, which averages about 250 
Mbytes/ft2. 
The memory can be connected into a 

computer as a disk-drive emulator tied 
into the input/output port, which would 
normally contain a Winchester. It can 
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INDUSTRIAL 
PRODUCTIVITY 

EXHIBITING 
PRODUCTIVITY 

All roads lead to BIAS '87 BIAS '87 at Pavilion South 
of the Milan Trade Fair 

21st International Exhibition 

on Automation, Instrumentation and Microelectronics 

The most impressive European Exhibition in this sector, 
created for all engineers and managers whose business areas 
are confronted with the challenge of technological innovation. 

Over 2,400 exhibitors will introduce the most up-to date 
technologies and products in the following areas: 

• Automation systems and Instrumentation • Robotics, sen-
sors and detectors • Lab equipment and instruments; testing 
and production • Electronic components, subsystems 
peripherals and processing units • Micro Personal Computer 
Software and accessories • Telecommunications • CAD/ 
CAM/CAE in manufacturing automation 

BIAS '87 shall take up 50,000 sq.m and will be held in the 
8 exhibition halls available in the Southern Fair Section of 
Lacchiarella. A rational subdivision of indoor spaces by 
industrial sectors of interest will help visitors through the 
Exhibition. 

Join the American pavilion organized by the U.S. Department of Com-
merce, and make you BIAS participation easy and successful! 
The U.S. Department of Commerce will provide you with a fully fur-
nished stand and will assist you in finding local representatives. 
Call today to reserve your stand: 

Mr. Renato L. Davia 
U.S. Trade Center - Milan U.S. Department of Commerce 
Phone: 02-46.96.451549.82.241 - Telex: 330208 USIMC I 

E.I.O.M. Ente Italiano Organizzazione Mostre (The Italian Board of Exhibitions Organization) 
Exhibition Secretariat: Viale Premuda. 2 - 20129 Milan • Tel. (02) 5400.196/135/471 - Telex 352110 BIAS I 

Circle 115 on reader service card 

In Texas: (817) 483-4422 

Call Today for your FREE subscription 
to the 1987 Mouser Electronics Catalog. 

Contains 176 pages featuring over 16,000 
in-stock, quality electronic components. 

..PL US.. Mouser's proven service 
and prompt delivery. 

MOUSER 
ELECTRONICS* 

2401 Hwy 287 North 
Mansfield, Texas 76063 

Experts in safety 
For years WICKMANN has been developing and producing 
fuses to meet the highest of standards. The TR 5 subminiature 
fuse series incorporates all our expertise, gained over more 
than sixty years, into one highly advanced fuse design. 

Two versions are available: 
1.TR 5, 250V to IEC 127, part Ill with VDE and SEMKO approval 
2.TR 5, 125V to UL 198 G with UL and CSA approval available 
with radial leads, plug-in pins, or on tape for automatic 
insertion. Further technical information available on request. 

A mark 
of lefety 

_iatm-Werke GmbH 
Annenstr.113 • Postbox 2520 • D-5810 Witten 6 

Tel. 02302/6620 • Telex 8229145wwg d Fax 02302/662111 

Circle 127 on reader service card 

Circle 126 on reader service card 



NEW1141Mbook 
For Data Acquisition 

Bigger 
and Better! 
Our newly expanded Handbook of Personal Computer 
Instrumentation for Data Acquisition. Test, Measurement, 
and Control contains more than ever before. It has 
everything you've ever wanted to know, and much more. 
Almost 300 pages include: 

• A tutorial • A chapter on available software 
• An applications section • System configuration guides 
• Example programs • Technical specifications 

This $15 value is FREE for the asking. Write on your 
company's letterhead to: 

The New PCI Handbook, Burr-Brown Corp. 
P.O. Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734 

BURR- BROWN® 

COMING IN OCTOBER 

THE 1987/88 

Electronics 
Buyers' Guide 

Order your copy today for the industry's most often-used 
directory: 
• It's three directories in one easy-to-use volume.  
• Includes more than 4 000 product listingL (approx. 700 pages) 

• Contains over 5 000 company listings (approx. 400 pages) including: 

• Company ñame, address and phone number. 

• Name and title of contact for sales information. 

• Number of engineers at plant and number of employees. 

• Annual dollar sales volume. 

• Local sales offices and manufacturers representatives. 

• Local distributors. 

• Instant referral to company's advertisements. 

• Offers FREE current catalog  retrieval service )approx. 1300 catalogs) 

Price: 

$50 USA & Canada 
$75 elsewhere (surface mai 
$90 elsewhere (air mail) 

Send order with payment to lirf1r4 rte Regina Hera 

i)Electronics Buyers' Guide lei Ili 
1221 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y., N.Y. 10020 

also emulate the I/O channel 
or it can be tied directly onto 
host's central-processing-unit 

zel 

controller, 
the main 

bus. 

•••• 
.... 
.... 
...•• •••• 

NIGH END. Solid-state memory targets radar 
processing and satellite-data downlink. 

Available now, a System 93 Plus chas-
sis containing 64 Mbytes costs $61,500. 
Pricing is subject to variations in the 
cost of 1-Mbit DRAMs. 

—Jonah McLeod 
Zitel Corp., 630 Alder Dr., Milpitas, Calif. 
95035. 
Phone (408) 946-9600 [Circle 341] 

HP TAPE DRIVE BOASTS 
22,400-HR MTBF 
An autoloading 1/2-in. reel-to-reel tape 
drive from Hewlett-Packard Co. carries 
a 22,400-hour mean-time-between-failure 
rating—almost three times the industry 
average of 8,000 hours. 

Intended for data backup and soft-
ware distribution, the HP88780A uses a 
512-Kbyte data buffer to maintain 
streaming performance at an equivalent 
tape speed of 125 in./s even during 
start/stop operations. 
The drive's standard autoload feature 

automatically centers and threads stan-
dard reels ranging in size from 6 in. to 
101/2 in. in diameter with a 98% success 
rate. Loading typically takes 30 s. 
The 88780A has an average rewind 

speed of 320 in./s and a maximum re-
wind speed of 400 in./s. 

Available now, the HP88780A costs 
$10,855. 
Hewlett Packard Co., Inquiries Manager, 
1820 Embarcadero Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. 
94303. 
Phone (800) 367-4772 [Circle 346] 

1- 1 
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New and Current 
Products Presented 
by the Manufacturer 

Product Showcase 
To advertise call Carol Helton, Advertising Manager (212) 512-2143 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER —$1095 
4MBYTE VMEBUS MEMORY MODULE 

* Error Detection—On-board byte parity 
* Edge mounted LED for parity error display 
* Switch-selectable mapped CSR 
* Switch-selectable shadow or forced refresh 
* Byte, word, and long word transfers 
* Unaligned bus transfer capability 
* 130 nsec WRT and 190 nsec RD access time 
Model No. ATM-041P Advent Technology, Inc. 
2172 Dupont Dr. #15, Irvine, CA. 92715 
Telephone 714/752-7259 

ADVENT TECHNOLOGY CIRCLE 212 

Glide Through PCB Design. 
TangoPCB..cieate the toughest hoard designs 
with powerful layout software that's a snap to use. 
Function-rich Tango-PCB supports eight lams, 1 mil 
grid, OrCAD" or Schema- netlisr input, print'ploV 
photoplot output, and more. 

TangoRoute-Get impressive completion rates 
and remarkable speed with Tango-Route,a four layer, 

eleven pass autorouter. Just $495 each. 
For IBM PC/XF/ATtPS3. Compare features and you'll buy 
Tango. Or try full-function Demo Padtage, just $10. 
Order toll-free: 800433-7801. vIS/vMC.Thirty-day 
money back guarantee. CIRCLE 243 

ACCEL Technologies, 7358 TradeSt.. San Diego. CA 92111 
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PCB SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC 

smARTWORK® allows you to create double-
sided printed-circuit boards in a fraction of the 
time hand taping requi-es. It features interactive 
routing, autorouting, continual design-rule 
checking, automatic pad shaving, and text for 
all three layers. smARTWORK® is $895 and 
comes with a 30-day money-back guarantee. 
Credit cards accepted. Wintek Corp., 1801 
South St., Lafayette, IN 47904. (800) 742-6809 
or (317) 742-8428. 

WINTEK CORP. CIRCLE 260 

• Fast and easy to use. Thousands sold. 

• Software library. Risk free guarantee. 

Capital Equipment Corp. 

99 South Bedford St. 
Burlington, MA. 01803 

FREE demo disk. Call (617) 273-1818 

QUALITY PROM & LOGIC 
PROGRAMMERS FOR VIRTUALLY 
EVERY DEVICE 

• Mode 824 EE/EPROM 8i pe programmer 
• Mode 825 EE/EPROM Set programmer 
• Mode 828 Gang/Parallel orogrammer 
• Mode 860 Logic/PLO programmer 
• Mode 803 DP5 Universal programmer 
• Mode 804 programmer & simulator 
Phone toll-free for specifications. 1-800/367-8750 
(in NJ 201/493-2520). Digelec, 1602 Lawrence 
Ave., Ocean, N.,.1 07712. 

DIGELEC CIRCLE 204 

25MHz 48 CHANNEL LOGIC ANALYZER 

48 channels @ 25MHz x 4K words deep 
16 trigger words/16 level trig sequencer 
Automatic set-up & loading of symbl table 
Storage and recall of trace data to disk 
Pass counter 
Symbolic disassembly of microprocessors 
Disassemblers for: 8088, 8086, 68000, Z80 
8085, 6502, 6801, 6303 -Affordable- $1995 
NCI, 6438 Univ. Or., Huntsville, AL 35806 
(205) 837-6667 
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NCI CIRCLE 213 
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IEEE-488 PRODUCTS FOR 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

• IBM PC/XT/AT and Compatibles 
• IBM Personal System/2 
• Industry standard GPIB software for MS 
DOS and XENIX 
• Co-developer of GPIB support for Lotus 
Measure ASYST, LABTECH NOTEBOOK and 
TBASIO 

411111‘17 NATIONAL Call for 
INSTRUMENTS TM FREE Catalog 

12109 Technology Blvd. (512) 250-9119 
Austin, Texas 78727-6204 (800) 531-4742 

NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS CIRCLE 201 

Engineering Software: FILTER designs active 
filters up to order 30. Bessel, Butterworth, 
Chebyshev, Allpass; Low, High, Bandpass and 
Bandstop. Fully menu driven, FILTER designs, 
plots, and selects component values for any 
filter in seconds. LSAP analyzes linear 
systems producing Bode Nyquist, Impulse, 
Step Response and Root-Locus plots. Micro. 
CSMP simulates control and servo systems 
with full support fornon-linear behavior. Filter is 
$900, LSAP $450, Micro-CSMP $900 for IBM PCs. 
California Scientific Software 818/798-1201 

1159 N Catalina Av, Pasadena CA 91104 

CALIFORNIA 
SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE CIRCLE 219 

Analog Circuit Simulation 
A full featured SPICE based simulator runs on 

the IBM PC with interactive Input and Output 

These wave-
forms show an 
IS SPICE 
analysis of a 
power supply 
snubber. 
Intu Scope was 
used display 
and computation 
of power and 
energy. The 
output shown 
used an 
Intu_Scope 
plotter utility 

PRE SPICE, $200.00: Interactive control, Monte Carlo 
Analysis, Optimization, libraries and parameter evaluation. 

IS_SPICE, $95.00: Performs AC, DC and Transient analysis. 
Intu_ScoPe, $250.00: Displays, manipulates and plots data. 
Programs are not copy protected, come with a 30 day money 
back guarantee and require PC with 640K RAM, fixed disk, 
coprocessor and CGA or EGA or Hercules graphics. 

P.O. BOX 6607 
San Pedro, CA 90734-6607 

inMisoft Tale: (213)833-0710 

INTUSOFT CIRCLE 229 

Product Showcase 
The best value for your advertising dollars. 
For a 1/9 page ad, here's all you have to do: 

1) Send a 35mm color transparency of your 
product. (Black and white glossy photos 
are also accepted.) 

2) Include 10 lines of typed copy, no more 
than 43 characters to a line. (Include 
spaces between words and punctuation 
in your character count.) 

3) Write a headline of 32 characters or less. 

4) We do all the rest. No production charges. 

5) We also accept camera-ready art. 
Ad size: 21/4" wide x 31/8" deep. 

The more ads you buy, the more you save. 

lx $750 12x $645 

3x $735 18x $600 

7x $715 25x $570 

rill Electronics 

ORDER 
FORM 

Name 

Titie 

Company 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Phone 

Send this form with material to: 
Carol Helton, Electronics magazine 
Product Showcase Advertising Manager 
1221 Avenue of the Americas, 42nd Floor 
New York, New York 10020 
(212) 512-2143 

1 
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ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
WITH EMERSON ELECTRIC'S 

GOVERNMENT AND DEFENSE GROUP 

• SOFTWARE DESIGN ENGINEERS 
• SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER 
• REL1ABILITY/MAINTAINABILTY ENGINEERS 
• RADAR SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 
(ON-GOING PROJECTS) 

• DIGIITAL DESIGN 
• POWER ELECTRONICS DESIGN 

We are looking for a select group of professionals to work on 
major government and defense contracts awarded to Emer-
son Electric. Diverse projects are available for individuals who 
meet our professional and educational standards. All disci-
plines listed will work out of our facility in St Louis. Candi-
dates considered qualified must have a BSEE, BSEET, BSCS 
degrees or higher as specified. 

SOFTWARE DESIGN ENGINEERS 
Real-time signal processing software development experience 
in 6809, 68000, and 68020 microprocessors. Additionaf posi-
tions require experience in the design and development of 
Test Systems software and application of systems. All posi-
tions require experience in one of more of the following sys-
tems or languages. VAX/VMS, 1750A, FORTRAN, C, Ada, 
JOVIAL, FORTH, Assembly languages, and ATLAS. 

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER 
Responsibilities will include mon'toring, developing and con-
trolling the system software on DEC-20, VAX. Also responsible 
for the operation of the system and an Interconnecting 
Ethernet Local Area Network. Minimum of 3 years experience 
in progressive software and hardware, with recent experience 
in computer operating systems BSCS/BSEE required 

RELIABILITY/MAINTAINABILITY ENGINEERS 
Perform reliability and maintainability related analysis of elec-
tronic and mechanical systems. Prepare proposal and pro-
gram plan inputs. Interface with design, components, failure 
analysis, logistics, and test engineering personnel. Requires 
minimum of 3 to 10 years electronic circuit analysis and prep-
aration of reliability related analysis. Must be familiar with reli-
ability and maintainability MIL-Specs and program 
requirements. 
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RADAR SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 
(ON-GOING PROJECTS) 
Provide system analysis, performance tracking, integration, 
and test of airborne and ground based radar systems. Inter-
face with customer and provide fiight test support of installed 
radar system. Minimum of 10 years or more experience in 
radar systems is required. Specific experience in the areas of 
coherent airborne radar TF/TA, or millimeter wave radar is 
highly desired. Minimum BSEE Physics or Math background 
required and MSEE desired. 

DIGITAL DESIGN 
Digital processor design, analysis, and simulation. Assist sys-
tem engineering in finalizing system requirements documents. 
Carry design through ana:yfical phase into hardware testing 
and debug. Requires minimum of 3 years experience; back-
ground in CAE equipment, signal processing, and computer 
architectures desired. 

POWER ELECTRONICS DESIGN 
Design, debug, test, and documentation of switch mode, 
power electronics, and other complex analog circuits. 
Requires 5 years experience in switch mode and power elec-
tronics performing under closed loop contro.. 

For prompt consideration, send your confidential resume to: 

Al Kaste 
Mail Station 4335 — Dept ELEC 
Electronics and Space Dvision 
8100W. Florissant Avenue 
St Louis, MO 63136 

An equal opportunity employer. US. citizenship is required. 

EMERSON ELECTRIC CO. 
Government & Defense Group 
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POSITIONS WANTED 

Electronic Engr, for hire. Microprocessor 
based designs, controls, telecom. Contract 
or per diem. Mr. Barry Masel. 718-
476-1516. 

SPECIAL SERVICES 

Overseas — 75 Countries — Interviewing 
now. All Fields — for Conn. interview. Send 
resume: Global Services, (0) Clinton, CT 
06413. Transportation not paid to Connec-
ticut. 

Confidential Design, prototype, short pro-
duction run services. CAD PCB layout. 
Micro-P Control Systems, Interactive Video, 
Smart House, Telecom. Communications 
Systems Labs, 23 S. Kam Hwy, #206, 
Wahiawa, HI 96786 Telex 6502990026MCI 
or Toll-Free 800-521-1364. 

Microcomputer Solutions — Systems 
Analysis, Database design, telecom, public 
access (VAN) Programming, expert system 
development. All microsystems. David Ed-
wards (718) 768-0098. 

Microcomputer System Design and Sup-
port for Intel based systems. Consulting in 
software and hardware, specializing in real-
time process control system designs. LJM 
Associates, Lee Mandell 818-347-2695. 

Electronic Assembly & Production. Low 
South of the Border rates with U.S. produc-
tion and quality control. Engineering assist-
ance available. Contact Mr. G. Whelpley 
(602) 831-0575, Zephyr, Inc., 5225 S. 
McClintock, Suite B. Tempe, AZ 85283. 

TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER 
ADS: Address separate en-
velopes (smaller than 11" x 5") 
for each reply to: 

Box Number (As indicated) 
Classified Advertising Depart-
ment 
Electronics 
Post Office Box 900, NY 10108 

COMPUTER 

MARKET PLACE 

100Mhz Logic Analyzer Card 

For PC/XT, PC/AT Monochrome 
Color Card Systems 
24 Channels at 25Khz - 25 Mhz 
-6 Channels at 100 Mhz 
-Internal Clock up to 100Mhz 
-External Clock up to 25Mhz 
-Threshold Voltage TTL, ECL, 
or variable from -10 to iii10v 

-Totally Software Controlled 
-All Software Included 

$1199 

PAL/EPROM Programmer Card 
For PC/XT/AT Systems 

-Programs All 20 and 24 Pin 
MMI, NS, TI PALs 
-Programs Eproms horn 2716 
to 27512 and 27512A 
-Software Functions Include 
Read, Write, Verify. Protect. 

$399 Edit, Print, and File Save 
and Load of Program 
-All Software Included 

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS 
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION (201) 994-6669 
Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 4 Sparrow Dr., 
Livingston, NJ 07039 

NEW LOGIC SIMULATOR 
COMBINES 

ENHANCED ACCURACY 
WITH A 

DRAMATIC SPEEDUP 

The DSIM switch and gate level simulator is 
two to three times faster than the leading 
simulators and has enhanced accuracy at 
the switch level. On the Apollo workstation 
it cruises at over 6600 events/second. For 
the 6 MHz IBM PC/AT it runs at over 1200 
events/second, and for the Compaq 386 it 
soars at over 5700 events/second. 

For more information write: 

Roche Systems Corporation 
1705 N. Rankin St. 
Appleton, WI 54911 

SPICE up your PC 

Z/SPICE professional circuit simulation 
Full version $300 Student version $79 

ZTEC box 737, college place, wa 99324 
(509)-529-7025 
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ELECTRONICS WEEK 
EUROPE AGREES ON 
MOBILE-PHONE NET 

The heads of 12 European 
PTTs, meeting in Copenhagen, 
have agreed in principle to es-
tablish standard specifications 
for the upcoming pan-Europe-
an mobile telephone network. 
Signees are the Common Mar-
ket big four—West Germany, 
Italy, France, and the UK— 
plus Denmark, Belgium, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, Nor-
way, Finland, Spain, and Por-
tugal. The capitals and largest 
airports of the countries in-
volved will be equipped first, 
in 1993, followed two years 
later with all traffic links be-
tween capital cities. 

AT&T PUMPS UP 
COMPUTER LINE... 

AT&T Co.'s Data Systems di-
vision has strengthened its 
computer line with the intro-
duction of high-end models 
for its personal-computer and 
minicomputer product lines. 
The 6386 Work Group Sys-
tem, a multiuser PC based on 
the Intel 80386 microproces-
sor, supports both Unix Sys-
tem V and MS-DOS applica-
tions. The cornerstone of 
AT&T's strategy to be Unix-
compatible across its entire 
line, the 6386WGS can sup-
port up to 32 users and will 
cost between $5,000 and 
$11,000. And at the top end 
of its computer family, AT&T 
introduced the 3B/4000, its 
most powerful computer to 
date. Capable of processing 
up to 40 million instructions 
per second, the 3B/4000 will 
cost around $120,000 in a ba-
sic configuration. 

and run up to $145,000 for the 
A6. The intermediate A4 car-
ries a $55,000 price tag. Per-
formance ranges from 0.5 mil-
lion instructions per second 
for the Al to 1.6 mips for the 
A6. All Smallframe models 
use the same cabinet, allow-
ing easy upgrades. Fully con-
figured systems range from 
$59,000 to $300,000. 

U. S. INDUSTRY IS 
UP 4.5% IN 1st HALF 

First-half sales figures for 
1987 indicate that the electron-
ics industry may have 
bounced back from its pro-
longed slump, but the Ameri-
can Electronics Association is 
withholding judgment until 
the year is out. U. S. sales of 
electronics products and ser-
vices rose 4.5% in the first six 
months of 1987, from $111.2 
billion to $116.1 billion, the 
Santa Clara, Calif., industry 
group says. June was the sev-
enth consecutive month in 
which sales figures bettered 
the comparable 1986 period— 
an indication that the rebound 
from the hard times of 1985 
and 1986 has been both strong 
and steady. 

eluding $2.5 million already 
paid back for unbillable items 
by TRW's Military Electronics 
and Avionics division in San 
Diego, Calif. Robert L North 
(see p. 22), a senior corporate 
officer of TRW, and Hugo 
Poza, head of the division, 
were fired; they have since 
filed wrongful termination 
suits and have testified that 
TRW's contract system was 
flawed. The company will not 
be barred from receiving fu-
ture government contracts. 

... AS UNISYS ADDS 

TO 'A SERIES' LINE 

Unisys Corp. is moving to 
compete more strongly for 
low-end customers against 
IBM Corp. and Digital Equip-
ment Corp. by adding three 
new Smallframe models to its 
A-series minicomputer line. 
Entry prices for the 48-bit 
deskside machines start at 
$25,000 for the Al processor 

MINI-MAKER ENTERS 

PC CAD MARKET 

Prime Computer Inc., Natick, 
Mass., has bought privately 
owned Versacad Corp., a $6 
million company that makes 
computer-aided-design soft-
ware for personal computers 
and work stations. Versacad, 
of Huntington Beach, Calif., 
kill be an independent subsid-
iary, selling CAD software 
for most major stand-alone 
machines, including those of 
IBM, Apple, Hewlett-Packard, 
Olivetti, Sun, and Apollo. 
Prime already offers CAD 
software for its own general-
purpose multiuser systems. 

APOLLO AND RIDGE 
GO NETWORKING 

Work stations and supermini-
computers can be tied more 
closely together as a result of 
a joint agreement between 
Apollo Computer Inc. of 
Chelmsford, Mass., and Ridge 
Computers of Santa Clara, 
Calif. Ridge's reduced-instruc-
tion-set superminis will be 
linked to Apollo's work sta-
tions via Apollo's Network 
Computing System. This inte-
grated computing environ-
ment is aimed toward engi-
neering and scientific users 
who want high-performance 
graphics, networking, and 
computationally intensive ap-
plications such as electrical 
and mechanical design. 

TRW MAKES AMENDS: 
$17 MILLION WORTH 

TRW Inc. pleaded guilty to 
overcharging in U.S. govern-
ment contracts and will pay 
$17 million in restitution, in-

CORNING GETS OUT 
OF COMPONENTS 

Corning Glass Works is bail-
ing out of the electronic com-
ponents business. The Cor-
ning, N. Y., company is selling 
its capacitor operations to 
AVX Corp. of Great Neck, 
N. Y., for $67 million, and its 
resistor business, which has 
plants in the U. S. and Europe, 
to Vishay Interteehnology Inc. 
of Malvern, Pa., for $39 mil-
lion. AVX and Vishay say 
they will continue to operate 
all the Corning plants and re-
tain virtually all of the Cor-
ning employees. 

13 SIMULATORS USE 

TERADYNE TESTER 

Design simulators from 13 
vendors that are used for test-

ing VLSI boards will now run 
smoothly on Teradyne Inc.'s 
L200 family of VLSI testers. 
Test Systems Strategies Inc. 
of Beaverton, Ore., is support-
ing the Boston company's 
L200 series in its Test Devel-
opment Series software, which 
creates standard test pro-
grams from different simula-
tion waveforms. Multivendor 
compatibility will allow Teca-
dyne's users to take advan-
tage of test vectors already 
created for in-circuit testing of 
application-specific ICs while 
maintaining the L200 family's 
timing flexibility. 

IBM AND ERICSSON 
TEAM ON PHONE NET 

IBM Europe SA will combine 
its expertise in data-base and 
data-network management 
with the AXE switching tech-
nology from Sweden's Erics-
son Corp. under a long-term, 
nonexclusive agreement to 
build advanced telephone net-
works. A corporate Virtual 
Private Network service will 
recognize a user's call as pri-
vate and automatically con-
nect it over a normal switched 
line to another business loca-
tion. Solutions will be based 
on standard IBM and Erics-
son systems, plus specialized 
software that is compatible 
with regional Bell operating 
companies in the U. S. 

SYSTEM PREDICTS 
DISK-DRIVE FAILURES 

An expert system from Na-
tional Advanced Systems, a 
Santa Clara, Calif., subsid-
iary of National Semiconduc-
tor Corp., will predict failures 
in the company's installed 
NAS 7380 disk-storage sub-
systems before they happen. 
Nastrack combines a printed-
circuit board and software to 
monitor seven critical param-
eters. Data is fed daily to Na-
tional's central support cen-
ter in San Diego, and if the 
system detects a faulty drive, 
it stores the disk's informa-
tion and alerts the support 
center to send a customer 
representative to the site. 
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IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR SWITCHES 
YOU SHOULD BE LOOKING HERE! 
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CALL OUR TOLL-FREE N.JMEEIR, 

1-800-323-0315 
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IN ILLINOIS CALL 1-31E-640-004C 

FOR FREE SAMPLES AND OUR CATALOG. 

FUJISOKU 
SWITCHES 

CONTACT 
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BO MARTIN LANE, ELK GiRO'v'E VILLAGE, IL E0007 

Quality and Economy Known Worldwide. 
•Most switches Ut. and C.S.A. Approved 
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A Leader in the Optical Age: 
Toshiba DFB Laser Diode 

Now transmit tons of data through a single-mode fiber-optic with 
Toshiba's link to the new-age mode of communications. An impressive 
lineup of high-performance laser diodes, boasting threshold currents 
of 20mA and more than 30dB of side-mode suppression ratio, is the 
result of our advanced electronics and opto-electronic technologies. 

In addition, long-haul transmission of 2.0Gbps data is easily possible. 
And the wide variety of Toshiba systems assures that your specific 
needs are met 

Toshiba: the pioneer of laser diodes in the exciting world of 
communications, from CATV and TV conference to videotex systems. 

PACKAGE 1.3pm DFB 1.55pm DFB 

CHIPCARRIER TOLD300S TOLD350S 

DIL TOLD312S TOLD362S 

BUTTERFLY TOLD313S TOLD363S 

TOSHIBA 
TOSHIBA CORPORATION TOKYO. JAPAN 


